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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
Terms of 'Reference
1.
Cabinet Decision 3998 of July 1984 requested the
Ministers for Defence and Resources and Energy to undertake
a
complete
joint
administration
review
of
Commonwealth
topographic mapping resources and needs and the way in which
those
needs
could
best
be
met,
including
alternative
'mechanisms for meeting strategic mapping needs.
The two
departments agreed on the Terms of Reference but they were
unable to agree on key issues.
In April 1985, the two
Ministers, Mr Beazley and Senator Evans, agreed that before
there
could
be
'recommendations
on
the
allocation
of
responsibilities or resources, it would be 'necessary to have
an
i ndependen t
view
of
outstandi ng
di f ference s.
The
departments agreed that the Public Service Board should
undertake an i~dependent assessment and complete the review.
Th is. led to my engageme n t in a consul ta t i ve capac i ty to lead
the review.
2.
Appendix A sets out the original Terms of Reference
in seven paragraphs.
I have not sought to respond to each
of them bu t have taken my task to be that of concen t ra t ing
on
issues
in
dispute
and
possible' future
policies.
Inevi tably it caused me to exa mi ne rela ted rna t ters suc \1 as
the mapping progra ms of the Sta tes and thei r abi Ii ti es to
participate in a Federal program.

Areas of disagreement
3.
The areas of agreement on substantial issues between
the
Depar tment
of
Defence
(hence forth
usually
called
Defence)
and
the
Department
of
Resources
and
Energy
(henceforth usually
called
DRE)
which I
was
given to
understand were extensive turned out to be practically nonexistent.
There
is
a
long
history of
unsatisfactory
relations between the Royal Australian Survey Corps, known'
as RASvy, the mapping agency of Defence, and the Division of
National Mapping, known as Natmap, the mapping qrm of the
DRE.
It surfaced in 1984 main ly because Defence had decided
to emba rk on a 1: 5 a 000 scale mapping program solely for
defence purposes.
The unilateral decision was seen by
Natmap as violating its traditional role of coordinating
Commonwealth topographic mapping programs.
4.
With two authorities,
one military and the other
ci vi 1, cIa i ming aright to engage in topographic mappi n g, a
dispute arose as to the respective mapping costs of each.
Paragraph 5 of the Terms of Reference required, among other
things,
identification
of
the
cost
structure
and
productivity of
RASvy and Natmap in the
production of
topographic maps and deri ved products.
The two departments
were quite unable to agree on how costs should be assessed
and the significance of that disagreement was pressed upon
me, particularly in the early stages of my review.
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5.
At the same time Defence maintained unequivocally
that Australia 's defenc~ needs meant that there should be a
professional RASvy core force capable ~f meeting mi Ii tary
demands for mapping services and assistance in the field if
Australia were to be invaded by a hostile mi Ii tary force.
The existence of a core force· for this purpose provided
RASvy wi tfl resources also to mount a mapping program of its
choice.
To this cIa im Na tmap. and its parent departmen t
reacted by challenging the size of· the RASvy undertaking as
being·in excess of the disclosed defence need.
Other Commonwealth mapping and survey activities
6.
No t
unexpectedly,
in
vi ew
of
the
ci rcums tances
prevailing in 1984, the Terms· of Reference concentrated on
the fulfilment of Commonwealth topographic mapping programs
for all civilian and defence purposes.
As my enquiries
progressed
it
became
apparent
that
in
the
long
run
Commonwealth topographic mapping could not continue to be
isolated from other mapping and survey activities.
The
Terms of
Reference do not expressly provide
for
their
examination but I have found it impossible to disregard them
in formulating submissions at the end of this report.
Progress report
7.
La st De cember, . I made a progress report to" the two
Mi ni sters and the Mi nister for Fi nance set t ing out some 0 f
the issues and my attitude to them.
In separate letters of
response
Senator
Evans
and
Mr
Beazley
made
several
constructive comments and suggestions and their departments
subsequently supplied me with their critical appraisals.
As
a result of the commentaries and ensuing discussions, I. have
refined some of the views I expressed tentatively in the.
progress r~port but there have not been any fundamental
changes in my thinking.
8.
The complex issue of costs exemplifies the difference
between the progress report and this report which confi rms
my
tentative view last December that RASvy's costs of
compiling maps were higher than those of Natmap.
Naturally
though, this report also brings contri.buting factors into
sharper focus and takes full account of the different map
making policies and procedures of Natmap· and RASvy not
appa ren t i n the progress re por t.
. Digi ta 1 st·ereoplot ti ng
undertaken
by RASvy emerges as being more costly than
graphic stereo plot t i ng undertaken by Na tmap in con junc tio n
with outside contractors.
As will be seen, however, it does
not follow that one agency is more efficient than the other
or that the future shape of the 1: 50 000 program should be
determined solely by comparison of past costs.
9.
The
re port.

progress

repor t i s

en ti re ly
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Assistance and expiration of time
10.
The review has taken far longer than I expected when
I began last October.
Among several contributing factors, I
should mention two.
Firstly, as I have said, it, transpired
that there was little agreement between the two departments
on substantive issues, thus increasing my function.
'1 was
to find that the two sides were
deeply entrenched on
several issues often making it difficult and time-consuming
to separate knowledge and facts from partisan glosses on
information recei ved.
Occasionally I had to go to unusual
lengths to test information rather in the manner of Sherlock
Holmes without Watson.
----11.
Secondly for a program of its size my review did not
have sufficient support staff.
Each Department provided, an
officer acting primarily in a liaison capacity and the Board
made a vai lable to me an Execut i ve Of fice r, Mr W. Egan and' a
secretary.
That was all.
Over the seven months which
elapsed, the Executive Officer became entirely involved in
the task of 'comparing the compilation and printing costs of
RASvy and Natmap, leaving me in effect without the services
of an Executive Officer.
Most of my time was spent not in
leading
the
review but undertaking, it,
including most
research tasks.
My r~port ,b~ a hi.g..her personal content
than Henry Ford's first motor car.
-

----------- ..

_--------

12.
Notwithstanding the troubles mentioned,
1 believe
this report embraces the principal areas of dispute and
substantially fulfils what 1 set out to do.
1 hope it also
fulfils what was expected of me.
13.
I should like to acknowledge the assistance of Mr
John Baker of DRE,and Miss Julienne Boston of Defence.
They
were always willing and
provided essential
information
frequently not obtainable without considerable effort on
their part.
I also acknowledge the cooperation of the two
departments and staff concerned in what was acknowledged all
round as being a difficult task.
I thank the Secretaries of
each department for their forbearance.
The Management
Improvement Division of the Public Service Board also made a
useful
contribution
in
assessing,
at
my
request,
the
methodology employed in costing Natmap's operations.
My
secreta ry, Ms Lorrence Sal te r, who also acted as occasiona 1
research assistant, provided an invaluable service.
14.
I
was
much
assisted
by
Surveyors-General
and
Directors of Mapping in the States and the Australian
Surveyor-Genera 1.
As will be seen I was guided by thei r
combined wisdom and experience in several aspects of the
Review which required the exercise of informed judgement.
I
was also in touch with representatives of the private
mapping and survey sector.
Subjects not covered
15.
Because of res train ts of time and resources I was
forced to focus on the more crucial issues leaving untouched
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some questions on which I should like to have reported.
One
is about arrangements
in
RASvy and Natmap for aerial
photography.
16.
RAS~y usually has the services of the RAAF.
There is
a RAAF proposal to buy two
jet aircraft for which a
principal use will be to undertake mapping photography for
RASvy at, an all up cos t of about $ 23 mi Ilion eac h.
Eac h
_aircraft will cost several million dollars more than any
aircraft so far used in aerial phot6graphy in Aust~alia.
No
c i vi Ii an mapping au thor i ty, whether Commonwealth or State,
uses jet aircraft or aircraft of high capital cost nor is it
necessary or economic for them to do so.
Natmap owns and
operates two Cessna aircraft.
I have no doubt that all
Australian
civilian mapping authorities would' regard the
RAAF proposa I, wi th its at tendan t operational cos ts, as a
self-indulgent exercise in extravagance.
In the background
there is a commercial aviation industry which is competitive
both in the charter of ai rcraft wi th or wi thout crews and
undertaking aerial photography.
Such arguments as I saw in
support of a successful DRE Cabinet Submission in 1980 to
buy new aircraft operated by crew in full time employment
wi th Na tmap left me far from con vinced tha t the internal
aerial service was cost effective.
The principal argument
was the high potential cost of paying outside contrac,tors
for minimum hours and standing tim~ resulting from such
factors as inclement weather.
My experience in other areas
suggests that a business-like approach to private operators
can resul t in a better contract than one which imposes an
obligation to pay for all lay days.
Unfortunately the need
to enter the lists on compilation and printing co~ts left me
with no time to review aircraft costs.
17.
Beyond the ambit of the inquiry, but of concern, is
the
number
of
institutions
at
tertiary
level
or the
equivalent,
wholly or partly maintained by Commonwealth
funding, which offer training in the craft of map making.
RASvy has a School of Military Studies at Bonegilla, staffed
by military personnel.
It is effective but expensive and, I
Defence informed me
am informed, not patronised by Natmap.
too that it was agreed with DRE that the Schooi of Military
Studies should not be included in any cost compariso~s.
Natmap staff association representations

18.
During my review, representatives of the Professional
Officers
Association
(POA)
and
the
Association
of
Dra ughting, Supervisory and Technical Employees Associa tion
(ADSTE) staff in Na tmap informed the Pr ime Mi ni s ter that I
was being side-tracked into
issues
outside what their
Associations saw as the crucial question of civilian versus
military
responsibility
for
Commonwealth
topographic
mapping.
The principal function of my review is of course,
to report upon the most efficient use of Commonwealth
resources to meet Commonwealth needs for topographic mapping
in the best possible way.
There was no question of my
review being side-tracked.
I should say now, however, that
barring completely new and unexpected developments on a
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barring completely new and unexpected developments on a
na tional scal e, t radi ti onal se ri es topographic mappi ng by
the Commonwealth should end with the completion of the
1:50,000 program.
The future cannot be put to one side in
recommending
possible
courses
of
action
open
to
the
Commo~wealth
to
achieve
the
completion
of
the
program
expeditiously and economically.
19.
In April
1986 an ADSTE representative
in Natmap
addressed reques ts unde r the Freedom of In forma t ion Ac t to
Defence,
DRE and the
Board seeking the supply of all
submissions made to my review and any r-elevant supporting
documents.
Needless to say this involved me in discussions
with the three recipient organisations.
ADSTE also issued a
telex press release and there were approaches from the. media
abo u t i t but, as far a s I a maw are, the me d i a did not t a k e
up the cause.
The two departments have to treat the request
on its merits but, as leader of the review, I am not subject
to the Freedom of Information Act and the documents and
information which the departments have supplied are in my
control and not that of the Public Service Board.
Productivity
programs

and

the

management

of

topographic

mapping

20.
I
fee I bound to rema rk on the con tras t be tween the
level of activity which long ago I accepted as part of the
processes
of
executive
government
and
the
measured
atmosphere and apparent lack. of urgency in the achievement
of Federal mapping programs.
21.
In 1965 Cabi net decided that Na t,map, wi th RASvy' s
assistance, should undertake a 1: 100 000 series topographic
program to be comple ted in 10 years.
The fact tha t the
progr-am is still to be finished after 20 years has not
excited the participants to bring the position to the notice
of any la ter Cabi ne t.
My impression of mappi ng as a whol e
by public authorities, both Commonwealth and State, is of
little interest in establishing measurements of p~oductivity
against which performance is to' be gauged.
Management also
seems to be very low profile and largely in the hands of
profess ional sur-veyors and mappers un tra i ned in manage ri al
techniques and practices.
The necessary indicators of
performance cannot be provided here but the review has shown
that the private sector operates at lower costs than either
RASvy or Natmap not only because of lower capital costs but
also because of operational practices.
For example, one of
the
la rger
companies
ut iIi ses
its
pho togramme t ric ' and
stereoplotting equipment for ten shifts a week which is
seldom the case in public sector mapping.
The scheduled
time for any Commonwealth topographic mapping program should
not be allowed to pass merely by bureaucratic condonation.
The
plarined time
for a
program including the
1:50 000
program should also be tested against its objectives.
22.
New equi pmen t enables maps to be assembled from data
loca ted somewhere in a digi tal da ta base - a technological
development
not
to
be
denied.
Unlike
many
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other technological deve lopments I however I though it mea ns
the production of a more versatile and useful product it has
not yet lOYlered the cost ofa map as a product.
Equipment
and labour should be economically employed according to
objective criteria and not to the arrogant demands of remote
contingencies.
The availability of digital capacity does
not mean that alternatively prepared products should be
automatically discarded.
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Section 2

COMMONWEALTH TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
23.
Topographic mapping is not a subject of express
Federal constitutional power and is far from being an
exclusive Commonwealth function.
Each State has its own
mapping authority and State topographic maps cover all urban
areas and the more populated rural areas of Australia.
Civilian demand for topographic maps is met principally by
the Sta tes and not the Commonwea 1 t h.
Total State map sale s
far exceed sales of Commonwealth maps.
Early history
24.
The first Commonwealth mapping was undertaken by' the
Army in 1910 and since it was formed in 1915, the Royal
Australian Survey Corps has engaged .in mapping parts of
Australia for defence purposes.
25.
On the civilian side in 1909 a Commonwealth survey
organisation was established in the Department of Home
Af fai rs.
In 1916 land and survey funct ions pa ssed to a new
Department of Home and Territories and it began some mapping
in 1921.
In 1935 Cabinet approved the appointment of a
departmental committee known as the Commonwealth Survey
Committee following representations to have accurate maps
and co-ordination of surveying for Commonwealth purposes.
26.
In
1945,
following
discussions
between.
the
Commonwea 1 th Survey Commi t tee and State Surveyors-Genera 1,
the National Mapping Council was formed as an advisory body
to all participating Governments for the co-ordination of
mapping on a
voluntary ba s is.
In the same yea r
the
Commonwealth
Surveyor-General was made Director 'of National
Mapping.
The two roles were separated in 1956 by moving the
Surveyor-General and his staff to the Department of National
Dev·elopment.
27.
In
1951
on
the
invitation
of
the
Australian
Governmen t, Major-General R Brown, Director-General of the
Ordnance Survey of Great Britain, visited Australia.
The
invitation arose from the Minister for the Army's desire to
obtain advice on the functions and program of RASvy and on
"the
task
of
coordinating
all
aspects
of
National
development".
The
letter
of' invitation
expressed
an
Australian interest in the "alignment of activities in the
production of national
map series at medium and small
scale" •
28.
Major-General Brown· reported that most of the surveys
and mapping of Australia considered to be national in
character had been undertaken by the Army and not the
principal civilian agency in the Department of the Interior.
The States' contribution to national mapping was minimal.
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29.
Major-General
Brown recommended an enquiry by an
independent body to assess the need for national mapping in
the general interest.
He also recommended the formation of
a single authority responsible for all geodetic topographic
survey and mapping required for all Commonweal th purposes.
The authori ty,
he said,
should be primar'i ly a civilian
organisation on a civil vote but it should also employ
military
personnel
on
the
active
list
of
the
Royal
Australian Survey Corps.
The Corps should be invited to
undertake agreed parts of a national survey program.
30.
In July 1954 Cabi net ,dec ided tha t the De pa rtmen t of
the
Interior
should
be
the
single
authori ty
for
all
Commonweal th topographic survey and mapping meeting. defence
as well as civilian needs.
It also established a standing
advisory committee of three consisting of the permanent head
of Interior, a nominee of the Minister for the Army and a
nomi ne e selected by the Mi ni ster con trolli ng the authori ty
from a
panel
of names
submitted by
the
Institute of
,Surveyors-General.
When constituting the Department of the
Interior as the national. mapping and survey authority the
Government was aware of the intention to implement a planned
program for a nationa.l topographic map series at a scale of
1: 250 000.
Action was not taken to have an independent
review of national mapping needs.
31.
In
1956
the
mapping
function
of
Interior
was
transferred to the Department of National Development and it
now
resides
i n ' DRE.
Natmap's
claim
to
overall
responsibility begins with the decision in 1954.

Commonwealth series topographic mapping programs
32.
There
are
three
major
programs
program and a 1: 100 000 . program for whi ch
authority primarily responsible.
The third
program which Defence has initiated and so far

the
1:250 000
Na tmap is the
is a 1:50 000
controls.

33.
In lay pre-metric terms a 1:250 000 map is 4 miles to
the inch.
A 1:100 000 map is about 1.6 miles to the inch
and i n a 1: 50 000 map each inch equals .8 of a mi Ie.
In
metric terms 2 centimetres of a 1:50 000 map equals one'
kilometre
1:250 000 Natmap program
34.
. In 1954 the task of commencing a national program was
formidable and the decision was to undertake a preliminary
mapping phase at 1: 250 000 scale producing uncontoured maps
in the fi rst instance with work proceeding in the meant ime
on a national geodetic survey to provide the framework for
eventual basic mapping with more detailed and contoured
maps.
Na tmap shared the work on the original program wi th
RASvY.
Natmap produced 240 sheets, RASvy 292 sheets and the
States 8 sheets.
35.
The full 1: 250 000 sca Ie program compri ses 544
sheets and is due for completion in 1988 except for a
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map sheets programmed for completion by RASvy by about 1990.
On completion the contributions to the program will be as
follows:
Natmap
RASvy
States
Total

367
165
12
544

sheets
sheets
sheets
sheets

(68%)
(30%)
(2%)
(100%)

36.
Maps in the first series were completed in 1968 and
the seco nd seri es started in 1974.
As wi 11 be see n, a
1:100 000 scale program began in 1965.
It enables the
production of 1: 250 000 sca Ie maps wi th da ta and standards
of accuracy appropriate to that scale.
37.
Appendix B to this report contains a map of Australia
showing the state of the 1:250 000 program as at January
1986.
The maps whi ch Na tmap produce form pa rt of a na ti ona 1
topographic mapping series and are are called NTMS maps:
those produced by RASvy are known as Joint Operations
Graphic (JOG) maps.
The di fference between the two is in
details
most
suited
to
civilian
and
defence
needs
respect i ve ly.
On comple t ion of the program RASvy wi 11 also
duplicate the NTMS series wi th the productfon' of JOG maps
but Natmap will not produce NTMS maps for the area.in which
RASvy has worked exclusively.
38.
In 1984 the Na tional Mapping Council considered that
the production by RASvy and Na tmap of their own separate
maps
was
uneconomic.
The
Council
resolved
that
the
objective should be to produce only one 1:250 000 map series
of Australia to satisfy'both defence and civilian needs.
At
the same meeting the Coul1cil expressed its concern that a
mutually acceptable solution should be found to the coordination of Commonwealt~ topographic mapping.
1:100 000 Natmap program
39.
In September 1964, acting on, a submission from the
Minister
for
National
Development,
Cabinet
approved
a
program of 1:100 000 mapping of Australia to be completed by
the end of 1975.
The decision authorised' the Department of
Na tiona 1 Deve lopmen t to organi se and enter upon it on the
footing of priori ty be ing gi ven to the mapping of Northe'rn
Australia.
40.
In hi s submi ssion the Mi ni ster observed tha t Na tmap
was specifically charged with the responsibility for mapping
and co-ordination of mapping activities on a national basis
and that it was assisted by RASvy which made available
resources not required solely for military purposes.
41.
The
Minister' informed
Cabinet
that
the
Advisory
Committee on Commonwealth Mapping believed that most defence
and civilian mapping requirements would be satisfied by
1:100 000
scale
maps.
Nevertheless,
if resources had
permitted it would have been proposed to provide a basic map
coverage at a scale equivalent to 1:50 000.
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42.
The Minister rested the case for the new
program not
only on defence req~irements but also the useful purp6ses it
would serve in Australia's development especially' in the
Northern
Territory
and
assessing
Australia's
natural
resources, including the location of oil and minerals.
43.
Na tmap has act i ve ly pursued the 1: 100 000 program
since 1965 but the intention to complete the program in 10
years was not fulfilled partly because of insufficient
resources but also because of the interest Natmap developed
in other
mapping tasks.
The program should be completed
around the mi ddle of 1988, tha t is in 23 years ins tead of
10.
44.
As early as 1965 Natmap decided it would not be
economic to publish maps of the sparsely inhabited central
a reas of the con tinen t for which there was Ii t tIe demand.
It created an area, now well known in mapping and survey
quarters as the red line area, inside which maps would be
compiled but not published.
The red line intrudes into all
Sta tes except Vi ctor i a and Ta sma nia.
It covers more than
half of Western Australia, South Australia and the
Northern
Te rri tory and almost hal f of Queensland and more than one
third of New South Wales.
There should be printed. maps
available in 1988 for the whole of the area falling 6utside
the red line.
45.
Naturally enough in view of the defence aspect Natmap
has shared the program with RASvy.
Natmap also invoked
extensive assistance from 'the States and contributed to the
cost of their activities.
Payments to the States from
1964/65 until they ceased in 1974/75 totalled $1,365,866.
For its own part Natmap has made fairly extensive use of
private contractors from whom it has received excellent
value
for
money.
In
1984/85
out
of an
operational
expendi ture of $5.26M on topographic mapping, payments to
private contractors amounted to $810,272.
46.
,When the program is completed the number of 1:100 000
maps will be 3064, consisting of 1635 compiled and published
outside the red line and 1,429 compiled but not published
(except for 3) inside the red line.
RASvy as expected, has
mainly worked outside the red line in areas of high defence
priority in northern Australia.
Its total contribution
outside the red line is 830 maps compared with Natmap's-745.
Inside the red line Natmap compilations will total 1,342 out
of 1,429.
The States have worked almost exclusively outside
the red line and when the entire program is
completed they
will have produced 303 compilations.
Figures in detail are
as follows:
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1:100 000 mapping program outside the

r~d

line

Compiling
Natmap'
RASvy
Western Australia
South Australia
Queensland
Ta smania
New Sou th Wales
Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric Authority
Victoria
RASvy/Victoria
RASvy/Natmap
TOTAL

697
629
95
75
60
51
20
4
2
1
1

1,635

Printing
RASvy
Na tmap
Tasmania
Queensland
Natmap still to print
Not intended to be printed because
of small land content
TOTAL

830
745
51
2

4
3

1,635
Compilation inside the red line

Natmap
RASvy(including orthophoto maps)

1,342
87

TOTAL

1,429

Total number of 1:100 000 maps

3,064

Appendi x C shows the area de Ii nea ted by the red Ii ne and
a Iso cecor ds the mapping cont r i buti ons by other agenci es.
Appendix D shows the state of the program as at June 1986.
47.
Once again RASvy and Natmap have separately published
maps at 1: 100 000 over the same parts of the Australian
mainland.
I
understand this no longer occurs but it
. attracted
the
comment
of
wasteful
duplication
from
individual members of the National Mapping Council.
The
overlap is of course in the printing of the maps and not in
compilation which is the more expensive process.
Other Natmap topographic programs
48.
Natmap has other mapping programs.
In topographic
mapping the most significant is the International Map of the
World
(IMW)
series comprising
49 Australian
sheets at
1:1 000 000 scale.
Natmap completed the series in 1978.
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Another product
is the World Aeronautical Chart
Natmap also produces thematic maps and atlases.

(WAC).

Natmap's bathymetric program
49.
Bathymetric
mapping
is
the
marine
equivalent
of
topographic mapping.
It consists of the measurement of
ocean depths at intervals to determine the topography of an
area
of
the
ocean bed
and
the
representation of
the
topography in the form of a contour map.
In· 1970 Federal
Cabinet approved a 10 year program under which Natmap would
engage in bathymetric mapping of the continental shelf,
agreeing also to provide addi tional funds needed for the
program.
In making its decision Cabinet was influenced by
moves of some member countries of
the Uni ted Nations for
the revision of the Convention on the Continental Shelf and
for
redefinition
of
the
seaward
limits of
national
jurisdiction.
The decision was also based on the potential
wealth of Australia's continental shelf.

a

50.
Na tmap fai led to comp Ie te the· program in ten years.
It will take no less than twenty.
At June 1984 survey work
was two-thirds completed and map sheets published for about
30% of the total area . to be covered.
In 1984/85 the
operational costs of bathymetric mapping were $3 million
compared with $5.26 million for topographic mapping.
It is
an expensive program and the small demand for the product
raises doubts of a' cost/benefi t kind.
In 1984/85 revenue
from sales of bathymetric maps was only ,about 1% of Natmap's
total map sale s. . Apa rt from the supply of maps to the Na va 1
Hydrographer the main consumers appear to be companies
interested in exploi ting the resources of the continenta 1
shelf.
They buy the maps at nominal prices.

The 1:50 000 Defence program
51.
As early as 1965, Defence displayed an interest in
having 1:50 000 maps but it was satisfied then to have
1: 100 000 scale maps as a compromise.
As al ready indi ca ted,
RASvy
participated extensively
in
the
1:100 000
Natmap
program and it has completed its share of the work.
52.
In
the
late
seventies,
RASvy
began
mapping
at
1:50 000 scale but even in 1981 when the Moran Committee
reported (see section 6 of this report) there was still not
much said about a 1: 50 000 comprehensive mapping program.
Nevertheless one was planned.
In 1980/81 and 1981/82 RASvy
produced 144 first cover maps of Australia at that scale.

Defence decision to have a comprehensive program
53.
In 1983 the Joint Mapping and Charting Group in
Defence (JMCG) submitted a 1:50 000 program to the Chiefs of
Staff
Commi t tee
coveri ng
more
than
60%
of
Aust ral i a
including the whole of the area outside the red line.
Inside the area of the red line it called for mapping mainly
of a corridor running from the Northern Territory through
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the inland to South Australia.
It di vided the parts of
Australia to be mapped into six priority areas with
most of
them containing sub-priorities.

I·

54.
Appendix
E
shows
the
Defence
mapping
program
accordi ng to the six prior i ties.
It wi 11 be seen tha t " the
highest priority areas are adjacent to, or in the vicinity
of,
the
northwest
and' northern
coastline
of
Western
Australia and "the No"rthern Territory.
Areas of low priority
are for the most part in the south, and south-eastern parts
of Australi a.
Some priori ties are alloca ted accordi ng to
the importance of an area as a defence corridor.
On the map
appearing in Appendix E these are prefixed with the letter
'C'.
The program was to be completed by mapping priorities
5 and 6 after completion of. the tasks for the fi rat four
areas.
Priority 5 consist of three relatively small areas
in the vicinity of Broken Hill, Mount Isa and Alice Springs.
Tasmania constitutes priority 6.
55.
The program which the Chjefs of Staff Committee
endorsed in October 1983, rests entirely on defence.
It is
based on a strategy which emphasises" the need to maintain a
defence capability
sufficient to contain" and ultimately
expel hostile armed forces entering
Australian territory.
The poli cy is to de ve lop and rna i n tai n a De fence force-i nbeing to meet such contingencies, including a body of fully
trained mapping personnel available to serve in the field as
the occasion requires to support the military operations.
56.
The Gove"rnment and the Dibb Report have stated that
there is no identifiable military threat to Australia at
present.
Of the possibilities, the least unlikely is that
there could be limited hostile operations on a small scale
such as raids by sma 11 groups.
These could, however, be
dispersed over a wide geographic area.
If· such hostile
activities occurred, they would most likely be in northern
and
north-western
Australia,
including
the
off-shore
islands.
Obviously the priority 1 areas are dominant in the
Defence mapping program and they are where RASvy has so far
concentrated most of its mapping resources.
No Cabinet Decision
57.
In contrast to the 1: 100 000 program which Cabinet
specifically endorsed in 1965 as being in the interests" 0 f
Australian defence and national development
the Defence
program was, in effect, implemented following the decision
of
the Chiefs of Staff Committee.
It was a program
initiated witho~t
regard
to
Natmap's claim
to be
the
coordinating authority for Commonwealth topographic mapping.
It is a program which will cost considerably more to fulfill
than the current 1:100000 program which in 1965" Cabinet
considered was the most the country could afford.
For its
part, DRE alerted· its Minister" at the time to the Defence
decision but it did not take steps to bring the matter
before Cabinet.
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Number of maps according to priorities

58.
The JMCG report td l the Chiefs of Staff Committee
contained a definitive statement of programs, prio~ities qnd
the number of maps required for each, with figures for
existing mapping contributions to the program at 30 June
1983.
According to the report a total of 7,268 maps was
needed for all six priority areas.
There were 1,656
available maps constituting 23% of the total program leaving
5612 maps to be produced.
The 1,656 maps already available
included 520 RASvy maps plus 99 RASvy orthophoto maps which
were provi siona lly acceptable.
The ba lance of 1,037 rna ps
carne almost entirely from State sources and was for areas of
lower pr iori ty.
59.
required
follows:

In a
program deemed
maps as described in

to occupy 49 years the
the JMCG report were as

1:50 000 MAPS
Priority

Sheets· Previously published

Balance

Proportion
%

Army
line
maps

1
2
3
4
5
6
TOTAL

Army
orthophoto
maps

Other
maps

1,519
1,211
990
3,216
188
144

126
31
40
323
0
0

58
0
0
41
0
0

0
0
168
845
0
24

1,335
1,180
782
2,007
188
120

12
3
21
37
0
17

7,268

520

99

1,037

5,612

23

60.
In December 1985 I was advised that the program which
the Chiefs of Staff Commi ttee endorsed in 1983 reduced the
planning timescale from 49 years to 35 years assessed as
follows:
Priority
1
2
3
4
5
6

Time
in years
12.1

5.7
4.1
11.0
1.0
1.3

Total
years
12.1
17.8
21.8
32.8
33.8
35.1

Year of
completion
1996
2002
2006
2017
2018
2019

61.
The advi ce al so sta ted tha t after taki ng accoun t of
the contributions of other mapping authorities at 30 June
1984 there was an upwards adjustment to the total number of
maps required to 5,677 from 5,612, the principal variation
being in the priority 4 areas.
Details were as follows:
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Priority

No of maps

1

1,330

2
3
4
5
6

1,141
751
2,114
188
153

Total

5,677

62.
As planned, it will take longer for RASvy to complete
its priority 1 mapping than its mapping for priorities 2 and
3 although the latter priorities together require more maps.
The explanation, I am told, is that RASvy is also engaged on
a
range
of
overseas
mapping
commitments with regional
countries under the Defence Co-operation Program.
This work
is expected to be completed in the next few years enabling
more
resources
to be concentrated on domestic mapping.
Ondoubtedly, the 1:50 000 program will be RASvy's principal
task for a long time to corne.
.
The Regiment and the Field Survey Squadrons
63.
RASvy is .equipped w'ith two digital systems known as
Automap 1 and Automap 2 which enable the production of maps
through
digi tal
stereoplot t i ng
instead' of
graphi c
s tereoplot ting.
The equipment is at the headqua rters of the
Regiment in Bendigo.
Four RASvy field survey squadrons also
contribute to the compilation of 1: 50 000 maps but by the
graphic stereoplotting process, which is the principal way
in which Na tmap also compiles maps.
Plans are afoot to
introduce Automap 3 which would give the field squadrons
digi tal
stereoplot ting
capaci ty.
Wi th
its
effecti ve
introduction planned for mid-1989 Automap 3 is forecast to
boost RASvy's mapping production by 15%.
The cost of
Automap 3 exceeds $12 million and procurement has yet to be
approved.
Its impact will be discussed in section 18 of
this report.
Likely completion date for the RASvy program
64.
Defence has also informed me that informa tion before
the National Mapping Council in 1985 showed that between
1985 and 1990 other mapping programs, principally those of
the States, would contribute 565 maps of various scales
relevant
to the Defence program.
If such a level of
alternative mapping activity were to continue after 1990 the
thirty-five year timescale could be reduced to twenty-five
years, giving 'the following completion dates:
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Priority

1
2
3
4
5
6

Year

1996
2000
2003
2007
2008
2008

As
Defence has acknowledged the assumption about State
programs beyond 1990 may not be correct and my discussions
wi th
the States lead me to be 1 i eve tha t after 1990 thei r
contributions will be less than before 1990.

65.
In my opinion,
even assuming the introduction of
Automap 3; the RASvy program is more likely to occupy 28-30
years wjth completion dates being approximately as follows:
Priori ty
1

.2
3
4
5
6

Year

1996
2002
2005 or 2006
2012
2014
2014

66.
To
have a program based entirely on Australia's
defence policy which will take at least a quarter 6f a
cen tury to comple te compared wi th the ten years or igi nally
allocated
for
1: 100 000
mapping
seems
odd
and
barely
consistent with the claim that there is a real military
demand .for the entire program.
Even' the completion of the
priority 2 segment is about 16 years off.
It must be
thoroughly consistent with Australian defence policy to
expedite the program, at least if it would not impose an
identifiable strain on Commonwealth mapping resources or
impose addi tional overa 11 costs which the communi ty has to
bea r.
The Royal Australian Naval Hydrographic Service

67.
The headquarters of the RAN Hydrographic Service is
in Sydney.
The staff consists of 16 uni formed personnel and
about
100
civilians.
The
Hydrographer
under~akes
hydrographic surveys of Australian and adjacent waters and
produces nautical charts for Defence and civilian maritime
use.
The charts contain such data as water depths and
obstructions to navigation.
The operations of the Naval
Hydrographic Service are completely independent of RASvy but
the Hydrographer keeps in touch with both RASvy and Natmap.
The Service .works according to a five-year rolling plan
which
in
its
latest guise
is called Hydroscheme
1986
covering the period 1986 to 1990.
68.
The Hydrographer relies on the Maritime Operations
Di vi sion of the Depar tmen t of Transport to a sce rtai n the
commercial viewpoint and to evaluate economic advantages
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which might arise from hydrographic surveying activities.
Much work remai ns to be don e,. for example, comprehensive
than
60% of
the
surveys have not been made
for more
Australian continental shelf.

1

69.
Na tmap Isba thymetri c program is about the topography
of the continental shelf but the techniques employed in
hydrography and ba thyme try pre simi lar.
Hydrographic work
is
more
comprehensive
and
involves
the
provision
of
ba thyme tr ic da ta.
Al though, the Moran Commi t te"e in 1981
. recommended against combining the two activities, the case
for so doing is, in my opinion, strong.

I

Australian Survey Office
·70.
The
Australian
Survey
Office
(henceforth
usually
called
ASO)
is
the
principal
survey
agency" of
the
Common~ealth,
and it also does some topographic project
work, for example in the a rea of the Grea t Ba rri er Reef.
Seri es topographic mapping as ide, many of the func t ions of
ASO and Natmap are similar in character.
:
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Section 3

STATE MAPPING
The States as principal mappers
71.
All States, as colonies, were heavily involved in
survey and mapping before Federation.
The early emphasis
rras on survey rather than mapping work. to meet demands for
roads and railways and town planning and the provision of
public utilities such as water supply.
The opening up of
land in the colonies for farm use probably created the main
demand
for
topographic
maps.
Consistently
with
the
constitutional powers State maps and map
products have an
extens i ve
publi c
cons umer
demand.
For e xampl e,
tota 1
revenue from map and map product sales. of the Queensland
Department
of
Mapping
and
Surveying
was
$1,301,000 in
1984/85 compared with a Natmap product revenue of $889,000.
72.
Topographic map coverage in Victoria and New South
Wales is far greater in. proportion to total State area than
in
Queensland~
Western
Australia
and
South
Australia.
Tasmania
is something of an exception because it will'
complete coverage of the island'at 1:25 000 scale by 1991.
73.
Some idea of the signi ficance of mapping and survey
work is g~ined from figures taken from a consultant's review
of
the
survey
and
mapping
services
provided
by the
Department of Property and Survey in Victoria.
The figures,
reproduced by courtesy of the Victorian Surveyor-General
show tha t Victoria n Sta te depa r tme nts and agencies at mi d
1985 employed a total of 3081 staff on mapping, survey and
land in format ion act i vi ti es.
Another 4,636 were employed in
agencies which carried out specialised survey functions such
as for road const ructi on and the pro visi on of electr i ci ty
and water.
National Mapping Council
74.
Each of the States is represented on the National
Mapping Council (NMC) by its Surveyor-General or equivalent
officeholder.
A principal function of the NMC is to coordinate and correlate mapping which it has to achieve
through agreement since it is an advisory body without
executive
powers.
The
Commonweilth
is
separately
represented by the Di rector of Na tmap, who is chai rma n, the
Commonwealth Surveyor-General, the Director of Survey Army
and the Na val Hydrographer.
In past years there was a good
past record of cooperative endeavour such as support in NMC
for the Commonwealth's 1:100 000 mapping program.
75.
In recent times NMC has been a less effective force
in matters of' mapping policy and its future role probably
lies more in the technical areas such as gaining uniformity
in mapping standards and specifications.
It remains however
the principal forum for discussion of Commonwealth-State
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mapping and survey activities.
Its effectiveness would
probably increase if its membership were expanded to include
representatives
from
private
industry
and
academic
institutions.
Different mapping policies
76.
Notwithstanding common interest in NMC, the mapping
policies 'of the States vary markedly.
For example, in
Queensland the Department of Mapping and Survey uses private
contractors extensively and performs little mapping work
itself whereas in NSW the Central Mapping Authori ty of the
Department of Lands seldom makes use of private contractors
and is itself in the business of competing with them in
undertaking mapping work for others including Victoria and
the Com'monweal tho
The areas of high mapping priori ties
under the Defence 1:50 000 program are for the most part
situated
in
the
northern
areas
of
Queensland,
Western
Australia
and
the
Northern
Territory
where
little
topographic
mapping
has been undertaken
except
by
the
Commonwealth.
The principal contribution of the States to
the Defence program is in the south constituted by New South
Wales, Tasmania the southern portion of South Australia and
the southwestern area of Western Australia.
In each of
these States there are areas to be covered by the Defence
program not planned to be covered by State programs but in
which the States may have some interest.
Queensland
77.
The Department of Mapping and Surveying is the main
surveying. and mapping arm of the State.
The head is the
Surveyor-General.
78.
There are two advisory councils to the Department,
one being the Queensland Surveying and Mapping Advisory
Council. on
which
rna jor
official
State
map
users
are
represe nted and the other the Indus t ry Ad visory Counci 1.
The Surveyor-General is chairman of both Councils.
79.
The Department has a total staff of about 630 of whom
about half are drafting staff.
The number of drafting staff
will fall because of diversion of work to the private
sector.
80.
Queensland is the single exception among the States
in not ha ving any seri es topographic mappi ng program of its
own.
The State parti cipa ted in Na tmap' s 1: 100 000 program
and the Department has produced maps of various kinds based
on the Commonweal th' s 1: 100 000 and 1: 250 000 topographic
maps of Na tmap . and RASvy gi ving coverage to most of the
State beyond areas which the State has mapped.
According to
the
Surveyor-General
there
is no
demonstrated need in
Queensland for a 1: 50 000 program.
The Department has a
limfted program of 1:25000 mapping confined almost entirely
to the more populated areas which lie in the eastern coastal
regions of north Queensland
(Cairns)
central
Queensland
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(Townsville, Mackay) and the south (Gladstone,Brisbane).
The principal inland area of 1:25 000 mapping is around
Mt Isa.
Mapping will continue in the coastal areas but the
Department considers there is no need for 1:25000 mapping
over about 80% of the State.
Its appro~ch is to provide
maps where there is a clear-cut consumer demand but not
otherwise.
81.
The State also· has a Local Authority Cost Sharing
Mappi ng Scheme.
Under it local authori ties fund 60% 0 f
total· production costs of maps Which range from 1: 250 000
sca Ie
to
1: 25 000
and
the
Depar tmen t
of
Mapping
an d
Surveying provides the rest as well as supervising the work
undertake n.
82.
Elsewhere in Australia Commonweal th and State public
mapping authorities perform most of their mapping work in
house but in Queensland up to half of the total activity is
undertaken
by
the
private
sector,
hence
the
Industry
Advisory Council.
In 1984/85 the Department paid $2.7
million to private consultants and contractors which is more
than three times the amount paid to private contractors in
the same year by Natmap.
In recent years the private s~ctor
in Queensland ha s sough t to deve lop expor t rna rkets in the
Pacific area and the Department has supported the effort,
for example by the creation in 1984 of the Overseas Projects
Study Uni t.
83.
Currently
the
Department
is
involved
in
the
computerisation of the State's land boundary framework.
Its
own
production of
topographic maps
is graphic
and not
digital but it is committed to the digitisation of maps once
produced.
The 1: 25 000 State maps will contribute to the
RASvy defence program.
Compilations so far total 103 and
about double that number are still to be produced.
RASvy
has al so been a cti ve in Queensland and so far has pro duce d
157 maps at 1:50 000 scale covering areas in the vicinity of
the coastal areas of the State program.
The complete RASvy
program
will cover about 62% of the State.
Queensland will
be a substantial beneficiary.
New South Wales
84.
In 1985 the Central Mapping Au thori ty of NSW (CMA)
headed by a
Director, became part of the Department of
Lands.
In June 1985 CMA had a total staff of 345 officers
of whom 207 were engaged on cartography.
85.
There is a State Mapping Advisory Committee, of which
the Director is Chairman, to advise CMA on programs.
The
Committee consists of representatives of State map consumer
agencies and several Commonweal th agencies, including RASvy
and Na tmap.
For many years CMA has maintained extensive
programs at 1:25 000 and 1:50 000 scales.
The authority has
produced 1: 25 000 topographic maps for almost the entire
eastern division of the State.
The 1:50 000 program has
taken in areas further inland known as the central division •
. Together the two. programs have already covered more than
half the State.
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86.
The whole of NSW is now covered by 1:100 000 maps.
In the eastern and central divisions they are Commonwealth
maps and in the western division the authority has -used
Natmap base material.
87.
Recently CMA received ministerial approval to extend
the 1:50 000 series to cover the whole western division.
On
-the assumption that the extension· of the 1: 50 000 program
will be carried into effect wi thin the next ten years RASvy
mapping in NSW will be confined mainly to the far west.
Toge ther wi th the RASvy program there will eventually be
1: 50 000 cove rage of NSW for about three-quarters of the
State - the principal area not covered will be the remote
north west.
88.
CMA devotes extensive resources to the production of
other
maps
including
cadastral
and
property
maps
and
regional touring maps as well as metropoli tan large scale
mapping.
The. State's map production resources approximate
to those of Natmap.
CMA is equipped to perform complete
digital mapping although so far most map compilation has
been by graphic stereoplotting.
89.
CMA does its field survey work using its own aircraft
and has· undertaken comprehensive mapping tasks for Victoria
and the Commonwealth.
The Authority does not now use
ou ts ide
con tractors
and
has
the
capaci ty
i tsel f
to
participate
in
the
execution
of
the
Defence
1:50 000
program.
The Di~ector has expressed his willingness also to
supervise
the
work
of
outside
contractors
for
the
Commonweal th.
RASvy has already worked on its program in
the State and according to the Di~ector of CMA there will be
overlap in programs which could be avoided if effective
consultation were to occur between RASvy and CMA.
Victoria

90.
The Surveyor-General is the head of the Division of
Survey and
Mapping
in
the
Department of
Property and
Services.
The Division has a staff of· about 330 of whom
about 110 engage in topographic mapping.
In 1984 and 1985
sales of maps and plans were $364,359 plus $280,610 in sales
of aerial photographs.
There is also an advisory committee.
91.
In 1982 the Victorian Cabinet approved an accelerated
mapping p~ogram of a program which began in 1976 at a basic
scale of 1: 25 000.
The comp letion da te is 1992 when there
will be maps for abou t 95% of the State.. Areas not covered
lie mainly in the arid north-west.
The Division undertakes
most of the map production work itself but small contracts
are let to the private sector for different compon~nts of
map production.
The trend is to make greater use of private
contractors
but
the ·bulk
of
the
work
will
still
be
undertaken within the Division.
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92.
In 1983
photogrammetric

a fire destroyed most of. the Division's
equipment and retarded progress, but the
Surveyor~General
considers that the 1992 program will be
completed by 1992, well inside the time frame of the RASvy
1:50 000 program. The Victoria production rate is about 120
maps a year.
The total number of maps to cover the State at
1:25 000 scale is about 1530.
93.
The RASvy 1:50 000 program is eventually intended to
embra<;:e all Victoria.
RASvy would be able to make full use
of the State 1:25 000 scale mapping leaving only the dry and·
low-populated
areas of the north-west to be covered.
The
State Surveyor-General has expressed his willingness to
assist using either his in-house resources or by supervising
work performed under contract to the Commonwealth.
94.
So far the Di vision has produced main ly graphica 1
products but its new equipment program following the fire is
primarily digital and shortly about 70% of the Division's
compilation capacity will be digital.
The Surveyor-General
initiated the
program because of strengthening demand from
large map users such as public utilities for data in digital
form
whi ch
can
be
used
in
associ a tion
wi th
othe r
computeri.sed rna terials serving the special purposes of the
user.
95.
Like its counterpart authorities in other States, the
Division services ·other projects including ca~astral mapping
at 1: 2 500 and 1: 25 000 scales in conjunction wi th a land
information
project known as Landata.
Landata is a survey
of the State's legal, fi seal and na tural resource systems.
The cadastral mapping at 1:25 000 scale is derived from the
topographic program.
96.
The Division produces specific maps to suit the needs
of State instrumentalities, e.g. 1:1 000 000 scale tourist
maps
and,
it
undertakes
project
mapping
for
public
authorities.
The whole of Victoria has been digitised at
1:1 000 000 scale from ·an unpublished mapping base at
1: 500 000 scal e.
A wide range of detail can be repro duce d
from 70 separate overlays e.g. to produce maps with specific
features such as lakes and rivers. or roads and railways
South Australia
97.
The Survey Division of the Department of Lands is the
Sta te 's mappi ng and survey au thori ty.
It is in the cha rge
of the Surveyor-General.
98.
More than half· of the State is inside the red line
area
and
State
mapping activity
has
naturally enough
concentrated on the more densely populated southern and
south
eastern
part.
There
are
two
large
scale
topographic/cadastral mapping programs at 1:
25 000 and
1: 10 000 scale main ly confi ned to the area east and sout h
east of Spencer Gulf.
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99.
There is a, 1:50 000 State initiated program which
also centres upon the gulf area but covers a greater area
than the two large scale programs.
It amounts to about a
quarter of the entire State.
The program is almost complete
and entails the production of 413 map sheets.
According to
the Surveyor-General a user survey showed significant demand
for maps outside the completed are? but the State does not
have the resources to extend the cover.
The SurveyorGeneral's Office estimates that about .200 maps at 1:50 000
scale, amounting to about 12% of the State, would remain to
be
produced
covering
major
transport
routes,
areas
of
mineral
development
and
other .places
of
special ·State
inte·rest.
100.
The Survey Division compiled 75' maps for the Federal
1:100 000 program.
It has since produced an enhanced series
of 1:100 000 scale topographic maps derived from the Federal
program extending into the red line area.

iol.
The RASvy program also extends well inside the red
line area and embraces about 70% of the State including the
entire areas of State mapping.
RASvy· has so far produced
215 sheets at 1:50 000 in the central area of the State
where the State has not produced its own maps.
10 2.
So
far
the
Di vision
has
compi led
its
maps· by
graphical stereoplotting but it is now equipped with a
digital capacity and is using it t·o acquire 1:25 000 scale
first
cover.
The
Division
is
also . implementing
a
computerised digital cadastral· data ba·se.
According to the
Surveyor-General ther~ are decided overall ad~antages in
digital
photogrammetric
compilation
where
maps
will
be
subsequently deri ved at smaller scales.
This is an opinion
widely shared by his colleagues in the other States.
The
Di vi sion operates its own ai rcraf t which wi 11 do project
~hotography
for
other
Government
agencies
and
private
organisations.
103.
More
recen tly ,
as
it
has
proceeded
towards
the
completion of its 1:50 600 topographic mapping, the Division
has made increasing use of the principal private contractor
in
the
State.
The
Surveyor-General has expressed the
willingness of his office to assist the Commonwealth to
carry out its 1:50 000 program.
The limited resources of
his
Division
would
restrict
assistance
mainly
to
the
supervision of private contractors to the Commonwealth but
there is some scope for sharing mapping in a few areas.

Western Australia
104.
The Of fice of the Surveyor-General is a Di vi sion in
the Depar tmen t of Lands Ad mi nistra t ion which per forms the
usual range of State mapping and survey functions.
105.
Until a few weeks ago the Department was known as· the
Department of Lands and Surveys.
That Department has been
under
review
by
a
committee
sponsored
by
the
State
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Government.
It is likely that the office of SurveyorGeneral will be abolished in favour of a title such as a
Director of Mapping and Survey.
This is consistent with the
pattern in
the States of combining mapping and survey
functions.
In
1983/84
map
sales
to
non-Governmental
customers reached $1.2 million.
106.
The Surveyor-General is Chairman of the Survey and
Mapping Committee.
Most of the Division's resources are
directed
to large scale cadastral mapping and tourist,
thematic and special purpose mapping.
It engages in series
topographic mapping but only over a small part of the State
because
fhe
greater
part
is
undeveloped
and
sparsely
inhabited.
107.
More than half of Western Australia lies within the
red line area and is of little, if any, State interest.
The
complete RASvy program covers about two-thirdi of the State
and extends well inside the red line • . About half of the
area to be mapped bears a priority 1 classification.
108.
State topogra~hic mapping activity is confined to the
urban, agricultural and forest areas in the south west where
there are mapp ing programs at 1: 25 000 and 1: 50 00 O.
The
State does not intend to extend cover to areas of mineral
development but relies instead on the Commonwealth 1:100 000
program to which it contributed 95 compilations.
109.
The 1: 25 000 program covers a segment of the southwest corner of which Perth is the centre.
1: 50 000 mapping
is more extensive.and maps have been produced or are planned
for an area extendi ng north, jus t beyond Ge r'a Idton and east
to Esperance on the south coast, but even so less than onesixth of the State will be covered by the Stat'e at 1:50 000
scale.
If resources are available it is probable that there
would be some extension of 1:25 000 and 1:50 000 mapping in
the interests of the State, the areas being again in the
south-west
with
some
extension
of
1:50 000
mapping
northwards particularly along the coast line.
Even so, 'the
perceived need of the State for 1:50 000 mapping would be
less than 20% of the total area and for 1: 25 000 mapping
about 4%.
Hence, the mapping task in Western Australia to
meet RASvy's priorities is formidable.
110.
The acting Surveyor-General said that the State would
ass ist the Commonweal th in its 1: 50 000, program no tab ly in
supervising contractors.
'The Di vision could provide some
aer ial photography and aerot riangula ti on in the north wes t
bu t ot herwi se had Ii t tIe abi Ii ty to assis t from its own
resources even though some of the areas to be covered were
of State interest.
Ill.
RASvy has produced 108 maps at 1:50 000 scale mainly
in the south western corner and in the northern part of the
State.
The State 1:50 000 program should lead to the
production of 420 maps leaving, 1093 maps outstanding under
the entire RASvy program.
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112.
The
Office
of
the
Surveyor-General
has
digital
topo graphic mappi ng equi pmen t to whi ch it has been addi ng,
i ncludi ng a di g i tal stereoplot t ing capabi 1 i ty. . One of its
ai ms is to develop a comprehe ns i ve di g i tal da ta base 0 f·
survey marks as part of a geodetic controlled surveying
network
to
support
all
mapping
and 'surveying
and
an
integrated land information system.
113.
The Di vision undertakes its own aerial photography
using an· aitcraft
chartered with pilot from a private
company which also provides the back-up facilities.
It is
likely that the Division will make increasing use of private
sector contractors for mapping work.

Tasmania
114.
Tasmania is a small State with a small ~opula~ion and
a
correspondi ng ly
small
mapping
division
under
the
leadership of a Director of Mapping.
The Division' has a
staff of 78 almost entirely committed to mapping and survey.
115.
"Topographic
mapping
has
loomed
large
in
the.
Di vision's work.
AI: 100 000 topographic series compri sing
49 rna ps is ava i lable.
T~e wo rk was accompl i shed in concert
with
Natmap's
1:100 000
program
to
which
Tasmania
contributed 51 compilations.
The Commonwealth defrayed some
of the costs.
The Division has completed a 1: 100 000 land
tenure series. c0nsisting of AO maps giving an overview of
the lands managed by various public authorities in Tasmania.
The Division has also completed a 1:25Q 000 map series which
normally would require 12 shee~s but it has managed to print
in 4 sheets.
116.
The magnum opus is a 1:25 000 topographic/cadastral
series which will consist of 416 sheets and cover the entire
State.
So far more than half of the island had been mapped
at this scale and the maps for the remainder should be
completed in' 1991.
The Di rector. of Mapping has said that
the di vision has the resources to map at 1: 50 000 scale to
meet Defence requirements but he cannot see that this is
necessary since
the
1:25 000
series
meets
all
Defence
specifications.
117.
About 25-30% of the Division's total stereoplotting
capacity is now digital and the Division is well aware of an
increasing demand for digital information from principal
map-using agencies
in
the
State such
as
the
Forestry
Commission and the Hydro Electric Commission.
The future
demand will be for dLgi tal topographic informa tion ra the r
than the maps themselves.
118.
Other
activities
of
the
Division
include
the
of
thematic
maps,
orthophotomaps
and
aerial
production
photographs and touring/recreation maps.
Map sales totalled
$206,451 in 1984/85 and are increasing.
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Northern Territory
119.
The mapping authority was until recently the Survey
and Mapping Division headed by the Surveyor-General in the
Department of Lands.
The Division is now the Mapping and
Information Division under the leadership of a Director and
the
Surveyor-General
has
ceased
to
perform
mapping
functions.
The
Division
does
not
engage
in
series
topographic mapping at any scale •
Its main functions are to
provide a
cadastral mapping survey system and undertake
engi neering and topographi c surveys.
It a Iso rna i n tai ns a
mapping system for land administration.
By reason of its
size,
spread
of
resources
and
sparse
popul a t ion,
the
Division
has
a
close
interest
in
the
development
and
application of satellite remote sensing technology.
120.
The Surveyor-General informed· me that the Northern
Terri tory
would
look
to
the
Commonwealth
for
series
topographic mapping and it would wish to assist to the
extent of supervising work carried out by local contractors.
To date RASvy has produced 118 maps at 1:50 000 scale.
The
complete program is to produce 862 maps covering about 43%
of the Terr i tory.
Most of .the areas to be mapped a r~ 0 f
high priority.
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Section 4

PRIVATE MAPPING SECTOR
121.
There
is
an
Association
of
Aerial
Surveyors,
Australia (henceforth called the Association) with current
membership of 16.
This is expected to increase soon to 21
by the addition of 5 small Queensland companies.
122.
There are also a handful of mapping and survey
companies not members of the Association.
The Association
includes all major private mapping. undertakings.
Some of
these are actually ·groups of companies but the group is
regarded
as
one
member
for
Association
purposes.
Representatives of the Association were anxious from the
outset to demonstrate a capacity tq undertake much more
contract mappi ng work for the Commonweal th than work they
were given.
Defence reservations about private sector performance
123.
Defence
supplied
a
written
commetitary about
the
ability of the private mapping sector to participate in the
1: 50 000 program which distinctly lacked enthusiasm.
It
stated that the public sector was much more efficient in
·handling medium scale series mapping.
The private sector
did n~t have a substantial digital mapping capability which
could supply its systems with compatible digital data.
Further it consisted largely of small companies which could
only perform small part:els of work in particular phases of
map production.
The number of companies which would have to
be involved created problems of obtaining consistency in. the
interpretation' of map specifications, the remedy for which
was to provide unacceptably high levels of supervision.
By
contrast RASvy was able to allocate to each of its mapping
uni ts large tracts of country and the soldiers employed in
plotting for the most part also established the controls in
t hei r areas of respons ibi 1 i ty.
Ha ving all been trai ned at
the same establishment Army plotters were consistent in
thei r i nterpre ta t ion of map compi la t ion speci fica tions and
there
was
on
the
spot
supervision,
particularly
in
compilation work.
124.
Defence makes some use of outside contractors for
mapping services mainly in two areas:
firstly, in the
charter of
aircraft
with
pilots
to
undertake airborne
profile
recording
and
identification
and
supplementary
photography, using RASvy personnel and equipment: secondly,
to perform manual cartography.
125.
According. to. Defence
its
experience
in
having
aerotri angula t ion
and
manual
digi ti si ng
undertaken
by
contract was less than satisfactory.
An invitation to firms
to' take part in a bench test digital itereoplotting ~xercise
in
an
area
in
which
RASvy
had
already
done
digital
stereoplotting itself had produced various results from
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those companies which responded, none of them up to the
RASvy standard of work.
On the other hand I heard from an
industry representative that the material which Defence
supplied was itself defective and the industry was simply
put to an unnecessary expense.
126.
Defence noted that the smaller operatoJ;s tended to
submit the lowest contract prices at the expense of well
established and more
reliable
companies
and
under the
e~isting tender system get the work.
Defence submitted that
if the pri va te sector were to be used extens i vely small
companies would have to band together and act in unison over
an - acceptably large area of mapping wi thin a gi ven time
frame.
127.
It
cannot
be
said
that
there
is
no
basis for
Defence's attitude but the experience of Natmap and ASO is
that, with few exceptions, -the industry performs well.
This
is also the view of the Queensland Department of Mapping and
Surveying which is the largest user of the private sector.

Industry structure
128~
Undoubtedly most of the companies are small.
Of the
larger operators, two member groups of the Association of
Aerial Surveyors of Australia have total personnel averaging
between 50 and 60.
One is the Associated Surveys Group
which appears to consist 6f two companies.
The other is AAM
Surveying and Mapping Consultants consisting of a principal
company
Australian
Aerial
Mapping'
Pty
Ltd
and
four
subsidiary -companies in New South Wales, Victoria, Western
Australia and Queensland
respectively.
One
individual
member, . BHP Engineering,
has 48 personnel in a survey
department and 12 personnel in a photogrammetric department.
BHP Engineering is a branch of BHP Pty Ltd.
The next
largest organisations are the Qasco Group of companies and
Kevron Aerial Sur~eys Pty Ltd which is a subsidiary of
Kevron Photographics Pty Ltd.
Most of the rest have a total
personnel of less than 10.
In all, probably about 500
persons make up the private mapping sector.

129.
Private operators are usually not willing to disclose
particulars of their turnover but my impression is, after
talking to Association representatives, that about 30% of
the total income of the industry over the past five years
has come from Commonwealth and State Government mapping
work.
The difficulties I have experienced in obtaining
in forma tion to some extent reflects a strong cottage s t rea k
in the industry.
The range of expertise and capacity
extends from providers of little more than stereoplotting or
cartography
services
to
companies which
have
resources
rendering them capable of providing a much wider range of
services.
Until
the 1960s the industry was primarily
involved in land survey work, but during the sixties and
early seventies mapping companies expanded rapidly largely
as . a result of the minerals boom in Australia but also
because of an increased demand from Government authori ties
for mapping services.
During the 1970s, the industry was in
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decline because of the changed economic environment and
several companies went out of business.
At the moment, the
industry as a whole does not have a high level of confidence
but if the public mapping sector would give it the amount of
work it believes it deserves because of its lower costs most
of the problems would disappear.
Use of the private sector by Natmap and ASO
130. Natmap has used the private sector for a wider range of
ta sks than RA Svy and has advised t ha t i t is generally well
satisfied with the results.
Expenditure for the past
three years was as follows:
$ 000
Contracts
Contracts
Total
for other
for
expenditure
compilation serial work on private
contracts
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85

253
353
690

187
140
388

440
493
1078

131.
Information supplied by ASO also shows its use of
private
contractors
for
aerial
photography
and
photogrammetric mapping with appar~nt satisfactory results.
Aerial
photography
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86

371
332
326

$ 000
Photogrammetric
mapping
140
150
335

Total
551
482
661

The small size of the commercial operations is illustrated
by the fact· that ASO used 19 different companies for
photogrammetric mapping out of a total of 23 avai lable for
the work.
Equipment

I"

132.
In May 1985 the first Australian Surveying and
Mapping Industry Conference known as ASMIC I, was held in
Queensland.
Mr P M Byrne, of Australian Aerial Mapping pty
Ltd and chairman of a group of four companies providing
photogrammetric and surveying services, presented a paper
describing the domestic private surveying and mapping
industry and the effects of changing technology.
He pointed
out that although a declining market had adverse1y~ffected
fortunes, the private sector appeared to have taken on new
technology appropriate to its function and to have come to
grips with the computer without great trauma.
However, the
rate of further investment was likely to be slow in the
absence 9f increased demand from public authorities.
The
paper contai~ed a summary of major equipment items held by
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public authorities and the industry under six headings as
follows: .
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Photogrammetric production equipment
e.g.
plotters
and
analytical
compilers
and
associated computers
Computers i._ e. standing alone
Computer graphics systems
Aerial cameras
Photographic equipment ego process cameras
Field equipment e.g.
doppler receivers

The pat"tict;lIars given
were as follows:

(which

Ca tegory

(1)

I

have

Items
( 3)
(4 )

( 2)

not· sought

to

stereo
their

verify)

Total

( 5)

( 6)
4
10
2

19
109
30

6
62
11

2

2

1

8
8

18
8

6

0

4
5
1

State
Lands
Departments
and Mapping
Authori tie.s
(includi.ng
NT)

105

8

20

9

45

2

189

Total
public
sector

184

26

48

16

55

23

352

66

19

8

18

23

9

143

Natmap
RASvy
ASO

Industry

133.
According to the writer, private investment in new
technology was about a quarter of the total of 143 items
which was about the same as in the public sector.
T think
it is less but it doesn't much matte r.
Measured by the
number of items of equipment the industry has a total
mapping and survey capaci tygreater than RASvy. or Na tmap.
It is also prepared to make more intensive use of its
equipment than the public sector.
Capacity of the
mapping program

private

sector

to

undertake

a

1:50 000

134.
In Oc tober 1985 the Managing Di rector of Associ a ted
Surveys
(Aust)
Pty Ltd,
Mr K Pownall,
writing in his
capacity as Chairman of the Association informed me that the
industry had the capacity to map Australia at 1:50 000
re ly ing on its own resources.
The assump tion wa s that the
task would be to map about 350 of the 600 sheets covering
Australia at 1:250 000 scale because some areas were already
mapped at 1:50 000 scale or larger and other areas such as
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parts of inland Australia would be excluded in a 1:50 000
program as being purposeless. The total ass ignment woul d
mean, therefs>re, the product ion of about 7,000 map sheets.
Accordi ng to the submissio n, the industry could complete
aerial photography within 12 months at a cost of $6 million.
The control cost although difficult to estimate, was put at
$21 million. and
aerotriangulation
and. plotting
into a
digital form was estimated at $70 million giving a total
cost of $97 million at 1985 prices.
The whole program could
be accomplished wi thin five years and could be undertaken
with littl"e addition to the major items of equipment which
the industry already had.
135.
According to the Chai rma n of the As soci a tioh there
was not a big problem in the industry undertaking a mapping
program inc"luding digi tal stereoplotting instead of· graphic
stereoplotting.
Some firms already had the capaci ty and
others could, and would, become so equipped if nece·ssary by
conversion of existing graphic stereoplotters if this were a
contract requirement!
136.
The Chairman's submission did not involve industry
beyond the compilation stage after which further costs are
incurred, mainly for cartography and printing.
Nor was the
submission made wi th speci f ic Defence requi remen ts in" min d
e.g.
for
the
observance
of
1:25 000
accuracy
specifications.
137.
I referred the submission to Mr Byrne for discussion
with his colleagues stating what the Defence specifications
were.
Mr Byrne later advised me that in the the view of
himself and his colleagues it was realistic to say that the
industry could undertake the requisite mapping up to the
completion of compilation for a total cost of $135 million
"spread over 10 years.
There were additional costs involved
in
the
industry
equipping
itself
with
greater
stereo
digitising capacity and being able to use it.
Mr Byrne said
it would take up to three years for the industry to gain an
optimum level· of production which would be about 40% more
than its existing capacity.
1380
The more recent estimate of $135 million is well in
line with industry costs ?s revealed by contracts with
Natmap and ASO."
Obviously it cannot be firmly stated in
this report that the industry has the ability it claims but
i t has spare capacity at present and would expand that
capaci ty in the e vent of rece i vi ng a fi rm assurance 0 f
Government support over the next few years.
Formation of consortia
139.
For
some
time
members
of
the
Association
have
entertained the idea of forming consortia each wi th a lead
company to enter into contracts with Natmap.
From a public
aut hor i ty 's s tandpoi n t i t is advantageous to con tract ou t
mapping. work
in
large
parcels
instead
of
negotiating
indi vi dual con trac ts for small segmen ts •
From an industry
viewpoint
there
are
cost
savings
obtain~d
through
the
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integration of work performed by
operating under a single contract.

members

of

a

consortium

140.
The As socia t ion has tenta'ti ve ly proposed to di vide
its
members
into
three
national
consortia
based
in
Melbourne,
each
consortium
having
a
nominated
lead.
contractor for purposes of dealing with Natmap.
Natmap will
shortly invite tenders for a digital and graphic compilation
of topographic maps for two blocks.
Tenderers may have to
tender for all map sheets required. in a block.
Na tmap
intends to invite tenders in this form in the knowledge that
consortia are likely to respond.
141.1
have
not
seen
any
details
of
the
proposed
arrangement to di vide members of AASA into three consortia
but if such an arrangement. is made it would be sub ject to
the provisions of the Trade Practices Act 1974.
Section 45
prohibits a corporatiori from entering into an arrangement or
understanding which contains an exclusionary provision or
has a provision which has the purpose or like ly effect of
substantially reducing competition.
Under section 45B where
an arrangement or understanding relates to prices it is
deemed
to
have
the
effect
of
substantially
reducing
competition.
Most if not all ·of the undertakings in the
private sector would be trading corporations to which the
Trade Practices Act applies.
Sections 45 and 45B also apply
to any arrangements or understandings, whether the parties
are corporations or not, in relation to the supply of goods
or
services
to
the
Commonweal th
or
an
authori ty
or
instrumentali ty of the Commonwealth.
(Trade Practices Act
1974 S.6)
142.
An
agreement
or
understanding
between·
mapping
companies, whether members of an association or not, to
tender only through machinery of a consortium would amount
to an exclusionary provision and the formation of consortia
for 'purposes of lodging tenders is prima facie in diminution
of competition.
So far as an arrangement or understanding
deals with tender prices or has an effect on tender prices
it would fall within section 45B.
143.
It would be possible for the Association to &eek an
authorisation from the Trade Practices commission under
section 88 to enable the consortia to put the proposed
arrangements into effect when tendering for the supply of
mapping and survey services to the Commonwealth.
I could
not predict the outcome.
144.
The formation of consortia, where there are many
small firms each on their own incapable of responding to
Commonwealth invitations to tender, may ultimately improve
the competitive structure of the industry as a whole but
this would be a matter for the Trade Practices Commission to
decide.
A further possible effect is that true price
competition in the industry will diminish.
145.
The Surveyor-General for Victoria advised me that the
Victorian based industry had also expressed a wish to divide
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itself into two
wi th the Sta t e.
contractors.

consortia for purposes of mapping contracts
The State has given preference to Vi ctoria n

Usefulness of the private enterprise .sector
146.
The industry is capable of performing mapping tasks
at lower costs than RASyy and Natmap and it is unlikely to
price itself out of the Government market.
In its present
state it lacks sufficient sophistication and maturity to
engender confidence that it could be entrusted to take over
a major responsibility of mapping Australia to completion at
1:50 000.
On the whole its record is one of promoting its
own commercial survey interests.
As mentioned,
in the
sixties and early seventies during the exci ting era of the
discovery and development of Australia's mineral resources,
the industry only too readily abandoned Government work for
more lucrative work in the private "sector.
Now with the
disappearance of much of that work it seeks again more
involvement in public mapping and survey work.
147.
It is however in the interest of our defence that
there should be a stable private mapping and survey industry
capable of augmenting Commonwealth mapping resources in the
event of armed conflicts especially big ones.
Several
companies are also interested ih overseas operations and the
Associ a ti on asserts tha t the deve 10 pment of a flour is hin g
AustraliaR export business in
mapping and survey work
depends upon having stable domestic industry.
I believe the
assertion is correct.
148.
The
Australian
Surveying
and
Mapping
Industry
Conference
(ASMIC I) examined the structure of the industry
and
some
current
issues
including
rela tionships
wi th
Government and abili ty to adapt to changing technology.
In
November 1985, a second con ference, ASMI C II, had the theme
"Export of Expert i se Oversea s".
The conference can vasse d
initiatives taken by a few companies to obtain a greater
share of the overseas market particularly in the Pacific and
south east Asian areas.
In competing for overseas business,
the Australian industry encountered strong competi t.ion from
the Canadi an industry which has the advan tage of a strong
domes tic rna rket for' i ts pro ducts.
There is a Iso a program
to map Canada at 1:50 000 scale in the national interest and
most of the work is carried out by the private sector on
contract to the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources.
The
feeling
at
ASMIC
II
was
that
good
opportuni ties were presenting themsel ves for greater entry
into the overseas project mapping market but it was clear
that some firms werehesi tant because of the greater risks
involved in fulfilling export contracts and their ability to
withstand unexpected losses at a time when the industry was
struggling to find sufficient markets in Australia.
149.
In my opinion, the industry has a sufficient existing
potential and capacity for extensive participation in a
1:50 000 program.
With some assurance about the likely
volume of Commonwealth Government business it should be

I"
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Section 5
POLICY OF SELF-RELIANCE IN THE DEFENCE OF AUSTRALIAN
TERRITORY
Territorial defence
151.
Australian
strategic
defence
policy
focuses
on
maintaining
a
military
capability
sufficient
through
independent action to respond effectively to hostile attacks
on Australia.
The milita·ry capability should be able to
counter low level incursions with the minimum of expansion,
and to act as an expansion base to handle medium or higher
levels of conflict.
Indi6ators of a major attack on
Australia could be expected many years beforehand biJt low
level contingencies, activated by political factors, could
occur with only a relatively short warning time.
Even
limited scale attacks on Australian territory could be
difficult
to
counter
and
require
a
disproportionate
~esponse, especially in Australia's ~ost vulnerable areas in
the
north
and north
western coastal
areas
of Western
Australia and the Northern Terri tory.
The policy is one of
. self-reliance in defending our shores.
Military attacks on
Australia over the next several years are seen as being
improbable but the possibility has to be contemplated.
The
policy
does
not
attempt
to· embrace
the
overwhelming
si tuations which could occur in a major war invol ving the
super powers.
Force-in-being

'1

I

152.
The Army has undertaken studies to determine force
development objectives and force structures for its field
element related to low, medium and high levels of conflict.
A low level conflict, however improbable, would be more
likely to occur than any other.
According to the studies,
the Army should develop a force-in-being containing comba t
ready uni ts to undertake mi Ii tary tasks which may arise at
short notice.
The force-in-being needs to have an expansion
base
contain ing
the . range
and
depth. of
capabi 1 i ties
necessary to enable it to expand to the required size within
available defence preparation times.
The force-in-being
also needs an organisation to undertake a full range of
support area functions.
153.
The Army has a framework of one regular infantry
division and two reserve divisions, together with combat and
logisti~
support forces.
Expansion of the Army would
initially be by call-out of the Reserves.
Supply of topographic maps
154.
No one questions that the Austral ian Defence Force
should have readily available to it, in anticipation of
hostilities occurring, an adequate supply of topographic
maps at a scale sufficiently large for military purposes
No one has yet challenged the 1:50 000 mapping prog.ram as
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being in exces-s of defence needs.
The Canadians have a
comprehensive mappjng program at 1:50 000 which is based
primarily on defen1ce needs.
To map comprehensively at the
large
scale
of
1:25 000 would
not
admit
of
the
same
justification but I was informed that RASvy wished to employ
1: 25 000 speci fica tions when mappi ng at 1: 50 00 O.
Towards
the end of my review, the Director of Army Survey said that
1:25 000 accuracy standards would not be mandatory for the
greater part of Australia to be mapped at 1:50 000 scale.

Mappers in the field
155.
Map making can be either a civilian or military
activity.
Defence requirements do not, however, cease with
the preparation and supply of topographic maps and derived
products for use in the field of operations or potential
operations.
Deployment of the ADF will produce additional·
demands which Defence has assessed as requiring military
personnel trained in mapping aOnd survey to be available in
the field as well as at headquarters.
Hence, the structure
and manning of RASvy in peace time must be ma tched to its
roles and tasks as one of the components of the force-inbe ing.
156.
The force-in-being must have an expansion base to
enable its development to a sufficient size and structure to
deal wi th hos til i ties at leve Is beyond those whi ch can be
handled at its peacetime strength.
This means that the
RASvy force structure for the force-in-being must not only
fulfill readiness requirements but also provide an adequate
base for expansion to meet the increased mapping and survey
demands of more extended conflicts.

o

•

157.
RASvy personnel spend their time in a variety of
mapping tasks and their range of skills tends to be higher
than
counterpart
civilian
cartographers.
Although
recognised as specialists, they may also serve in oth~r
capacities in the Defence Force bGt they would be withdrawn
to serve with RASvy in the case of an emergency.

Size of the

n

core force n

158.
In a letter dated 13 January 1986, the Minister for
Resources and Energy '0 Senator Evans, again sta ted that the
Minister for Defence and he had agreed that there needed to
be a Defence mapping "core force" of sufficient size and
activity to maintain competence.
Senator Evans stated that
he hoped it would be possible for me in a final report to
provide
some
precise
guidance
to Ministers as
to
the
apptopriate na~ure and extent of such a core force.
159.
In a letter to me dated 22 January 1986 the
Deputy Secretary of DRE made the following comm~nt:

acting

"One of the main issues in the review, as agreed by the
Min isters in Apri 1, is the size of the core force - in
other countries ci vilian mappers are expected to don
uniforms in time of conflict - there were 1700 civilian
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mapmakers in uniform by the end ofWWI I from a 'core
forc e' of about 5 O.
Canada has a core force of about
120 personnel 'including a number of ci vi iiians.
The'
need for a large Australian core force has not been
substantiated. II
160.
There is a vast di f ference be tween la rge scale war
such as World War II, for which the Defence Act was invoked
for mobilisation of the civilian and military resources, and
Australia's current strategic defence policy directed to
having the resources to combat hostile forces on Australian
territory
in
situations
far
short of
large
scale war
requiring general .mobilisation.
World War II also lasted
si x years, an unl i ke ly, though not i mposs ibl e, length of
time for a conflict on Australian soil and in that time
Australian forces were not solely dependent on their own
resources for field mapping.
It is also well known that
some modern equipment developed since World War II and
a va i lable to the ADF depends upon di gi tal terrain da ta to
achieve maximum effectiveness.
Digital terrain data is used,
as . well in the planning of military operations.
RASvy
acquires digi tal terrain data in the course of making maps
at 1:50,000 scal,e.
'
161.
Defence regards membership of RASvy as a mi Ii tary
career· in itself and takes the view that military personnel
trained in survey and mappihg are specialists who must
practise their craft continuously to ma.intain the requisi te
skills
and be
at readiness
if hostilities occur.
As
spe cia list s, mapping and survey personne 1 are not usually
expec ted to serve in any other mi Ii tary capaci ty.
Trai ni ng,
for the special ty is unde rtaken by the School of· Mi 1 i ta ry
Survey at Bonegilla.
162.
RASvy has to provide a working rank, skill and trade
structure and because' its members pursue their careers in
the Corps manning levels must also offer adequate career
progression.
The School of Military Survey offers courses
for those seeking advancement.
163.
I
do
not
propose
to
question
the
underlying
assumptions of the Defence position.
At the same time I am
satisfied
in discussions with Natmap staff and private
sector mappers and surveyors that mapping and survey skills
once gained are not lost when the specialist ceases to work
actively in his craft.
The skills are technical and can be
maintained by refresher ~ourses and a specialist seeking to
practise his speciality again can regain proficiency within
a matter of weeks.
Matters of military judgement
164.
It is e'asy enough to 'understand tha t RASvy support
functions to ADF operations fall into the categories of
preparation for operations and assistance during operations.
It is far from easy even for pro fessional mi 1 i tary expert s
to determine precisely the nature and extent of mapping and
survey tasks likely to be required during actual operations
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and the
number of military personnel needed to perform the
tasks.
These are matters of military assessment difficult
if not impossible for an outsider to examine without being
accused of usurping the role of military experts.
I can not
do
more
than
seek
to
satisfy
myself
that
there
are
reasonable
grounds
for
the
military
judgements in
the
mat.ters brought to my notice.
It does not necessarily
follow however that acceptance of RASvy's support role and
the structure of RASvy also requires acceptance that all the
functions now' attributed to RASvy as a Corps have to be
performed exclusively by soldiers.
l65~
According to Defence RASvy peacetime structure and
the m9.nning levels required as an expansion base compared
wi th the actual authorised peacetime establ.ishment are as
follows:
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RASvy

Authorised
peacetime
establishment

Current
"numbers
(as at

5

3

3(+1*)

Hea dquarters
1 Division (HQ 1 Div)

16

16

19

1 Field Survey
Squadron (QLD)

51

30

36

2 Fi eld Survey
Squadron (NSW)

69

47

51

4 Field Survey
Squadron (SA)

42

45

48

5"Field Survey
Squadron (WA)

42

45

48

Army Survey Regiment
(Bendi go)

313

295

Map Depot (Bonegilla)

11

11

School of
Military Survey
(Bonegilla)

46

46

(+ 2* )

43( +2*)

15

15

(+4*)

15

610

553

(+26*)

569(+26*)

Peacetime
numbers of
servicemen
required
as an
expansion
base

Unit

Headquarters Field
Force Command
(HQ FF Comd)

.

'

" Di rectora te 0 f
Survey (Canberra)
TOTAL

*

(+1*)

(+19*)

13.5.86)*

295(+19*)

11

Numbers in brackets refer to civilians, and are
additional to the figures outside the brackets.
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166.
The
RASvy
uni ts
include
in
their
numbers
some
personnel from other units.
Of the peacetime establishment
of 551 there are 76 from other corps such as the Royal
Australian
Army
Ordnance
Corps
(RAAOC)
and
the
Royal
Australian Corps of Transport (RACT).
There are in addition
some civilians employed, including 19 with the Regiment at
Bendigo.
The composition of the field force of 225,
is as follows:

according to plan

Corps affiliations of personnel in combat zone
RASvy units

UNIT

RASvy

RAAOC

AACC

RACT

RAEME

RAAMC

RAE

TOTAL

HQ 1 Div

16

Di v Topo
Svy Tp

32

6

2

2

Topo Svy
Sqn

142

9

4

6

4

1

1

167

TOTAL

190

15

6

8

4

1

1

225

16
42

Abbreviations:
RASvy
RAAOC
AACC
RACT
RAEME

=
=
=
=
=

Royal Australian Survey Corps
Royal Australian Army Ordnance Corps
Australian Army Catering Corps
Royal Australian Corps of Transport
Royal Australian Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers
RAAMC = Royal Australian Army Medical Corps
RAE
= Royal Australian Engineers
Degrees of conflict
168.
Informa tion from Defence about RASvy force structure
for the force:-i n-being to meet readiness requirements and
provide an expansion base distinguishes between low level
conflicts which are considered more likely' to occur and
medium and high level conflicts.
A conflict could, in fact,
escala te from low to medi urn or high level by degrees wi thou t
any clear line of demarcation.
169.
zon e,
(ASA)

Defence planning also di sti ngui shes between a combat
communica t ions zone and an Austral ian Support Are a
outsid~ the area of hostilities.
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II

RASvy and low level conflict
170.
Accordi ng to mi 1 i tary advi ce a low leve 1 confl ict
involving the deployment of a brigade in an area of 300 kms
x 100 kmswould require the immediate supply of about 60000
maps
in
three
different
scales
(1:50 000,
1:100 000,
1: 250 000).
The deployment of a follow-up force of a second
brigade, which is within the contemplation of a low ·level
conflict, would mean a corresponding increase in the demand
for topographic maps.
171.
In a low level conflict RASvy support in the combat
zone would invol ve the deployment of up to 225 members of
RASvy in a force structure comprising:
(a)

a divisional HQ survey section of 16;

(b)

depending upon the extent of the conflict the elements
of a topo survey troop. or a complete troop of up to 42
soldiers; and

(c)

the elements of a topo survey
squadron of up to 167 soldiers.

squadron

or

a

complete

172.
The field survey squadrons would provide the manpower
for the topo survey troop and,the topo survey squadron.
As
can be seen from the table above the combined peacetime
strength of the HQ Field Force Command, HQ 1 Di vision and
the' four field squadrons is 225.
The field survey squadrons
would be brought up to strength, though not necessarily full
strength, as addi tional manpower became available and would
continue to fulfill their normal support area functions.
I
am informed that members of HQ Field Force Command would
also become part of the RASvy field force and that they too
would be replaced
172.
The
survey
staff
of
the
divisional
HQ and
the
topographic survey troop would, in the field, be responsible
for:
ma~s

(a)

advising on availability of

(b)

distributing of maps and map products;

(c)

preparing overlays;

(d)

providing survey
information; and

(e)

providing digital data for use in automated command and
control systems.

intelligence

and map products;

and

of

remotely

sensed

173.
The topo survey squadron is planned as being a selfcontained
mobile
unit
to
provide
field
support
which
includes:
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(a)

reprinting high usage maps;

(b)

provision
of
rapid
response. products
technical capabilities of field units;

(c)

derivation of large scale products;

(d)

revision of situation maps;

(e)

terrain analysis;

(f)

extension of gaodetic networks;

(g)

determination of positions.

beyond

the

and

174.
Engagement in low level conflict does not involve
depletion of the Regiment at Bendigo or the School of
Military Survey and the Map Depot at Bonegilla.
The
Regiment would continue to compile and produce maps from all
sources of topographic data and as part of an integrated
survey
support
system
would
continue
to
acquire
and
disseminate base data for both the area of operations and
other areas of defence priority.

RASvy and medium and high level conflicts
175.
The force required to deal with a low level conflict
could consist of up to two' brigades or more.
In the more
extended versions of low level conflict that are seen as
credible the deployed force could well extend· considerably
beyond .a division.
More intense conflict at the medium
level and higher,
for which the Army retains core-force
ski lIs as an expansion base, would requi re more di visiory.s.
All levels of conflict would call upon the Australian Army
Reserve,
and
the
more
intense
levels especially would
involve th~ recruitment of large numbers of civilians.
176.
About two-thirds of the force would be deployed in
the
comba t
zone
and
up
to. one-thi rd
of
it
in
a
communications zone where RASvy would also have to provide
support.
The
RASvy
structure
designed
for
low level
operations is also appropriate in working out a supporting
structure for a corps'of up to three divieions.
177.
Though RASvy's tasks in extended and higher level
conflicts are similar in nature to those in a low level
conflict it would have to perform a greater range of tasks
and
the
tasks
themselves would
usually be
of greater
dimension.
For example. the number of topographic maps
required in the first instance would increase from 60,000 to
as many as one million map sheets.
178.
Appendix F contains a list of potential RASvy tasks
applicable to medi urn and high level conflicts.
Obviously
they also include tasks in a low level conflict.
The list
does not differentiate between the tasks to be performed
accor.di ng to location 1. e •. comba t zone, commun ica tions zone
and the support area.
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Combat zone
179.

The planned RASvy structure in the combat zone is

(a)

a
corps
divisional
personne 1 ;

headquarters
headquarters

(b)

three divisional topo survey troops of 42 members each;
and

(c)

a corps topo survey squadron of up to 167 personnel.

survey
survey

section
sections

and
each

three
of 16

Communications zone
180.
There would be a topo survey squadron numbering 167
and a map supply squadron of 102 personnel to hold and
distribute maps within the communications zone and forward
them to the combat zone.
Support area
181.
As in the ins tance of low leve 1 confl ict, the Map
Depot and School of Military Survey at Bonegilla would
continue their normal functions as part of the support area.
Similarly the Regiment would continue to make maps and
perform limi ted survey tasks. Its planned strength is 335,
the same as for a low level conflict.
Four Field Survey
Squadrons would still provide survey assistance to the
military districts and continue normal survey operations in
p~iority areas outside the area of operations.
Additional Field Squadrons for a high level conflict

182.
In the event of high level conflict, the Four Field
Squadrons would number 97 each, and continue to provide
survey
assistance
to
the
four
military districts
and
u·ndertake survey operations in .priori ty areas outside the
area of operations.
183. In short, RASvy personnel at the three notional levels
of conflict would number as follows:
Low level conflict
255

Combat zone
Australian support area Regiment
Map Depot
School of Military Survey
Directorate of Survey
Fd Svy Sqns
HQ Field Force Command

335
11
46

15
130
5
Total

.,
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Medium level conflict
Combat zone
Corps HQ
HQ I, 2 & 3 Di v
Topo Survey Troops
I, 2 & 3 Di v
Corps Topo Svy Squadron
Communication zone
Topo Svy Sqn
Map Supply Sqn

19
48
126
167

360

167
102

269

Total

1,076

High levelcon£lict
Combat zone
Communication zone
ASA Regiment
Map Depot
School of Military Survey
Directorate of Survey
HQ Field Force Command
ASA - Field Svy Squadrons

360
269

335
11
46
15
5

Total

412
388
1,429

.Possible reduction-in the size of the Regiment
184.
As planning moves from low to higher level conflicts,
consideration
of
RASvy's
contribution
and
the
numbers
required becomes more speculative and calculations cannot be
precise.
In a low level conflict, Defence planning involves
an expansion of RASvy by up to 40% beyond· its peacet ime
strength.
In a medi urn and high level confl ict, a much
higher proportion of personnel would have to come from
external sources, such as the Army Reserve and recrui tment
of civilians into the Defence Force, depending on the
decision of the Government.

Defence planning ,. which has as its objective the
provision of up to 225 RASvy personnel in the combat· zone,
as mentioned, does not involve depletion of headquarters
personnel in the ASA.
My information was always that the
Fi eld Survey Squadrons would bear the brun t of providing
mapping and survey assistance in the combat zone though it
meant the exhaustion of their numbers.
At first the advice
conveyed to me did not indicate that the depletion of the
Squadrons would be offset, but recently I was ·info~med that
replacement of personnel in the Squadrons would give them a
combined strength of about 130 in a low level or medium
level conflict.
185.

186.
Plainly RASvy's peacetime strength would enable it to
provide 225 personnel in the combat zone.
Even if the
Regiment had to provide from its number the 130 to replenish
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the Squadrons about 160-165 soldiers would remain at Bendigo
to carry out base mapping activities.
187.
About 70% of the resources of the Regiment are, or
are expected,
to be engaged in ,producing 1:50 000 first·
cover maps.
If the Regiment is divested of first cover
1:50 000 map production it should still be capable of
meeting the demands coming from the combat zone for maps and
map products and other forms of assistance which it is able
to give from its base.
Similarly since the Squadrons engage
in various stages of map production they would also be able
to provide assistance from the ASA.
If this were to happen
the Squadrons could then remain with much diminished numbers
during periods of conflict.
'
188.
It is, however, Defence policy that all headquarters
units, . including the Regiment, should operate at no less
than their peacetime strength and carryon normal mapping
functions
even
though
there
is
a
low
level
conflict
involving the provision: of as many as 225 RASvy personnel in
the combat zone.
Such a policy will support the Regiment
numberi ng 335, but to a layman suc h as myself to have the
Regiment and the Field Squadrons continue with first cover
topographic mapping program,
in these cir~umstances,
is
rather like placing wall-to-wall carpet in a coal mine
189.
In my opinion all low level combat demands could be
met with a Regiment at a peacetime strength of 200.
Any
shortfall
in
manpower
resources
to
provide
for
the
continuation of the topographic mapping program could be
overcome
by
engagement
of
civilian
mappers
either
as
soldiers or civilians or by having a civilian mapping
establishment at the disposal of Defence.
190.
As ,~the figures previously presented show, i n a
low level conflict about 200-220 additional personnel would
have to be found for RASvy.
If the Regiment were to number
200 instead of 295 as at present the number of persons
required from external sources would rise to about 300.
This does not strike me as posing any special difficulty.
191.
There are, however, other relevant factors.
RASvy
personnel as mapping specialists will, in' the main, pursue
an Army career within the Corps.
A reduction in the size of
the Corps by 95 would still leave a peacetime strength of
over 550.
It would not be sufficient to create a blight on
career prospects.
Nor should a reduction give rise to
problems of relocating personnel.
I am informed that they
could be 'readily absorbed in other Army units if this should
be necessary.
192.
It is Defence policy to have all RASvy personnel
serve in the Regimen t as part of the cont i nui ng trai ning
process.
A posting to the Regiment for three years is
norma l.
I am informed that the staff turnabout in the
After taking into
Regiment should be about 40 each year.
as
well,
members
leaving
RASvy altogether,
a
accoun t,
Regiment of 200 would accommodate such a movement.
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193.
A necessary consequence of a smaller Regiment is, of
course, a reduction in its capacity to produce 1:50 000
firs t cove r maps, poss ibly about as much as one-qua rter, at
the present rate of output, if the Regiment were to number
only 200 instead of 295.
Such a reduction should not affect
the output of the Squadrons.
The production loss could be
completely offset by providing an establishment of civilian
mappers such as Natmap,
to participate in the program.
Nevertheless such an exercise would not' produce a net gain
even in
the wider context of a
shared program unless
ci vi lian mapping costs were to be appreciably lower than
those of the Regiment.
This report is later' concerned to
show that they are.
194.
In
higher
levels
of
conflict
a
much
greater
augmentation of RASvy would have to come from external
sources.
In these ci rcums tances, the proposed reduct ion in
the size of the
Regiment would be proportionately less
significant.
Sharing of the 1: 50 000 program could bring
about its complet ion wi thin abou t 12 or 13 yea rs.
In thi s
even t by the time any medi urn or high level hos ti lit ies took
place, RASvy would be able to carry out its role without the
restraints imposed by a current topographic mapping program.
Further,
since
Australia
should
receive
indications
of
1 ikely medi urn and high scale hos til i ties seve ra 1 years in
advance,
it should not be a problem to train civilian
surveying and mappi ng speci ali sts, whether loca ted in the
private sector or Government agencies, to use their skills
in military service.
Dibb review of Australia's defencedcapabilities
195.
The Dibb report to the Minister for Defence this year
has stressed . the need for up to da te maps and cha rts as a
hi gh pr iori ty requi remen t for Australi a's defence planni ng.
Far from contemplating any reduction in Defence mapping
capabili ty, the report recommended that more resources be
applied to reduce the timeframe for the provision of maps
and charts in areas of high priori ty.
In this section of
the report my task has been to assess whether the presen t
size
of RASvy
is greater
than the core force concept
requires.
I have concluded that it is.
Later I shall show
tha t there are al terna ti ve mapping resources ava i lable to
the Commonwealth which, if suitably employed, will enable
a reas of high de fence pr ior i ty to be mapped muc h ea rl i er
than planned even though RASvy should be reduced in size as
I have suggested.
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section 6

THE MORAN COMMITTEE AND ITS SEQUELS
196.
In August 1981 the Moran In terdepartmental Commi t tee·
reported
agai nst
any
merger
of
Commonwealth
mapping,
charting and surveying (MCS) organisations.
At the time the
predo minan t ser ies acti vi ties were topographic mapping 0 f
Australia
at
scales
of
1:100 000' and
1:250 000.
In
describing the work of MCS agencies, the Moran Report noted
tha't RASvy produced topographic maps at 1: 5 a 000 scale and
larger, but if the Committee was aware that Defence intended
to embark on a national program at that scale it di d not
mention it.
Disagreements about that program have been the
principal source of conflict between RASvy and Natmap.
Insufficient co-ordination
197.
According to the Committee,
since 1973, when the
Advi sory Commi t tee on Commonweal th Mapping (ACOCM) ceased to
exist, co-ordination and cooperation at the Federal level in
respect of the national ob ject i ve to map, survey, and char t
on-shore and off-shore Australia appeared to have depended
almost entirely on the personal relationships and goo dwi11
be tween the di rectors of· Na tmap, RASvy, ASO' and the Royal
Australian Navy Hydrographic Service.
Among other things,
the situation had created difficulties in developing a coordinated program of MCS activities.
Other identified
adverse effects included the making of unilateral decisions
by one Commonwealth agency though other agencies had an
interest, provision of inconsistent advice to the States and
Commonwealth members at meetings of the National Mapping
Council not expressing a single viewpoint about Federal
policy.
198.
Al though rejecting any merger of MCS organisations
the Moran Committee looked
for means to strengthen coordi na tion of MCS act ivi ties.
It recommended the formation
of an in terCiepar tmental group wi th the burdensome name 0 f
the Commonwealth Coordinating Group on Mapping Charting and
Survey
and
equally
cumbersome
call
sign
of
CCGMCS.
Representation
was
to
come
from
Defence,
DRE
and
the
Department of Administrative Services and should be below
Departmental
Secretary
leve I
but
above
the
level
of
Director.
In other words those directly engaged in mapping
were not to be members.
It was also recommended,
by
majority
decision,
that
the
Department
of
National
Development
and Energy
should
chair
the
committee and
provide the secretariat.
Defence considered there should be
an independent chairman from the Department of the Prime
Minister and Cabinet.
The majority ,view rested largely on
accept ing that national responsi bi I i ty for mapping rested
with the Department of National Development and Energy.
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199.
The Terms' of Reference for CCGMCS were ambitious.
One was to co-ordinate at Commonwealth level national. MCS
activities and another was to endeavour to resolve any
conflicts in priorities and activities.
Secondary Terms of
Reference required the Group to focus on cooperation betwe~n
the four Commonwealth MCS organisations. and the future use
of resources available to the Commonwealth, including use of
the private sector.
Failure of the advisory group
200.
In
line with
the
Moran
Committee
recommendation
CCGMCS was constituted by representation at Deputy Secretary
level from DRE and the Department of Local Government and
Ad mi nistra t i ve Servi ces.
The Defence represen ta ti ve was the
Director-Genera 1, Jo in t Operations and PI ans.
The Moran
Committee considered that the Group should meet at least
annually and that
there should be meetings of a subcommittee of directors of MCS organisations at about three
monthly intervals.
201.
From the outset CCGMCS has been ineffective.
It met
on six occasions in 1982 and 1983 but has not met since
December 1983. 'The Directors did not form a sUb-committee.
as the Moran Commi t tee recommended.
Members of the Group
were unable to agree on many matters, including the minutes
of the
last meetirig.
An eye witness commentary upon
proceedings in CCGMCS was that they were characterised by
the' expression of di scordan t a tti tudes whi ch made agreemen t
on anything of significance out of the question.
Apart from
its dismal record, CCGMCS is at the most a consultative and
advisory forum without power to make binding' decisions or
issue directions.
Lacking both, it was bound to fail in the
prevailing divisive climate.
In looking for a mechanism to
ensure that the execution of the 1:50 000 program makes best
practicable use of Australian ~apping resources, CCGMCS has
to be put to one side.
Respondeat superior - who goes where?
202.
The Moran Commi ttee had an independent chairman from
the Public Service Board, but otherwise its members were
representatives
of
the
MCS
agencies.
My
overriding
impression is that the decision to leave things as they were
and allow the MCS agencies to carryon independently of each
other was supported by little more than a catalogue of
reasons given by the interested parties.
203.
Since 1981 RASvy has been able to undertake serie s
mapping using the most advanced technology.
It has the
capaci ty to produce no less than 200 map sheets digi tally
annually which is greater than Natmap in-house capacity.
It
is one thing to give Natmap and its parent department a
s hare of a 1: 50 000 program inc1udi ng a respons ibi 1 i ty for
maximising input from the States and the private sector.
As
will be seem in section 8 of this report, however, Natmap's
claim to a dominant role in the co-ordination of topographic
mapping has not been matched by performance.
It would now
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be a case of the tail wagging the dog for Natmap to be given
authority over RASvy.
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Section 7
DEFENCE CONSULTATIONS WITH DRE AND THE NATIONAL MAPPING
COUNCIL
204.
Throughout my e nqui ry DRE i nsi sted Defence did no t
consul t i t
about
implement i ng
the
1: 5 a 000
program.
Defence, on the other hand, maintained Natmap was both
informed and consul ted on pert inen t matters and tha t the
program was placed before the National Mapping Council.

National Mapping Council and State mapping agencies
I have perused the records of proceedings of NMC and
they do not show that the Defence program was ever a
speci fic item on the agenda.
Re ferences to the program in
the
minutes
occurred
on ly
in
the
course
of
general
discussion.
De fence represen ta ti ve informed me that the
Department did not regard it as appropriate in any event for
Defence priorities on mapping to be aired before NMC.
Several State representatives informed me that NMC received
insuffici~nt information to form the basis' of a productive
discussion.
205.

206.
State
mapping
heads
also
said
they
had
some
misgivings
abou.t
RASvy's
mapping
ambitions
in
tlieir
bailiwicks.
There was room, they thought, for more coordination of the RASvy program with State activities and a
bet ter coopera ti ve atmosphere would have prevai led had the
States been in receipt of adequate information about RASvy's
program in the first place.
Whether the cr i ti cism is val id
or not,RASvy's relations with the States could do with some
improvement.

Natmap and the CCGMCS
207.
If Natmap were informed and consulted as Defence has
maintained it must have been on a very informal footing.
I
am not aware of any document from Defence. explaining the
program to DRE nor am I aware of any communication to like
effect between the respective Ministers.
Such evidence as I
have seen is to the contrary.
208.
One of the Terms of Reference of CCGMCS is to coordinate
at
the
Commonwealth
level
national
mapping,
charting and survey activities.
There is no exemption of
the mapping activities carried on by Defence.
On 30 March
1982 the Deputy Secretary of DRE wrote to the Chief of Joint
Operations and Plans in Defence as follows:

"Whilst I concede that the 1:50 000 requirement is peculiar
to your Department at the Commonwealth level, I cannot agree
that this eliminates 1:50 000 map 'production as a t6pic for
IDC consideration, for the following reasons -
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firstly, the resources needed to produce 1:50 000 maps
are generally the same as those needed for 1: 100 000
maps, and I believe it is rightly th~ task of the IDC
to ensure that available resources are used the most
effective way; .
secondly, I believe that the topographic content of
the maps a t these two scales is often simi lar enough
to warrant further rationalisatio'n, with the aim of.
avoiding unnecessary duplication of effort."
209.
The then Chief of Joint Operations and Plans (Rear
Admiral Evans) replied to the Deputy Secreta ry on 2 Apri 1
1982 as follows:

"Natmap has no requirement or mandate for mapping in
this scale.
Nor do I accept that Natmap' has an 'area
of responsibility' in 1:50 000 scale.
If we continue
to exchange source data between the various mapping
agencies, I do not see how 'unnecessary duplication of
effort' will result.
Accordingly, I do not believe
that cooperative arrangements in this scale are an
appropriate topic for the IDGMCS."
210.
On 6 April 1982 the Deputy Secretary of DRE wrote to
Rear Admiral Evans' successor as Chief of Joint Operations
and Plans, Rear Admiral Richards, pressing DRE's interest in
Defence's 1: 50 000 mapping program.
ORE's comments were
referred to Brigadier Murphy as the Defence representative
on CCGMCS.
On 30 April 1982 the Defence representative
wrote to ~he Deputy Secretary of ORE as follows:

"On this matter our views are similar, as it has
alway,s been this Department's contention that prior
exchange
of
programmes
is
necessa ry
wi th
those
agencies which have a mapping programme at the same
scal e. ' For 1: 50 000 this has been readi ly a chi eved in
the
past,
through
the
existing
consultative
arrangements
wi th
the
State
agencies
concerned.
Indeed
the
current
arrangements
have
been
fully
effective in avoiding duplications' of effort.
For the
foregoing reasons, I do not see a need for a change in
this Department's positron on this matter, which was
outlined to you by Air Vice Marshal Evans in his
letters of 5 March 1982 and 2 April 1982."
211.
In spite of further efforts DRE did not succeed in
having the Defence program listed on any meeting agenda of
CCGMCS.
I t is difficult to avoid the impression that some
Defence personnel had an arrogant attitude detrimental to a
sa tisfactory worki ng re la t ionship be tween RASvy and Na tmap.
Indeed ORE seems to have been intimidated to the point of
being deterred from convening meetings of the Group.
For
their
part
some
Defence
personnel
maintained that
the
Chairman of the Group sought to use the meetings to serve
Natmap's particular interests.
Certainly State SurveyorsGeneral and others have a basis for believing that the
Commonwealth has a divisive topographic mapping policj.
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Section 8
DREis RESPONSIBILITY FOR COMMONWEALTH TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
212.
The
fact
tha t
De fence
implemented
the
1: 50 000
program without consultation has been offensive 'to Natmap
and DRE.
DRE's stand is that primary responsibility for
topographic
surveys
and
mapping
required
for
all
Commonwealth purposes vests in it mainly by reason of a
Cabinet Decision of the Menzies era in 1954.
That decision
plainly establi shed its predecessor I the Department of the
Interior, 'as a single authority with full responsibility for
surveys and mapping required for Commonweal th purposes and
for the co-ordination of survey, and mapping with State
authorities.
Cabinet
also
state"d
in
1954
that
the
Department was to be responsible for training personnel to
provide for expansion of its topographic and geodetic survey
activities in time of war.
Correspondence between the two Departments
213.
In wr i ti ng to the Secretary of De fence on 4 October
1984 the Secretary of DRE restated the Department's position
based on the 1954 Cabinet Decision and said that the Moran
Committee had concluded in 1981 that insufficient grounds
existed
to
warrant
changes
in
the
division
of
responsibility.
214.
In a response da ted 18 October 1984 the Secretary of
Defence said that the circumstances of a Cabinet Decision
that had not been implemented in thirty years were at best
doubtful.
He sald that the decision of the Government on 26
October 1981 accepting the recommendations of the Moran
Committee appeared toha ve superseded the 1954 decision.
The Secretary was referring to the Government's concurrence
with the Moran Committee's view for improved co-ordination
between the two departments in survey and mapping activities
and the es tabl i s hmen t of CCGMCS.
The Secreta ry added tha t
Cabinet Decision in July 1984 for the two Departments to
jointly review topographic mapping resources also displaced
the 1954 decision.
215.
On 5 November 1984 the Secretary of DRE wrote to the
Secretary of Defence stating that his principal concern was
to highl igh t the fact that "Na tmap has the respons ibi 1 i ty
for the co-ordination of Commonweal th mapping ".
He added
that successive Governments had recognised Nptmap's role
which was confirmed by the allocation in the Administrative
Arrangements Order of "geodesy and mapping" as a principal
function of the Department.
The current Order No. S30 dated
31 January 1986 is similar.
216.
In
a
letter of
reply on
15 November
1984 the
Secretary of Defence stated that it was somewhat disquieting
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that they were unable. to agree on the import of the 1984
Cabinet Decision.
He reiterated that Natmap's claim to
responsibility for the co-ordination of Commonwealth mapping
was
at
odds
with
the
Cabinet endorsement
of
the coordi nat ion arrangemen ts which establi shed CCGMCS.
This was
the
group
now
charged
specifically
with
the
role ,of
coordi nating the ac t i vi ti es of the four mappi ng, charti ng
and surveying organisations.
As a me'mber of the Group,
Natmap shared the responsibility but did not have sole
responsibility.
Exchange of views of the two Ministers
217.
On 19 April 1985 there was a meeting between the
Minister for Defence,
MrBeazley, and the Minister for
Resources
and
Energy,
Senator
Evans,
about
the
Joint
Admi nist ra ti on Review of Topographic Mapping.
Accord ing to
a Natmap record the Ministers agreed that Natmap should have
overall responsibility for
topographic mapping
"whatever
that meant".
Further the Ministers also concluded that a
sensible
allocation
of
responsibilities
or
resources
depended on an assessment of costs but any program should
recognise
the
need
to
accommodate
military
priorities.
According to a Defence note the Ministers agreed th~t Natmap
had a coordinating role but it was not clear what practical
options were avai lable.
The Mi ni sters agreed tha t there had
to be a substantial military mapping capacity and acceptance
of its priorities but the extent to which mapping could be
regarded as a military or civilian responsibility depended
largely on costs.
If Defence costs were prohibitive there
should be a greater civilian role.
On the Defence view the
RASvy program should continue unabated if its costs are
comparable with those of Natmap.
218.
Following receipt of its comments on my progress
report I asked DRE for an unequivocal statement as to how i t
saw'its responsibilities in relation to the 1:50 000 program
which Defence had initiated.
'
DRE's statement of its responsibility
219.
DRE
furnished
me
with
a
statement
of
formal
,respon'si bili ty for topographic mapping.
It re-i tera ted tha t
the Department through Natmap was the single authority with
overall responsibility for programs for all Commonwealth,
purposes incl udi ng development and de fence.
Di scharge of
that responsibility, among other things, required it to coordinate, plan and implement all Co'mmonwealth topographic
mapping programs and to moni tor new technology and provide
leadership
in
its
development
and
implementation.
Responsibility extended to recommending and monitoring the
allocation
of
Commonwealth
funds
for
all
geodetic,
topographic
mapping
and
aerial
photographic
programs.
Further, the resources of De fence not requi red for st~ri ct ly
military purposes should be applied to those portions of the
Commonwealth program allocated by DRE.
Strictly military
purposes were res tr ict i Ve ly defi ned as those which did no t
contribute to the national mapping program, for example the
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provision of training area gunnecy maps. ORE informed
that its chacge of topogcaphic mapping at all scales,
described above, required it II

me
as

(1)

to evaluate the extent and nature of civiliQn demand
for programs of mapping including 1:50 000 scale;

(2)

to assess the requirement for mapping at 1:50 000
scale
for
defence
purposes
and
the
capacity of
defence mapping to satisfy civilian demand;

(3)

co-ordinate the effective use of Commonwealth and
civilian military resources and those of the States
and the private sector;

(4)

monitor the resources devoted to mapping:

(5)

account to the Government for progress of the overall
program

and

ORE's statement of cespons~bility is more extensive than the
ambit clauses of a log of claims from the Builders Labourers
Fedecation.
I did not obtain Defence's specific reaction.
Fa~ts

that do not fit the theory

220.
Events
over
the
years
have
undoubtedly
eroded
Natmap's position.
Nothing has happened to· invalidate or
annul the 1954 Cabinet Decision in any formal sense but the
decision stands as· one of little, if any, operative effect
in cecen t years.
By 1981 it was known to members of the
Na tional Mapping Council that RASvy was conducting mapping
operations at 1:50 000 scale in its own
right but the fact
does not seem
to ·have alerted Natmap to consider the
implications
for
its
Depactment
in
terms
of
the
1954
decision.
By 1982 it was certainly apparent to DRE that
there was such a program which had implications for it.
221.
In
1982
DRE
informed
its
Minister,
then
Senator Carrick,
that such a program was proceeding and
obtained his approval to undertake 1:50 000 mapping in lieu
of 1: 100 000 scale mapping where there was a mi Ii tary or
State Government· requirement.
To stop short at obtaining
the Ministec's approval for Natmap to engage in· limited
1:50 000 scale mapping is not an action consonant with DRE's
claim
to
complete
overall
topographic
mapping
responsibility.
222.
I put to DRE that once it became known that RASvy was
engaged on a sUbstantial new
topographic mapping program,
i t should immediately have raised the subject with Defence
in terms of its fulsome cIa im to responsi bi Ii ty but it di d
not.
DRE,
in ~iew of its claimed role,
had a clear
responsibility to bring the program to the attention of
Ca bi net bu t had not done so.
In di scussion DRE in formed me
that in 1982 the Minister had not wished to raise the
subject
in
Cabinet
and
that
the
subsequent
change of
Government and other factors had operated to discourage i t
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from placi ng a submi ss ion
1:50 000 program.

before,

Cabine t

deal i ng

wi th

the

223.
Ministers
are
poli tically
responsible
for
their
departments
and
insofar
as
a
Cabinet
Decision
vests
responsibilities in a department, the Minister ,is answerable
to his Government and, according to Westminster theory,
ultimately to the Parliament for how the responsibilities
are discharged.
More than that, under the, Constitution
Ministers
are
in
charge
of
their
departments.
The
Administrative
Arrangements
Order,
consistent
with
the
constitutional
position,
recognises
that
Ministers
adminis:ter each of the departments listed in .the Order not
on ly in the di scharge by a department of funct ions a ri si ng
under enactments administered by the Minister but also the
principal
matters such as geodesy, and mapping which a
department may perform independently of statute.
There
comes a point when the Minister has to be the spokesman for
his department in Cabinet.
224.
It is obvious that if DRE were to make its claim to
respons ibi li ty e f:eect i ve, there should have been, a Cabine t
Submission about the 1:50 000 program.
The fact that it was
inhi bi ted by re 1 uctance to go to Cabi net s imply means tha t
DRE has not exhibited determination m~tching its claimed
responsibili ties.
It
has
to
bear
the
consequences.
Meanwhile RASvy has chosen to approach the States separately
for assistance in its mapping acti vi ties wi thout reference
either to Natmap or the NMC.
225.
Again, as to. the Administrative Arrangements Order,
the listing of geodesy and mapping as a principal matter
dealt with by DRE is a recognition of Natmap's role.
The
re ference is not open to the const ruc t ion that it thereby
allocates to DRE a dominant role over the mapping activities
of Defence undertaken pursuant to the Defence Act 1903 the
brief
for
which
is
acknowledged
in
the
Administrative
Arrangements Order as being with the Minister for Defence.
Absence of a co-ordinated policy for topographic mapping
226.
If Natmapis to have a coordinating role in the
1:50 000 program it now has to be pursuant to a specific
d~cision
by
the
Go~ernment.
At
present there
is no
effective machinery for co-ordination of Federal mapping and
survey activi ties and prevailing concepts of responsibility
express the inte res ts of the agenci es in vol ved ra ther tha n
the national interest.
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II

Section 9

NATMAP AND THE CIVILIAN CASE FOR 1:50 000 MAPPING
Natmap operations
227.
Na tmai;> has had long and con t inuous experi ence as the
Commonwealth's
principal
civilian
mapping
agency.
In
1984/85 its s taf f to taIled 295 0 f whom 148 were engaged in
topographic mapping programs, 42 in special purpose mapping.
and
34
in
bathymetric
mapping.
Natmap's
budgetary
expenditure in
1984/85 was $16 million of which $5.26
million was attributable to topographic mapping and $3
million
to
bathymetric
mapping.
Expenditure
included
$ 766,000 on contracts wi th the pri vate sector for var ious
phases of topographic mapping.
228.

Natmap owns and operates two Cessna aircraft for
photography.
It
engages
in
all
stages
of
map
production.
For printing it enters into contracts with the
Australian Gove rnment Publ i shi ng Servic e.
In compi lati on,
the most significant single mapping stage which follows
ground control work, Natmap has pursued a policy of graphic
stereoplotting.
It has some digital stereocapacity but its
six stereoplotters with digital attachments are not used to
full capacity.
By 1987, with the purchase of a raster
scanner to scan its work, it will be able to incre·ase the
digital component of its work.
Natmap prefers to adhere to
the policy of graphic st~reoplotting but it would move to
digital stereoplotting,
albeit reluctantly,
if required.
Its claim is that graphic stereoplotting enables a higher
output to be gained than by digi tal stereoplottirtg at a
lower cost even allowing for the addi tional cost of raste r
scanning.
aeria~

Surplus resources
229.
If Na tmap does not acquire a substantial role in
1: 50 000 mapping the continuing tasks remaining after the
completion of the 1: 100 000 and 1: 250 boo mapping series
would not justify ·the continued employment of staff at its
curren t
level.
In
the
course
of
enqui ri es ,
I
met
representatives
from
the
Association
of
Draughting,
Supervisory and Technical Employees and the Professional
Officers' Associatiqn, who expressed their concern about the
future.
Their position was that since Natmap's operations
were at lower cost than those of RASvy, this in itself
sustained a case for Natmap participation in the 1:50 000
program.
Apart from the question of cost, the Association
representati ves asserted, as Na tmap has done, the exi stence
of a substantial demand from Commonwealth departments and
s ta tutory au thor it ie.s for 1: 50 000 mapping for non-mi Ii tary
purposes.
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Natmap in Dandenong - Where should 1t be?
230.
Natmap's func·tions are carried out in two locations:
Canberra, where in June 1986 the staff totalled 198, and
Dandenong, Victori a, where there were 89.
The Dandenong
off ice is the cen tre for map producing act i vi ties to the
completion of compilations.
It also arranges contracts with
the pri va te sector for graphic and di gi tal rna pping.
The
Canberra headquarters
handles
subsequent stages of
map
production
including
cartography.
DRE
provides
administrative and man'agement support for the Division as a
whole.
The Dandenong office is situated in a Federal
electorate considered politically to be a marginal seat
now held by a Labor minister.

~
.1.

231.
The Department has for several years sought the.
transfer of the Dandenong operations to Canberra because of
the technical and administrative advantages which would
result.
There is at present a duplication of manpower,
equipment and effort and extensive communication facilities
are maintained because of the distance between the two
offices.
However, the combined Staff Associations have so
far successfully resisted attempts to relocate the Dandenong
office. According to a submission from the Associations,
surveys indicated that 83% of the Dandenong office staff
would be unwilling to accept forced transfer and that even
if a
greater
number were
to transfer
there would be
significant relocatiori costs which would not be recouped for
many years and a loss of production.
According to the
Department, more than half of the Dandenong staff would
transfer
to
Canberra.
Professional
mapping
staff
in
Dandenong would find it difficult to obtain alternative
skilled employment locally.
The Depar tment . consi ders tha t
fhe transfer costs would be recouped in six years by savings
attributable to combining operations in one centre.
My view
is that the Associations' submission is too conservative in
its assessment of the likely number of transferees.
232.
For most officers and their families movement to
Canberra is undoubtedly disruptive and can impose many
pr~lems of a private na·ture.
Social and family factors are
not be gainsaid.
Apart from them, the case for remaining in
Dandenong seems to rest mainly on proximity to private
contractors, easy access to insti tutions offering training
in mapping techniques if officers should choose to use them,
and proximi ty to Moorabbin Airport for use by the aircraft
se ct ion.
233.
Contact with outside contractors is an important
aspect of Natmap's work, but if it is to share in the
1:50 000 program,
Natmap would be involved, as now, in
entering into contracts over the whole of Australia and not
just V~ctoria.
Proximity to Victorian ,contractors is of
small
significance.
There
is
also
an
equally
well
established and serviced airport in Canberra.
Nor is there
any significant liaison with RASvy in Bendigo and the School
of Military Survey at Bqnegilla in Victoria.
Another
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argument put is that whilst the office remains in Dandenong
it will be left alone to carryon its topographic mapping
without interruption.
In Canberra
this advantage will
disappear.
So it should.
234.
I
will express
the view
in this report ,that a
1:50000 mapping program can be accomplished within a much
shorter
time-span
and
at
a
lower
total
cost
to
the
Commonwealth if Natmap and private contractors, especially
the
latter,
were
to have
an appreciable share of the
program.
At the end of the program, in my opinion, there
will
be
a
surplus of
Commonwealth
topographic mapping
resources.
This factor, coupled with the desirability of
having a shorter time-span for completing the 1:50 000
program, may render it con ve nient to leave Na tmap s taf f i n
Dandenong
rather
than
experience
the 'dislocation
of
production and short term cost penalties of transfer to
Canberra.
235.
If the Department should wish to persist with
the
closure of the Dandenong Office the loss in 'productive
capaci ty which would inevi tably occur in the short term is
not likely to have such a marked effect on the performance
of the 1: 50 000 program if shared between RASvy and Na tmap
as to just i fy a vi ew tha t the trans fer should not occur at
all.
I have, however, refrained from concluding that there
should
be
a
transfer
of
the
Dandenong
operations
to
Canberra.
In the view ultimately taken in this report about
co-ordination of Commonwealth mapping and survey activities,
however, there would be no place for an outposted operation
at Dandenong when the end of the program comes in sight.
Civilian consumer demand - The questionnaire
236.
Na tmap has sought to strengthen its posi tion by the
identi fi ca tion
of
a
recognisable
ci vi 1 i an
demand
for
1: 50 000 series mapping.
If there is such a demand, the
Defence
program
should
not
be
all-enveloping
to' the
exclusion
of
civilian
requirements.
The
departmental
submission to Cabinet in 1964 about the 1: 100 000 program
rested the case equally on the defence si tuation and the
value of maps to Australia's national development.
The
submission referred to the Governmen t' s intention to speed
up the development of northern Australia and to the use of
maps in any programs to exploit potential mineral wealth and
water resources.
237.
Australia's economic development is far from being at
an end and it remains a responsibility of the Commonwealth
to
ensure
a
national
topographic
map
coverage
at
a
satisfactory scale.
Without doubt, maps at 1:50 000 scale
are more useful than maps at 1:100 000 scale, but the
question is whether the heavy additional costs of providing
1:50 000 maps is worthwhile if only to provide for civilian
demands.
238.
Natmap's claim to have a firm civilian demand for
1:50 000 maps rests mainly on the results of a questionnaire
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sent, in June 1984, to 24 Commonweal th departments and 31
statutory authorities.
Thirty-six of the agencies responded
and according to Natmap 73% stated they needed mapping data
at 1: 50 000 scal e.
After process i ng the replies in Augus t
1985, Natmap sought to validate requests by direct contact
with the responding agencies.
Deficiencies in the questionnaire
239.
The questionnaire to which the agencies, responded
wa s , in my 0 pin ion, de f e c t i ve .
Its 0 ve raIl e f f e c t wa s
tantamount to inviting an expression of support for 1:50 000
maps since their advantage over 1: 100 000 maps is obvious.
The questionnaire did not seek to ascertain why agencies
regarded existing 1 :100 000 maps "as being inadequate or' the
extent to' which their official functions would be impaired
unless 1: 50 000 maps were readi ly available.
Nor did the
questionnaire attempt to assess the strength of the demand
for 1:50 000 maps by asking' agencies whether they would be
prepared to pay a substantial part of the real cost of
production
as
distinct
from
almost
nominal
across-thecounter sale prices.
In 1984/85 sales of topographic maps
recouped on ly about 11 % of Na tmap' s annual budget cos ts.
One customer prepared to pay full price for its maps is
Defence to whom,
of course,
the questionnaire was not
addressed.
240.
Perusal, of
individual
responses casts
doubts
on
Na tmap 's
0 v~rall
asses sme nt
of
tne
resul ts.
Severa 1
respondents expressing a need for ~:50 000 mapping wer~
unaware
that
maps
suiting
their
purposes were already
a vai lable from other sources such as the States.
Others
expressed a demand out of all proportion to the use for
which the maps were to be put.
For example, valuation
branches of the Australian Taxation Office' wished to have
maps to assist them in identifying properties to be valued
for taxation purposes.
Other replies were misinterpreted.
For example, the At torney-Genera l' s Department response was
read as requiring 1:50 000 maps i~ providing legal advice on
jurisdictional limits.
Perusal of the response, which was
also interpreted as requiring maps for the entire Australian
coas tline, showed th q t the Depa rtme nt could be ca lIed upon
to provide
legal advice on State boundaries and other
jurisdictional questions in coastal waters.
Maps were
required only if -they revealed relevant features, especially
low tide elevations.
1:50 000 scale mapping would not
reveal the infor-mation the Department sought.
This is not
to say that the responses as a whole should be disregarded,
ra ther it exempl i fi es the di ff i cuI ty of assessing cons ume r
demand so far as it comes from Government agencies.
241.
It is convenient to divide requests into areas which
lie outside the red line and areas wi thin it.
For certain
areas
outside
the
red
line
several agencies requested
mapping.
Where such is the case it is easier to accept that
there
is
a
legitimate
official
demand
justifying
an
expensive mapping program thari where the request comes from
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only one or two agencies.
Outside the red line, most of the
multi request areas are already covered by State maps or are
on State mapping programs at equivalent scales.
P1;"incipal
areas of exception are parts of Queensland, which is to be
expected since Queensla nd does not do seri es mapping, .;3,nd
the Northern Territory.
242.
In all, accordi ng to Na tmap 's assessmen t, there was
the equivalent of 493 1:100 000 areas outside the red line
for which one or more confirmed requests were received and
for which there were no State mapping programs.
This is
equivalent to abbut 1970 maps at 1:50 000 scale.
243.
Inside the red line, that is in the arid inland areas
of Australia,
accor~ing
to Natmap,
there were requests
covering 420 1:100 000 areas or approximately 1,6801:50 OOQ
maps.
Since Natmap was not proposing to print 1:100 000
maps i nsi de the red 1 ine a rea it is rather surprising tha t
t here should be an ext ens i ve consumer demand for 1: 50 000
maps inside the 'red line.
Examination of the requests,
though incomplete, reveals that most of the 420 1: 100 000
areas were the subject of a single request and for most of
the
rest
requests
came
from only
two agencies.
The
principal potential customer was Telecom which sought cover
for
314.
According to
the return of the Supervising
Draftsman in the Engineering/Services Branch of Telecom in
South
Australi~
topographic
maps
were
required
in
con junction
wi th
Telecom's
digi tal
radio
concen tra tor
systems and remote area projects.
He said mapping at
1: 50 000 scale was preferable but Telecom would appreciate
whatever
mapping
was
available.
A
request
from
a
commercially oriented authority such as Telecom for the
assistance
of
topographic
maps,
preferably at
1:50 000
scal e, in the loca tion of its transmi t ter recei vers an d
other telecommunications equipment,
cannot reasonably be
taken to justify the extensive mapping proposed inside the
red line.
'
Matching civilian demand with the Defence program'
244.
Appendi x G is a map of Austral ia depict ing Na tmap' s
interpretation
of
civilian
demand
according
to
the
questionnaire.
The areas coloured blue are ei ther already
mapped at 1: 50 000 by the Sta tes or RASvy or are on curren t
State
programs.
Th~
areas
coloured yellow are those
remaining t·o be done.
Within the red J,ine, areas to be
mapped are marked according to the number of requests
received.
In the Northern Territory and Queensland areas
lying outside the red line are also marked according to
numbers of reques ts rece i ved.
If the' enti re De fence mappin g
program is taken into account most of the areas coloured
yellow in the map depicted in Appendix G will also be
covered by the RASvy program.
245.
A civilian program based on Natmap's interpretation
of the responses to its questionnaire could be accommodated
along with the Defence mapping program for most of the areas
coloured yellow, that is to say the areas remaining to be
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mapped but not on any official civilian program.
In some
areas there could be uncertainty or conflict as to the
mapping priority accorded an area by Defence and a confirmed
Commonwealth ci viI agency deman d.
Problems such as these
could be resolved as they arise in any future arrangements
for sharing the program.
Map revision and digital data
246.
Some questions were addressed to the revision of maps
and one asked how up to da te map informa tion needed to be.
Mos t of the repl ies ticked the firs t box meani ng tha t map
information should be 1-5 years old and not more.
No
Government could afford to commit itself to a 1:50 000
progroam with such a truncated period of revision.
In many
areas revision would be unjustified at less than a 10 year
interval.
247.
It emerged from the replies that more than threequarters of the agencies wanting
1:50 000 mapping also
wished to have data in digi tal form usually to integrate
with their own digital thematic data.
State SurveyorsGeneral have also noted the growing demand from public
authori ti es and in dus t ry for topographic da ta in digi ta 1
form.
°

Conclusions
248.
Undoubtedly mos t of the, Commonweal th agencies which
responded affirmatively to Natmap's questionnaire would make
good use of larger scale maps than are currently available
but the deman~ is incapable of precise specification or
quanti fica tion.
The responses to the questionnai re do not
establish a sufficient case for mounting a comprehensive
1:50 000 series program especially within the red line area.
249.
In 1965 when Cabinet approved the 1: 100 000 program
the c?se did not rest on a specific Government agency demand
but on coupling defence needs with those for maps to support
a
range of national programs whi~h could reasonably be
expected for the development and utilisation of Australian
na tural resources.
The need for the maps was seen as being
both official and public and this would be true of 1:50 000
maps.
The States I judged by thei r record I would a I so make
use of Commonweal th series 1: 50 000 maps . In Queensland and
Western Australia the greater part of each is not covered by
State topographic mapping programs and there is
virtually
complete dependence on Commonwealth ~apping for the sparsely
populated and undeveloped areas.
This is true too of the
Northern Terri tory where series topographic mapping is far
beyond the resources of the Terr i tori al Governmen t.
It
would be unique for a country as large as Australia wi th
continuing potential for economic and social development to
have a national topographic mapping program resting entirely
on the possibility of the invasion of its territory.
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(~v

\.(/{ ~ f 250.
A careful analysis of Defence's budget submissions
"")' .~. seeking approval in 1981 for equipment would have shown tha t
~
RASvy was about to embark on an extensive mapping program
but consideration of the budget papers did not lead to any
question about it from any. official source.
In 1965 the
Cabinet Submission for approval of the 1:100 006 program
was the work of the Department of National Development.
It
sta ted tha t the Depar tmen t through Na tmap was speci fically
charged with the responsibility for mapping and for coordination of mapping activities on a national basis and
that the Minister for Defence had concurred in the proposal.
Twenty years later Defence has implemented a much more
costly program without regard to any national interest other
than its own and without seeking Cabinet approvaY.
251.
In my opinion the program should ha ve been the
subject of a specific Cabinet Decision.
The fact that it
was not was as much the responsibility of the Department of
Resources and Energy as the Department of Defence.
It does
not,
however,
mean the foreclosure of the issue.
The
program is in the ear ly stages of accomplishment and on
De fence calcula tions not less than a qua rter of a cen tury
remains before completion.
252.
The
development
and
exploitation
of
Australia's
natural resources has not come to an end.
There is a
civilian demand for 1:50 000 mapping and changes in economic
circumstances or new directions in Australian development
could lead
to
an
increased demand
for
the
maps from
Commonweal th agencies and interested busine'ss and service
groups in the community.
This is a more likely happening
than a military invasion of Australia.
Recommendations
253.
I RECOMMEND that a program of 1:50 000 series mapping
be
submitted
to
Cabinet
for
specific' approval
in
the
combined interests of defence and national economic and
social development. The program should comprise the parts of
Australia covered by the six Defence priorities and allow
for mapping in additional areas where a clear civilian
demand emerges and resources permit.
254.
In the four concluding sections of this report, I
will suggest different ways of handling the program.
All
would require Cabinet action.
One decision, applicable to
all, which I think Cabinet should make, is that the entire
1:50 000 program be completed by 2000.
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Section 10

TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING IN CANADA
Similarity to Australia
255.
Canada is in several important features analogous to
Australia.
It has a relatively small population in a
country of
large
scale
geography.
The
population
is
uneven ly distributed wi th hea vy concentration in southern
urban areas and much of the remote parts of the country
remains to' be developed.
Canada is a Federal 'country and
like Australia its written CO,nstitution does not vest the
central Governmen t wi th express mapping and survey powers.
The central Government and all provinces engage in mapping.
256.
From 1947 to 1967 national mapping in Canada was a
joint military and civil
responsibility
shared by
the
Directorate
of
Military
Survey
and
the
Army
Survey
Establishment in the Department. of National Defence and the
then Department of Mines and Technical Surveys.

National mapping by a civilian agency
257.
In 1966, following a conference of map users, Federal
and Provincial representatives agreed tha·t there was a need
for a national series of topographic maps at 1:50 000 scale
to. meet
an
increasing
demand
for
maps
for
resource
development, urban areas and defence.
A Federal mapping
program then commenced .in the charge of the Surveys and
Mapping Branch of
the Department of Energy,
Mines and
Resource9.
The staff of the Branch totalled 907 in 1985/86
of
whom
263
were
employed
in
the
Topographic
Survey
Division.
The staff is entirely civilian.
The operating
budget in the same year was $16.8 million of which $2.5
millibn was allocated towards an aerial survey data base for
new mapping and $3 million for new 1:50 000 mapping.
258.
The possibility of Canada suffering hostile 'military
intrusions is more remote than in Australia and in defence
planning the presence of the
United States along the entire
. southern border of Canada introduces a factor in Canada's
favour which has no equivalent in Australia.
Nevertheless.
the Department of National Defense (DND) in Canada is intent
upon satisfying NATO's mapping standards and is prepared to
ac cept a ci vi Ii an product.
The maps are bei ng Produced at
standard 1:50 000 specifications.
The national program is
far from being completely digital but over the past few
years
there
has
been
a
steadily
increasing
digital
component.

Use of private contractors
259.
Almost all the work is now contracted out and little
topographic map production is undertaken in-house.
Thirtytwo aerial survey firms have organised themselves into four
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consortia tinder the umbrella of the Canadian Association of
Aerial Surveyors.
This apparently suits the· Surveys and
Mapping Bran.ch (SMB) because it only has to examine four
bids before a contract is let and the consortia are regarded
,as being strongly competitive.
In 1985/86 $4 million was
spent on contracts with the private sector of which $2.1
mi IIi on was on topographic mappi ng.
5MB also has its maps
printed by commercial printers.
To date about two-thirds of
Canada is cove red by publi shed 1: 5 a 000 maps.
In all there
will be 13,150 maps at that scale.

Mapping and Charting Establishment in DND
260.
DND does not engage in map product ion except for
training purposes in areas of DND interest such as the
Arctic Islands.
In DND there is a Mapping and Charting
Establishment (MCE).
MCE has.a peacetime establishment of
185 persons:
about two-thirds are military and one-third
civilian.
It is a military unit training in peacetime for
its wartime role which is to
provide special products
required by the Canadian armed forces users not available
from other sources and to provide the Army in the field at
division level and higher with combat mapping support.
MCE
is organised into a field-deployable topographic squadron
and a base plan t.
'In the event of wa r, the topographi c
squadron would be ass igned to the Army an·d joi n wi th its.
mi 1 i tary counterpa rt to form a reg imen t.
Li ke RASvy, the
base plant would continue to operate, reinforced by recruits
from industry.

Relationship between the civil and military departments
261.
Through the good offices of the Department of Foreign
Affairs, I addressed several questions to the two Canadian
Departments
in
an
endeavour
to
ascertain
how
the
arrangements worked.
Each advised that full effect was
given
to
Defence
needs,
for
example
map
design
standardisation
and
specifications,
through
liaison
commi t tees.' The commi t tees, mos t of which were chai red by
5MB as the national lead agency, worked well and without any
suggestion that one agency was subject to the control of the
other.
According to the Department of Energy Mines and
Re sources,· there was full cooperation wi th De fence and no
recorded ins tances of la ck of support to De fence by 5MB.
MCE and 5MB are located in the same building in Ottawa.
DND
confirmed the position, stating that a spirit of cooperation
prevai led e. g.
the two mappi ng agencies lent each other
equipment and materials.
They were continually exchanging
ideas and technology.
262.
I had heard from RASvy quarters that the Army in
Canada had misgivings about the allocation of mapping to a
civilian department, but if there are misgivings, neither
Canadian Department chose to refer to them.
Wi thout doubt,
the official Canadian view is that the program is working
well.
I have the impression that it will be completed at a
much lower cost than the Australian 1:50 000 program in the
hands of Defence.
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Section 11
STEREOPLOTTING -

DIGITAL AND GRAPHIC

Competing policies
263.
RASvy
is prepared
to accept State maps for
the
1:50 000 program although they may be the product of graphic
s tereoplot ting and it di gi t i ses State maps by its ras ter
scanner.
At the same time RASvy might want to re-map areas
of State mapping when it has completed its first cover
mapping.
Almost
all
State
maps. are
for areas
outside
priorities 1 and 2.
264.
Natmap as
an
exponent
of. graphic
stereoplotting
regards maps produced by the process as being adequate for
all needs, including defence.
This may be so but a printed
map no longer. meets all Defence's mapping requirements and
amongst civilian users especially Government agencies, there
are increasing demand~ fo~ digital topographic mapping data
i rrespecti ve of the cartographic map.
Na tmap' s answer is
that maps compiled graphically with scan digitising in mind
and then scan di gi t ised serve the purpose.
As men tioned
earlie r, Na tmap is about to incur a further commi tment to
scan
digi tising
by· purchasing
a
raster
scanner
and
associated equipment
265.
At
first,
Natmap
put
to
me
that
graphic
stereoplotting followed by scan digi tising was a generally
preferred way of' operating.
In . the end the principal
argument was that the total process was cheaper than if maps
were produced from di gi tal stereoplot ting.
Nevertheless,
the oi rector of Na tmap also sa id that his agency would be
prepared to embark on more stereodi gi ti sing if. tha t. were
adjudged to be the preferable way to proceed.
Comparison
of
digi tal
stereoplotting
stereoplotting .plus scan digitising
(1)

and

graphic

Digital stereoplotting is slower

266.
Experience in RASvy has shown that a conventional
analogue stereoplotter can plot more photogrammetric models
in a given time than a stereoplotter capturing digital data.
The latter has more functions to perform.
For example, the
operator of the digital stereoplotter has to enter commands
and
responses
that
control
the
computer's
acquisi tion
processes and also enter a feature code for each feature to
be recorded.
The operator cannot commence recording a
fea ture un ti 1 the computer responds indica ti ng i t is ready
to receive the data.
267.
In di g i tal s tereoplot ti ng I the opera tor also performs
functions which in a conventional system are performed after
the plott i ng phase, because digi ta 1 stereoplot t ing is most
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effective when th'e data being recorded is to a cartographic
stand~rd su{tablefor publication.
There is,
though, a
resulting benefit in the reduction of fi.eld inspection and
cartographic costs.
(2)

Equipment costs

268. Most graphic compilation equipment which Natmap owns is
old and well written down in value.
Automap 2 will cost
about $5.5 million at 1985 prices and in my opinion it was a
sound economic decision to install 'the process.
It will be
seen' in section 14 of this report that the equipment, as a
component of the cost of producing a compilation, so far has
not been high compared with labour costs.
The raster
scanner which Natmap will buy plus the requisite interactive
editing stations and a verification plotter will cost about
$4 million at 1985 prices.
The total cost will be lower
than Automap 2 would be at 1985 prices but I do not regard
the difference in capital costs as being of great moment.
(3)

Operating costs

269. Scan digitising is not yet a fully developed process
and experience in its use in Australia is short~
Not
. unexpectedly, I· have not found it possible to say just how
much
raster
scannin~
adds
to
the
cost
of
a
graphic
compilation.
I sought advice from RASvy and some State
Surveyors-Genera 1.
In the end I conc 1 uded tha t a t 1985
price levels raster scanning probably adds about 35% to the
cost of a graphic compilat-ion.
It does not follow that if
compila tion
cos ts
increase
t;.ha t
ras ter
scanning
wi 11
continue to add 35% to the. costs since there is a flat rate
component constituted by the inbuilt productive capacity of
the equipment itself.
270. Section
16 summarises my examination of RASvy and
Natmap
compilation
costs
including,
for
Natmap,
total
compilation costs where contractors are used.
Digital
stereoplotting emerges as a more expensive process than
graphic stereoplotting followed by scan digitising whether
undertaken by RASvy or Na tmap.
This may not however remai n
the position.
The Central Mapping Authority of NSW (CMA) is
in the busi ness of unde rtaking photogrammet rie mappi ng for
St ate Government agenci es.
It has both di gi tal and graphic
stereoplotting capacity.
Its scale of charges for digital
compilations are 40% higher than for graphic compilations.
If 35% is added for the cost of the scanning process, there
would be little difference in the charges.
271. The Director of Mapping of CMA and his colleagues in
other States believe that the total cost of a
digi tal
co mpi la tion, if on ly on~ scale of topographic maps is to be
produced, will probably remain higher than the cost of a
graphic compilation
plus
scan
digitising
but
not
much
higher.
If it were intended to 'produce derivative mapping
at a different scale from .the digi tised compi lation, the
concensus of opinion is that total costs would work out in,
favour of digital compilation in ,the first instance.
I have
no reason to disagree with this view.
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(4)

Technical superiority of digital stereoplotting

272. The ques tion ari ses if the program is shared whether
Natmap should continue to embark on graphic stereoplotting
to the extent that it has done in the past or at all.
Defence is opposed to graphic stereoplotting with or without
raster scanning.
D1gitising at
the
stereoplotter has
distinct advantages'.
It makes an immediate contribution to
a digital data base and data can be recorded in three
dimensions.
Elevation information may be recorded along the
entire length of a feature supplementing the normal contour
information
appropriate
to
the .scal e.
For
example,
elevations along a river may be shown and it is possible to
extract road and river gradients directly from the digital
data
rather
than
having
to
rely
entirely
on
contour
intervals.
Raster scanning however, produces data only in
two
di mens ions.
If
a
problem
of
interpre ta tion
of
information
arises,
resolution
is
accomplished
more
effectively by viewing a three dimensional model under
magnificatiop at the stereoplotter, than at a computer work
station looking at digital data produced by.raster scanning
plus a photograph.
273.
When scanned, the recorded image of a docu"ment is a
matrix of dots known as pixels.
Individual features have to
be identified and extracted from the pixels,- a process known
as vectorising.
A feature code must then be applied to each
of the features, the proces s be i ng known as tagging.
In
practice working problems arise in vectorising and tagging,
most of them being more readily avoided or resolved by
initial digital stereoplotting.
274.
Digital
stereoplotting
in
the
first
instance
is
slightly more accurate than the graphic equivalent.
The
employment of scan digi tising means that such inaccuracies
as exist in a graphic compilation .are repeated and of
course, the scan di gi tis ing process cannot be made ent i rely
error free.
When revision of a map is to be undertaken a
digital graphic compilation also suffers from a lack of
point positioning information.
275. Advantages are not all one way, for example, errors are
more
easily
identified
and
corrected
on
a
graphic
compilation.
Nevertheless, I am satisfied that as long as a
digital data base is required the better product comes from
dig i tal s tereoplot ti ng.
Th is is not on ly the vi ew of RASvy
and the Naval Hydrographer but also of State representatives
on the NMC.
Future policy for 1:50 000 program
276.
At this stage raster scanning should not be rejected
as being inadequate.
Maps compiled graphically with scan
digitising in mind may also eventually ~ase working problems
so far encountered.
The situation including Natmap"'s own
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performance in scan digi tising should
over the next three or four years.

be

wa tched

closely

277.
It is not entirely logical but it would be good
policy for the 'time being to have compilations for all the
areas classified as priority I or 2 undertaken by digital
stereoplotting.
If experience shows that scan digitising
meets all reasonable requirements ~t could continue to apply
in areas of low priori ty.
Cost savings are not, however,
likely to be overwhelming.
Digital data base and access to it
278.
Without exception mapping authorities in the States
as well as Defen~e and ASO agree that the Commonwealth
should have a comprehensive digital topographic data base
which will enable the ready production of maps at different
scales· containing different varieties of data and providing
information in digital form for the computers of specialised
map users.
The era of digi tal rna ppi ng is undoubtedly wi t h
us.
279.
Defence is maintaining a digital topographic data
bas,e which is continuing to expand as the 1:50 000 program
continues.
If Defence is to be the principal digital
storehouse
for
Commonweal th
topographic
mapping
it
is
essential that the information be available for civilian as
well as defence use.
I understand that Defence has no
objection in principle to the release of digital topographic
data.
280.
It would be
fitting to make Natmap the channel
through which official civilian demands, both State and
Commonwealth, are channeled.
As principal civilian mapping
aut hori ty for the Commonweal th, Na tmap could also proces s
n6n-official
civilian
demands
for
digitally
stored
topographic mapping data.
281.
In considering its future role, one suggestion being
canvassed within DRE is that Natmap should develop and
administer a comprehensive digital cartographic data base
which would enable the storing and provision of topographic
bathymetric,
thematic and census data whether digital,
cartographic or geodetic acquired through "C6mmonwealthfunded" programs.
The proposal has implications for mapping
and survey work by other Government authorities including
ASO· and the Naval Hydrographer.
The proposed data base
would also partly duplicate the role of RASvy's digital data
·base.
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Section 12
COMPARATIVE MAPPING COSTS
The dispute between RASvy and Natmap
282.
In reacting to the int"roduction of the
1:50 000
series mapping program, Natmap not only" claimed to have
responsibility which RASvy ignored but also that it was
entitled to a share of the program because its mapping costs
were lower than those of RASvy.
Defence did not accede to
the Natmap claim.
283.
The
Terms
of
Reference
as
agreed
between
the
Departments required the joint review to identify the cost
s truct ure and producti vi ty of the two mappi ng agenci es for
the production of topographic maps and derived products and
to develop product cost indicators for use in assessing
future program options.
284.
In a joi n t Ie t ter da ted 13 May 1985 to the Chai rman
of the Public Service Board, the Secretaries of the two
departments stated that they had been unable to ag~ee on the
impo~tant question
of a sui table methodology fo~ assessing
the true cost of each organisation's operations as a basis
for rationalising the resources devoted to the overall
Commonweal th mapping effort.
Informa tion made available by
the two Departm~nts at the time was quite inadequate and did
not reveal the ideas which either harboured as to what
amounted to true costs.
Annual and total costs
285.
The costing issue centres almost entirely on the
1: 50 000 mappi ng program si nce both smaller sca Ie programs
are nea~ing completion.
The cost to the Commonwealth of
cove~ing most of Australia with 1:50 000 maps can be looked
at f~om different viewpoints.
286.
If RASvy were to have sole control of the program it
would in its own good time presumably complete it at more or
less similar levels of annual expendi ture as now.
In this
event unless Natmap could find alternative work it could not
sustain its existing levels of staffing after the compl~tion
of the 1: 100 000 and 1: 250 000 programs in 1988.
Tota 1
Commonwealth
annual
mapping
expenditure
could
thus
be
reduced by reducing the size of Natmap's staff as the
current programs near completion.
287.
If Na tmap were to have an apprec"iable share of the
program an immediate incre~se in its total expenditu~e might
be needed.
Natmap has suggested a sum of about $2 million
to equip itself wi th more adequa te di gi tal stereoplot ti ng
facilities and improved photographic capability.
Additional
annual expenditure would, also be entailed" if Natmap made
greater use of outside contractors than at ~resent.
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The a nnua 1 cos t to the Commonweal th of the 1: 50 000
288.
program cannot diminish unless fewer resources are employed
on it.
If the cos t of produci ng maps in RASvy is higher
than Natmap's costs annual cost savings would be achieved by
reducing the Defence effort.
This would entail a reduction
in RASvy staffing levels commensurqte with the extent of the
share of the program given to Natmap.
289.
If RASvy core force strength should, for one reason
or another, be incapable of reduction there would be no
savings in Commonwealth annual expenditure by reason of
transferring part of the program to Natmap.
However, the
number of years for completing the program would be less
than if RASvy were to undertake it relying only on its own
resources.
If Na tmap should share in the work by reason 0 f
having lower map production costs, although total annual
expenditure might rise a little, in the end the program
shoul d be ach i eved i n a shorter ti me and a t a lower total
cost to the Commonwealth.

Confusion as to costs
290.
An obvious way to approach the costing task was to
compare the costs of the two agencies at each stage in map
production.
To
make
such
a
comprehensive comparative
analysis of costs was plairily well beyond the resourc~s
available to me.
In any even t it soon became apparent that
though
the
two
agencies
were
engaged
in
the
similar
functions of producing' topographic maps quite disparate
considerations applied.
When Natmap makes a map, it does so
as a ci vilian map producing agency.
RASvy, on the other
hand,
is a
mi 1 i ta ry
organ isa tion
forming
pa rt of
the
Australian Defence Force.
At different stages in map
production military considerations can have an effect on the
process.
Natmap
referred
me
to Operation
Aright,
an
extensive control survey which RASvy carried out in the Cape
York Peninsula in 1983.
Natmap compared the resources it
would have employed wi th those actually employed by RASvy
showing a result to its advantage.
For example in such an
exercise Na tmap would have used 20 personnel compared wi t h'
91 used by RASvy.
Such comparisons overlook the fact that
in undertaking field survey work for the production of a
map, Army may at the same time utilise the occasion to t~ain
other
military
personnel
not
directly
engaged
in
profess ional field· process e. g.
to gi ve transport dri vers
experience in difficult terrain.
I mention, nevertheless,
tha t in ci vi lian public mappi ng, ground cont rol work for
mapping is a
large item comprising about 25% of total
production cost of a map at 1:50 000 scale.
29l.·
Other factors render it impractical to compare costs
at some stages of the mapping process, at least until the
program has reached an advanced stage.
Aerial photography
for example may be undertaken in large tracts for economic
reason s.
One resul t may be a long ti me lag between the
photography and its use in la ter mapping stages.
RASvy is
compiling maps from aerial photographs produced three years
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before.
Further, unless the two agencies engage in aerial
photography over similar areas,
there may be too many
variable
factors
to enable confident conclusions to be
drawn.
For
instance,
a~ri~l
photography
in
northern
Australia, where RASVY has operated, is confined to the dry
season whereas it may be undertaken year round further
south.
292;
A comparison of
mapping
costs according
to the
working methods of each ag,ency runs the risk
of confusing
rather than clarifying questions of cost structure and
productivity.
Decision to compare compilation costs
293.
The complete
mapping
process can ,be
divided
in
different ways.
One is to divide it into the following
phases:
Planning
Field survey
Aerial photography
Photogrammetric triangulation
Data processing
Compilation
Field inspection and completion
Cartography
Printing
Distribution
294.
The di fficul ty of comparing costs of some phases of
mapping and the need to conserve resources led my review to
see if there could be a satisfactory comparison of the cost
of compiling a topographic map in each agency.
295.
Aerial photography 1S undertaken in runs in which
each
run
of 'photography
overlaps
the
previous
run.
Completed overlapping aerial photography then undergoes the
process of aerot r iangula ti'on leadi ng to the production 0 f
diapositives which are then viewed stereographically in
pairs and selected points marked and measured in relation to
each other.
The process of compilation ensues.
296.
The overlapping pairs of diapositives are set up in a
stereoplotter which makes adjustment for inherent errors in
aerial photography e.g.
due to the tilt of an aircraft' or
earth curvature.
When this operation is carried out a
stereoscopic model is formed.
The operator can measure
hori zon tal and ve rt ical co-ordi na tes of topographi c deta i I
within the stereoscopic model in relation to a known set of
ground co-ordi nates.
He can then proceed to extract from
the model the information required on a map.
Information
normally extracted includes hydrography (rivers, coastlines
etc), culture (roads, buildings etc), vegetation and relief
(contours and spot elevations).
All information is combined
with a grid and geographical projection.
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297.
In graphic stereoplot ting a pan tograph at tached to
the stereoplotter enables the operator to produce on a
plotting table a draft map corresponding to the topographic
detail evident on the aerial photograph.
298.
In digital stereoplotting instead of producing a
draft. map, the operator digitises the information.
In
di gi tal
stereoplot t ing
there
is
an
at tachme nt
to ,the
stereoplotter which enables all the topographic map detai 1
available from aerial photographs to be recorded as digi ts
in a computer ins tead of bei ng depi cted graphi cally on a
draft map.
The topographic information is digitised as the
operator plots.
The data stored digitally may then be
produced in graphic form on a veri fica t ion plot ter.
This
enables errors and inconsistencies to be corrected and
subsequently a hard copy graphic may be printed in different
colours in the verification plotter for field checking.
So
far, digital stereoplotting has been more resource intensive
than its graphical equivalen t.
The gap will become smaller
as opera tors grow accustomed to di gi tal techniques, bu t is
unlikely to closew
299.
The process of digital compilation accounts for up to
30% of the cost of producing a first cover map.
Graphic
compila tions cons ti t u te abou t 20% of total map product ion
costs.
Compilation is a mapping phase more capable of
rendering cost comparisons possible than most other mapping
phases because particular military considerations do not
greatly intrude into performance as they do in some other
mapping stages such as field survey.
Moreover, it emerged
tha t i t was about the on ly signi f i can t mapping phase other
than printing in which the ~nformation available allowed an
assessment
of
production
costs' within
RASvy
with
any
confidence.
Thus
I
decided
to
cost
the
compilation
activities of RASvy and Natmap.
I was, of course, to find
that the different operational procedure of the two agencies
became an added complexi ty but it was possible to reach
conclusions as to respective costs.
Printing costs

300.
The
printing
of
maps
follows
the
completion of
compilation and cartography.
Printing comprises about 7
percent of the cost of producing a map ahd information was
readily available tb compare costs.
RASvy maintains a
complete printing establishment at Bendigo and Natmap almost
invariably has its maps printed by the Australian Government
Publishing Service at pre-determined rates.
Marginal cOsts

30i.
It did not emerge for a while that Defence would
employ the notion of marginal costs to rebut Natmap's claims
to having lower map production costs.
The Defence argument
was that the raison d'etre for RASvy was to provide military
personnel trained in mapping and capable of serving in the
fiel d and support i ng mi 1 i ta ry opera ti ons in the event 0 f
hos ti 1 i ties
on
Austral i an
terri tory.'
Good
maps were
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essential to defence and it made good sense for the Corps in
peacetime to engage in productive work such as series map
.production instead of expending its energies in less useful
ways such as map training exercises.
The capacity to
produce maps and to meet field force requirements could
fortui tously be' combined
in
a
single
force
structure.
Accordingly, ,the real dost to the Commonwealth of RASvy
producing
1:50 000
maps
is
not
to
be
gauged
from
a
comparison of either the full or direct mapping costs of the
two agencies.
302.
Nevertheless,
if
Natmap's
costs
are
lower
than
RASvy IS, it would have a good case to share in the program
as long as it does not preclude RASvy from using in map
production in peacetime those resour·ces it needs to. have in
order to fulfil its military obligations during an armed
conflict.
Factors influencin~ the comparison of compilation costs
303.
Because' of di fferences in mapping policies and the
fact tha t the two .agencies have diffe rent programs it is
useful at this stage to outline some of the factors which
have to be taken into account in comparing compilation
costs.
Stereoplotting
304.
I
have
already
di scussed
di gi ta 1
and· graphic
stereoplotting in section 11.
I need only add that the four
RASvy field survey squadron~ at present engage only in
graphic
stereoplotting
because
they
do
not . have"
the
necessary digital equipm~nt.
Complexity of a map
305.
When
a
map
is
compi led
there
is
firs tly
the
production of contours and spot elevations depicting the
terrain of the area being mapped.
Secondly, there is a
compi~ation of information which is depicted on a horizontal
plane surface such as hydrography, cuI ture and vege ta tion.
This is known as planimetry.
306.
A map may vary in complexity both vertically and
hor i zon tally.
For exa mpl e, large parts of inland Australi a
are flat and have few natural or cultural features.
Some
areas are mountainous but without culture whilst at the
ot her
extreme,
there
are
hea vi ly
bui It-up
mountai nous
regions such as the Blue Mountains in New South Wales.
Natmap has a scale of complexity ranging from A for the most
complex to E for the simplest and it employs the scale when
it invites tenders from th~ private sector to undertake
compilation tasks.
Private contractors are familiar with
the classification and there is rarely a dispute about its
application to an area which is the subject of tender.
RASvy also assesses complexity in five categories;
these
range from 1 to 5.
Most of Australia falls into categories
D and E (4 and 5).
Natmap's compilations examined in the
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cos ti ng exerci se included
worked out
at category
Defence has accepted that
under study in the costing

ca tegory C, bu t, . on average, they
D for contours and planimetry.
the average complexity of its maps
exercise was also category D.

Mapping scales
307.
Since
a
larger scale map requires more detailed
treatment of relief and .planimetiy it will cost more to
produce.
So far, Na tmap has 'produced only a handful of maps
at 1:50 000 scale.
The great bulk of its production is at
1:100 000 scale.
Most, but not all, maps examined were at
this scale.
RASvy has been a substantial producer of maps
at 1: 100 000 scale but. hence fort h mos t of its comp i la tions
will be undertaken at 1:50 000 scale even if the erid in ~iew
should be a 1:100 000 printed map.
Accordingly, it becomes
important to determine how much more costly it is to compile
maps at 1:50 000 scale than at 1:100 000 scale.
308.
Four 1: 50 000 maps are needed to cover the same area
as a single 1: 100 000 map.
In' areas of low complexi ty the
dispari ty in costs as between the two scales is' much less
than for areas of high complexity.
Published cost schedules
of the Association of Aerial Surveyors of Australia and some
Sta te mapp i ng agenci es sugges ted that on average it would
cost about
1.5 times as
much to compile four maps at
1: 50 000
as
one
1: 100 000
map.
Other
estimates
by
Surveyors-General were up to twice as much for the more
complex areas.
It was my good fortune that the Central
Mapping Authority of New South Wales examined the position
in some detail for me~
CMA performs work und~r contract for
other
agencies
at
varying
scales.
The
Director,
Mr Frank Urban, concluded that for the areas proposed to be
mapped at 1:50 000 scale, it would cost on average 1.75
times more to compile maps at 1:50 000 scale covering the
same area as a single 1:100 000 map.
Other SurveyorsGeneral con9urred.
RASvy and Na tmap have accepted the cost
ratio
as . generally
applicable
to
my
exam.ination
of
respective mapping costs.

Use of private contractors
309.
Review ·of
its a~tivities
has revealed the heavy
dependence of Na tmap on the production of compilation's by
private contractors,
a
policy
which
RASvy
has
largely
eschewed • . Particulars of Natmap's contracts were available
enabling a ready assessment of the performance of private
contractors.
As will
be' seen,
the private sector is
prepared to undertake digi tal or graphic compilation work
under contract at a lower cost than Na tmap can do the work
in-house.

Accuracy standards
310.
RASvy indicated it wished to employ 1:25 000 accuracy
standards in ·much of its future 1:50 000 mapping although so
far it had not usually done so.
This' is a complex subject
and I will deal with it in the next section (section 13).
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Section 13

ACCURACY STANDARDS : 1:50 000 SCALE MAPPING
Advantages of 1:25 000 accuracy specifications

311.
RASvy has compiled several standard maps at the
normal sta~dards of accuracy for. 1:50 000 scale normal, i.e.
+/- 25 me tre s ci rcula r or hori zon tal accuracy and +/- 10
metres linear or vertical accuracy.
After some vacillation
Defence decided it should employ 1:25 000 accuracy standards
specified for class A mapping in the map Standardisa tion
Agreement of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation known as
STANAG
2215.
This means working to
+/- 12.5 metres
horizontal accuracy, and +/- 5 metres vertical accuracy.
312.
Accuracy standards do not dictate contour intervals
but it is a rule of thumb that contour intervals will be
about twice the figure specified for relief accuracy.
RASvy
decided at the outset that contours should be expressed at
10 metre intervals.
In practice, a contour interval will
vary according to terrain.
In flat country it might be
expedient to express contours at 5 metre intervals and in
very
hilly
country
at
20 metre
intervals.
Natmap's
1:100 000 scale maps employ 20 metre contours, though a
normal interv~l' for the scale would be 40 metres.
313.
To map at a particular scale using the accura,cy
specification of a larger scale has the advantage that a map
at the larger scale can be produced by capturing further.
da ta from the aeria·l phot.ography as the need arises.
It
also means that data extracted from the digi tal data base
may be availed of for various purposes on the assumption
that 1: 25 000 accuracy specificat'ions are employed.
Since
digital data comprises data on a magnetic tape it is largely
independent of scale and can be reconverted to lines at
whatever scale the producer requires.
Additional cost of using 1:25 000 standards

314.
SUbstantial additional costs are incurred in mapping
to 1:25,000 accuracy standards, arising mainly from having
to employ an increased scale of photography.
1: 80 000 scal e
photography is used in usual 1:50 000 mapping but RASvy
employs
1:65 000 scale photography
to achieve
1:25 000
accuracy standards.
Additional costs arise because aircraft
must fly from about 1850 line kilometres to about 2500 line
k~lometres per 1:250 000 block and the number of photcigraphs
increases from about 400 to about 660.
More survey controls
are needed, for example whereas 10 horizontal control points
are sufficient for 1:80 000 scale photography, 16 are needed
for the higher scale.
Aerotriangula tion cos ts ri se because
of the number of photogrammetric models for a 1:250 000
block increase from 200 to 330.
The increase in number of
models further means that stereoplotters have to set up 65%
more models.
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315.
RASvy is able to absorb some of the addi tional costs
in aerial photography and ground survey because of the
special arrangements it has
with
the RAAF
for aerial
photography and the employment in survey operations of radio
operators, drivers, cooks, mechanics, pilots and logistic
and operational support staff from other parts of the
-Defence Force in order to gain experience.
Nevertheless,
the additional costs are real.
316.
Af ter
conferr i ng
wi th
Defence,
Na tmap
and
Commonweal th and State· Surveyors I -General I conc luded tha t
1:50 000
maps
produced
according
to
1:25 000
accuracy
standards would, on average, cost between 1.3 and 1.4 times,
say 1. 37 times, as much as· a map produced according to the
usual
1:50 000
specifications.,
I
understand
that
my
conclusion is not challenged by either Defence or Natmap.
317.
Photography at a scale of 1: 65 000 usi ng a camera
fitted wi th a super-wide angle lens cone means that the
aircraft must fly at an altitude of about 5,750 metres
(20, 000 feet) above the terrain.
A question arose as to
whether 1:25 000 accuracy specifications could in fact be
achieved at this level of operation.
Natmap considered that
1:40 000 scale photography should be used.
A decision to
increase the scale of photography has 'substantial cost
effects.
For example,
increasing the scale to enable
1:60 000 scale photography would increase the number of
photogrammetric models from about 330 per 1:250 000 block to
about 430.
318.
The optimum scale of photography for a given map
accuracy depends on several diverse factors, for example, in
the air, atmospheric conditions and camera characteristics
and,
on the ground,
the type of aerotriangulation and
st ereoplot ti ng equipment used.
It is di f f icul t to make a
defini~ive statement on the adequacy of 1:65 000 photography
but in Australian conditions the scale of photography which
RASvy has adopted is, I believe, close to being marginal but
generally adequate.
The cos~ of operating at 1:40 000 scale
photography would be q~ite unwarranted.
Are 1:25 000 standards necessary?
319.
The
question
then
arises
as
to
why
1:25 000
specifications are necessary at all in mapping at 1:50 000
scale.
Information
which
Defence
supplied
initially
suggested
that
Australia
had
an
international
defence
commitment to employ 1:25 000 specifications.
The accuracy
standards
specified in STANAG
2215 were adopted
in a
document, QSTAG 546, which prescribed the mapping standards
to be observed by agreement between the Armies of the United
States, Britain, Canada, and Australia.
In my opinion,
nei ther
STANAG
2215
or
QSTAG
546
is
open
to
the
interpretation
of
requiring
the
application
of
higher
standard specification to a
1:50 000 scale.
If the
contrary were true Canada would already be in breach of the
agreements to which it is a party.
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320.
The case
for
the higher accuracy standard rests
mainly
on
achieving
maximum
effectiveness
from
modern
weapons.
Weapons
systems mentioned to me
AUSTACCS,
TACT-ERM,
WARCASTER and' EWCAPC,
were said to -require a
digi tal data base to operate them.
Defence also advised
that digi tal accuracy equi valen t to the 1: 25 000 scale was
to en'sure their maximum effectiveness and that the digital
dat<;i used in the various weapons systems was of the same
order of accuracy as the positioning equipment which would
in the fut ur e, gi ve the weapons an accura cy of no less tha n
1:25 000 levels.
"32l.
There can be no doubt about the usefulness of a
digital data base for military weapons and field operations.
However the information I
received was insufficient
to
educate me into believing that the effectiveness of modern
weapons depend on 1:25 000 accuracy standards being employed
in
1:50 000
mapping
or
that
field
capability will
be
significantly impaired by observance of normal
1:50 000
standard specifications.
In any case, most of Australia
included in the 1: 50 000 planned coverage belongs to the
fourth category of mapping complexity.
It is mainly flat
wi th few cuI tural features.
In this ki nd of country the
contours
should be
at
10 metre
rather
than
20 metre
interva~s but it does not require an application of 1:25 000
accuracy specifications to obta in 10 metre contours.
The
information
available to me does not establish that modern
weapons or fi eld requi remen ts in these areas of Aus trali a
will be appreciably affected if mapping is not undertaken at
the higher accuracy standard.
Conclusions
322.

My conclusions are that

(1)

the
case
has
not
yet
been established' for
total
observance
of
1:25 000
accuracy
standards
in
comprehens iv-ely mapping Australia at 1:50 000 scale,
and

(2)

the employment of the higher accuracy standards is
generally unwarranted in areas classified as category D
or ca,tegory E.

323.
I acknowledge that I am not cognisant of all of the
technical demands of current or like ly future weaponry and
field
operations.
If
Defence
demonstrates
that
I
am
insu ff ici en t ly informed to express a fi rm conc lusion, my
further conclusion is that in the areas of Australia of
lower mapping complexity, judgement should be exercised from
time to time, as the occasion to map arises, as to whether
1:25 000
accuracy
specifications
are
worthwhile
having
regard to the additional cost.
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Section 14
RASVY COMPILATION COSTS
Decision to accept Defence's costing methodology
324.
In my progress report last December I wrote that
Defence did not accept the Executive Officer's methodology
in, calculating
RASvy's
compilation and
printing
costs.
Defence believed that it attributed to map making costs,
,inputs not solely related to map making. 'First at issue was
the addition of manpower on-costs to operations which arose
because RASvy, as part of the Defence Force, had to fulfill
military obligations not encountered in a civilian mapping
agency.
Thus, for exa mple, when RASvy personne 1 engaged in
physical training they did so not because they were engaged
in making maps but because ihey were soldiers.
Another area
of disagreement, which assumed greater proportion as time
went on, arose because Defence considered that the Executive
Officer sought to add higher administrative manpower oncosts, than were justified.
I said in December that if we
could
not
reach
agreement
we
would
exercise
our
own
judgement about appropriate overhead costs.
325.
Unfort una te ly disagreemen t pers is ted throughout th e
first three months of 1986 about methodology and statistics~
La te in the day, I learnt that the Fi nancial Servi'ces and
Internal Audit Division of Defence (henceforth called FSIA)
had provided a cost analysis and rather than allow further
ti me to elapse, wi th agre,emen t un likely in the long run, I
chose
to
accept
the
Defence statement
as
providing a
sufficient basis for
my purpose to compare costs with
Natmap.
Later, at my request, I received a supplementary
expository document.
For the qake of reporting, I combined
the two documents into one making only adjustments needed
fo r the two to be read un i formly and corisi sten tly.
The
resulting composite document, approved by Defence, appears
as Appendix H to this report.
Military costs
326.
My decision to use Defence's costing techniques does
not imply that costs of a purely military nature should be
put to one side.
If the issue as to costs were to be
directed towards assessing the relative efficiencies of
RASvy and Na tmap it would be unreasonable to debi t RASvy
with costs of a purely military nature.
This, however, is
not a principal objective of the enquiry into costs.
Under
the Terms of Reference, I, must have regard to the most
efficient use of Commonwealth resources to meet Commonwealth
needs in the best possible way and purely militari costs may
properly be taken into account in assessing the future
direction of the 1:50 000 program.
,I have already mentioned that RASvy has to be of sufficient
size to provide immediate mapping support to Australian
military forces in the field if hostilities occur.
If the
peacetime size of RASvy is no larger than the core force
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concept requires,
its mapping costs can be treated as
marginal
but
costs
become real
if
the size of RASvy
increases beyond the leve 1 of personne 1 needed to mal n ta in
the requisite core force
More to the point, if the
Government should decide to accelerate the 1:50 000 program
in the interests of defence or lower total mapping costs, or
both, the cost of RASvy mapping activities vis-a-vis those
of alternative sources of supply may be decisive.
Suppose
the
Commonwea 1 th
wants
to
obtai n
100
addi ti onal
map
compilations in a year with either Natmap or RASvy employing
10 extra mapping staff.
If Natmap's full compilation costs
are not higher than RASvy's production costs the work should
go to Na tmap.
If it were a lloca ted to RASvy it would mean
the engagement of soldiers who have military duties not part
of .the ma~ping process but which have to be performed and of
course a t additional cos t to the Commonweal t h.
Employmen t
in Na tmap does not .en tai 1 s igni f i can t addi ti onal cos ts not
attributable to mapping.
The reasoning applies equally in
deciding whether to share the program between RASvy and
Na tmap.
I will refer to some addi tional costs which flow
from the military aspects of Defence mapping but, as will be
see n, they are descr ibed sepa ra te ly from pro dUG tion type
cos ts.
The Regiment and the Field Survey Squadrons
328.
The Regi men t at Bendi go and the four: Fi eld Su rvey
Squadrons compile maps but according to different processes.
The Regiment's compila t ions are dig i tal bu t the Fi eld Survey
Squadrons do not have digital stereoplot·ting equipment and
engage in graphic stereoplotting as undertaken in Natmap.
The Regiment digitises graphic compilations of the Field
Squadrons.
The Regi ment' s work has to be separa ted from
that of the Squadrons.
On average,
the output of the
Squadrons is about one-quarter that of the Regiment.
329.
Serious difficulties arose from the outset in seeking
to determirie the Regiment's compilation costs.
Firstly, and
surprisingly, separate records are not maintained in the
Regiment to enable the costing of its many production
activities, making it necessary to -estimate the manp?wer
effort required for the activities, including compilation.
Secondly, to make an assessment of costs over an appropriate
time interval it was pr~cticable only for the year 1982/83.
In earlier years,
the Regiment's compilations were not
wholly digi tal.
In 1982/83 Au tomap 1 ga ve the Regiment a
digital stereoplotting capacity but in the past three years,
the introduction of the more comprehensive Automap 2 has
temporarily reduced production.
330.
More adequa te records were a va i lable in the Fi eld
Squadrons showi ng the al ioca ti on of internal resources ~
At
Defence's suggestion we confined enquiries to two of the
four
squadron s:
4 Field Survey Squadron (4 FS S) based in
Adelaide and 5 Field Survey Squadron (5 FSS) based in Perth.
Defence considered that the two would give an appropriate
portrayal of squadron compila tion acti vi ty.
The other two
squadrons, for different reasons, could not provide a fair
sample of their work.
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331.
The Field Squadrons are not divided into units and
for
much of
their
time
work
away
from
their
bases.
Compilation is undertaken at base for only part of the year.
By agreement wi th Defence we chose February-April 1985 for
analysis.
This was the period in which compilation formed a
major
part
of
the
production
activities
of
the
two
squadrons.
In that production time 4 FSS completed the
equi,valent of 20 compilations at 1:50000 scale but 5 FSS
completed only four.
Compilation costs of the Regiment
(1)

Manpower allocation

332. Whatever
costing
methodology
is
employed,
the
allocation of manpower to the functions to be cos ted has to
be ascertained.
The Regiment's activities assessed in man
days are set out in a table appearing as Annexure D to
Appendi x H.
The table di vi des the acti vi ti es of mi 1 i tary
personnel dir~ctly engaged in producing maps into production
and non-production activities.
Non-production activities
accounted for 45,733 man days.
Man days spent on production
activities were less at 41,867.
The processes of plotting,
compilation,
digitising
and
editing
which
constitute
compilation for the review's cost comparison, awarded to
13,600 days or 32.5% of total production activities.
333. I need to mention that the t9tal of 87,600 man days for
the activities listed in Annexure D is equivalent to 240
staff.
In fact in 1982/83 and 1984/85 the Regiment on
average consisted of about 295 personnel.
The additional 55
persons h~ve to be treated as not being engaged directly in
map productio n.
They were rna in ly commissioned and wa rran t
Qfficers ~nd civilians employed in the Regiment.
'(2)

(a)

Manpower on-costs
Non-effective benefits

334. Defence employs two levels of costing.
The first,
called direct cost, consists of salaries plus non-effective
benefits known as NEBs.
NEBs are the usual benefits
accompanying employment and comprise retirement benefits
(the major component),
furlough,
recreation
leave,
reengagement bounty and annual leave bonuses.
During the
period under study the NEB rate was 60% of salary for
officers and 42% for other ranks.
335. The second level of costing, called full co~t, is
direct cost plus two rates, one being a base support rate
(BSR) and the other a general service rate (GSR).
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(b)

General serviCe rate

336. The current GSR is $6,558 each serviceman per year.
It
represents the cost to the Department of providing employees
with services of a general nature.
They are described in
Annexure .C
to
Appendix
H and
include
travel,
office
requisites, freight, medical services, transfer expenses and
rent.
There is a separate and lower GSR rate for civilians
of $2,635.
To both rates a 5% on-cost is added to obtain"
the full cost.
The GSR appears to be reasonable and it does
not call for any special comment.
(c)

Base support rate

337.
The base support rate is a loading applied to service
salaries for support costs which. include not only activities
of a traditional administrative nature but the contributions
of manual workers "such 'as cooks.and gardeners.
The BSRused
in the costing was $13,565 per servicemen per annum.
"338. Defence advised that the BSR was derived from costing
the separate elements of 9 RAAF base squadrons.
Attempts. to
evolve separate BSRs for each service have so far failed
partly because it is di£ficult to separate support elements
from front line personnel in the Army and Navy. The decision
to apply the RAAF rate as the BSR has,
therefore,
a
substantial element of approximation.
339. The Executive Officer considered that the. BSR was far
too low.
The rate applies uni formly throughout the. Army and
as FSIA acknowledged there are some Army units, particularly
those
of
a
specialised
character,
which
have
more
administrative support than others.
In my opinion the
Regi men t has a hi gher level of ad mi n ist ra ti ve support than
the average for the Army as a whole but how much more I am
unable to say.
I understand that FSIA offered to undertake
costing of the administrative support for the Regiment
separately and I can only express my regret that the offer
was not accepted.
The BSR, which I have accepted for
reporti ng purposes, cons is ts of salaries, general expense s
and NEBs.
It does not include any part of the GSR.
(3)

Average basic service salaries

340, The on-costs so far described are added to basic
service salaries.
In determining the manpower cost of the
Regiment's
compilation
FSIA
used
an
indi~ative
rank
structure of 1 captain, 5 sappers, 4 corporals, 1 sergeant
and 1 computer systems officer.
It applied the structure to
the total number of personnel engaged in the work.
341. The full cos t of all soldi ers in each rank is fi rst
determined.
Then the sum of the full costs of all ranks is
divided by the total number of soldiers in the ranks to give
an average full cost salary.
This amount is divided by" 250,
(being the effective working days per annum) to give an
average full cost per man "day.
From this the total manpower
cost of the activity can be expressed in full cost terms.
Paragraph 21 of Appendix H describes the process.
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342. In 1982/83 the total cost of manpower employed directly
at the compilation stage was $2,136,142.
(4)

Consumables

343. These
were costed at
paragraph 10 of Appendix H.
(5)

$55,000

for

1982/83.

See

Capital charges

344. Capi tal
charges
for
the
equipment
employed
are
sufficiently described in paragraph 11 of Appendix H and in
notes (3) and' (4) qf paragraph 21.
In calculating capital
charges
FSIA
used
a
methodology
recommended
by
the
Department of Finance specifying the factors for annual
apportionment of capital cost depending on the expected life
of the asset.
Automap 1 was given a life of 15 years.
In
1982/83 capital charges were calculated as being $142,400.
( 6)

Ma in tenance

345. Maintenance charges were for stereoplotters and Automap
1 and totalled
$107,480 in
1982/83.
See Appendix H
paragraph 13 and note (5) in paragraph 21.
(7)

Total compilation costs

346. Total
follows:

compilation

cost

for

1982/83 was

$2,441,022 as

Cost summary
Compilation stage
Army Svy Regt:
1982/83
Cost componen t:

$

55,000

Consumables
Manpowe r:
Plotting
Compilation
Digitising
Editing
. Capital charges:
Stereoplotters
Automap
Maintenance:
Stereoplotters
Automap

186,830
905,262
403,490
640,560
10,090
132,310
6,480
101,000
2,441,022

Total

See also Table A appearing in paragraph 16 of Appendix H
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347.
In costing Natmap, as will be seen, emphasis is on
costs in 1984/85 to produce a near current position.
With
this in mind I sought from Defe~ce an adjustment of 1982/83
costs to· take into account the increased. salary levels of
1984/1985.
The result was to increase the manpower salary
bill by $492,161 and the cost of consumables by $15,658.
Capi tal charges remai nE;!d unchanged.
De ta i Is of t:otal cost
were as follows:
Cost summary
Compilation stage
Army Svy Regt:
1984/5
Cost component
Consumables
Manpower:
Plotting
Co mpi la tion
Digitising
Editing
Capital charges:
Stereoplotters
Automap
Maintenance:
Stereoplotters
Automap

$
70,658
229,670
1,112,838
496,010
787,440
10,090
132,310
8,325
101,000
2,948,341

Total

Further particulars of the cost summary appear in Table B at
paragraph 17 of Appendix H.
(8)

Regiment's compilation output

348.
Costs
have
to
relate
.to
production.
Troubles
occurred
in
atte~pting
to
determine
the
Regiment's
compilation output in 1982/83.
Figures first supplied
seemed to me not to be ~onsistent wi th the RASvy progress
report on Surveying and Mapping for the period 1 July 1982
to 30 June 1983.
I had
discussions with the author of that
re port, the then Di re ctor of Survey Co 1. Hi 11 i er, De fence
representatives and the Director of Natmap.
Eventually a
set of production
figures
emerged which I
believe are
acceptable.
349.
Maps and charts compiled in 1982/83, as in other
years, consisted of products of different species and scale.
To convert. all to an equivalent 1:50 000 scale I employed
ratios agreed upon after discussion wi th Defence.
The total
product ion was 358 maps· and charts de tai Is of which are as
follows:
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Regiment
1982/1883 Gompilation output
Adjusted to equate to 1:50 000 scale
Product

Number

Ratio
appli ed

Equivalent number
at 1.: 50 000

Joint Operation
Graphic(JOG)
(1:250 000)

70

JOG (Air)
produced from
JOG above

66

1:100 000

16

1: .44

36

1:100 000
(revised edition)

13

1: .44 and
.35:1

10

1:50 000

85

1:50 000
(revised edition)

47

1. 5: 1

.• 1: 1

105

7

85
.35:1

16

48:118

94

1:50 000
orthophotomap

230

Miscellaneous

5

5

532

358

Total

350.
Defence enunciated a proposition that I should treat
the Regiment's compilation output as also· including "a
number of reasonably well-defined
intangible products".
These included trained military mappers for the Defence
Force and the Defence Cooperation Program, research and
development in the surveying and mapping processes for
Defence purposes, liaison and exchange of information with
overseas
mapping
organisations
and
the
provision
of
practical task oriented experience under field condi tions
for a variety of non-RASvy personnel.
351.
Leaving aside the slight conceptual misgivings I have
about producing an "intangible product" or the question
whether a surveying member of the Defence Force should be
oeemed to be a product, I ';gree that personnel engaged in
all phases of map production may acquire skills which ~an be
used elsewhere in Defence.
Such benefits as those described
de fy Ben tha mi t ic quan ti fi ca tion but there is somethi ng more
fundamental to be said.
The argument imports the desiderata
which Defence was at pains to have this review disregard
when costing RASvy.
Compilation can be performed equally
well at Bendigo by civilians who do not incur ·military type
costs.
Defence personnel on the other hand only gaze
successfully
intostereoplotters
and
go
about
other
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compilation work after acquiring sufficient skill in the
first instance in map compilation.
In RASvy the skill is
usually and largely obtained from training provided by the
School
of
Military
Studies
at
Bonegilla
and
not
at
institutions external to Defence.
352.
If the benefits of practising map compilation are to
be
includ~d
in
production,
the
cost of
obtaining
the
military personnel to engage in. the activity in the first
place must be debi ted against the output.
The School of
Military Studies is liberally staffed.
It numbers 48, which
is more than half the number of regimental staff engaged in
map compilation.
In a cost/benefit study its full cost
would weigh heavily against the benefits which flow from
practising compilation.
To assess benefits arising from the
process seems to me, therefore, to be a wholly unproductive
exerci se.
Even Commonwea 1 th c i vi lian mappers possess ski 11 s
by reason of their work which can be used beyond their
immediate employment in Natmap.
Compilation is, in any
case, a base activity and soldier mappers entering the field
of hostilities will leave their stereoplotters behind them.
(9)

Average cost of compilation by the Regiment

353.
The 358 compilations produced· in 1982 cost on average
$6,818 each.
With salaries adjusted to 1984/85 levels the
average cost of each compilation was $8,236.
(10)

Military costs

354.
At risk of being misunderstood I shall refer to the
additional costs involved in having soldiers engaged in map
production.
Such cos ts are relevant, as I have said, in
deciding whether to allocate part of the 1:50 000 program to
a civilian organisation such as ·Natmap.

355.
Jhe table appearing as Annexure D to Appendix H
identifies three i terns as non-production activi ties which
arise purely because of the military nature of RASvy and
di rectly a ffect the soldi ers engaged in compi la tion.
These
are non-technical
military training,
sport and physical
training, and other non-technica 1 acti vi ties.
If the total
man days .fo·r these were aggregated and apportioned on the
footing that 13,600 man days were expended on compilation in
1982/83, the result would be to add 26.8% to the salaries
bi 11.
The total cos.t of the comp ila t ion stage would then
rise from $2,441,022 to $3,015,245.
The resulting average
cost for each product would be $8,422 instead of $6,818.
A
corres pondi ng ad jus tmen t wo uld bri ng the ave rage cost of a
compilation in 1984/85 salary te~ms to $10,209~

Compilation costs of 4 and 5 Field Survey Squadrons
356.
FSIA used the same method to calculate FSS costs as
i t employed for the Regimen t and I wi 11 not, therefore,
describe them again.
Details appear in Appendix H.
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357.
Annexure
E
to
Appendix
H
specifies
manpower
allocation in the two Field Survey Squadrons in February,
March and April 1985.
It shows that 4 FSS expended 951 days
in completing its 20 compilations and that in 5 FSS 580 days
were utilised in producing four compilations.
Total production costs were as follows:
Cost component

4 FSS

5 FSS

$

$

Consumables
Manpower
Capital charges
Maintenance

10,000
202,564
2,270
1,793

8,000
123,540
1,766
1,395

Total

216,627

134,701

See also Table D set out in paragraph 19 of Appendix H.
(1)

Average cost of each graphic compilation

358.
The average cost of a compilation for 4 FSS was
$10,831 and for 5 FSS was $33,540.
The disparity is partly
due to the di f.ferent ways in which Squadrons go about their
work.
Compilations
for
all
four
Squadrons
vary
substantially from year to year.
Further, 5 FSS produced 12
compilations in 1984/85 but only completed four within the
thre~-monthly prescribed period.
(2)

Average cost of a compilation with raster scanning

359.
In costing Natmap's graphic compilations in order to
provide a proper basis of comparison with the Regiment's
dig i tal comp ila tions, I added 35% to the average cos t as
being a rough estimate of the additional cost of digitising
the graphic product.
Digitising occurs at Regiment, but so
far it is not able to provide advice as to the cost
function.
In the absence of advice it is appropriate to add
the same percentage to the cost of FSS graphic compilations.
The addi tion of 35% raised the cost of a compilation of
4 FSS to $14,622 and of 5 FSS to $45,279.
360.
The performance of 4 FSS in producing 20 maps was
twice the average squadron output for a similar period over
t he past fi ve yea rs sugges ting that the average cos t of
compilation for the Squadrons as a whole is about a mean
between 4 and 5 FSS costs i.e. about $28,000 - $30,000 a
compi la tion.
Military costs
361.
If the military costs I mentioned in costing the
Regiment were applied, there would be a further increase in
squadron cos ts.
It seems 1 ike pi Ii ng Ossa on Pelion but
they wou;J.d add $1,114 to each compilation of 4 FSS and
$4,633 to each 5 FSS map.
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Compilation by Field Survey Squadrons -

Is it worthwhile?

362.
The
costs
of
the
Squadrons'
products
are
breathtaking.
Yet if compilation activity serves to occupy
the Squadrons because there is no worthwhile alternative
pursui t, whether producti ve or unproducti ve, the costs are
marginal and the Squadrons can be Ie ft fre·e t.o plot away.
Any output so gained will contribute to a shortening of the
1: 50 000 program whi ch in i tse If is a worthwhi Ie Defence
objective.
363.
Purely in terms of cost,
if the time which the
Squadrons put into compilation can be used profitably on
alternative
work,
they
should
discontinue
working
on
compilations.
'I am informed, however, that the activity
allows members of the Squadrons to maintain a mapping skill
of field
value during hostilities when members of
the
Squadrons would be first called upon to provide support.
At
first ~ight the argument is attractive but on examination it
loses much of its substance.
Stereoplot tingand associated
compilation work is a function performed at base and not in
the field.
Experience in stereoplotting is also gained by
members of ,the 'FSS through the policy 'of rotating them
through the Regiment on three-yearly postings.
I will make
further comments about the role of the Squadrons in section
18 which considers a proposal to install Automap 3 which
would give them digital stereoplotting capacity.
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Section 15
NATMAP COMPILATION COSTS
Four processes
364.
Natmap
laid claim to share the
1:50 000 program
mainly on the ground of having lower overall ~ap production
costs
than
RASvy.
The
claim
extends
to
costs
of
compilation.
If its compilation costs are lower without
doubt Natmap's total production costs will also be lower.
I
do not understand it to be in dispute that Natmap's costs
for field work and aerial photography are beneath those of.
RASvy because Defence utilises these two earliest stages of
map production also
for
the wider purpose of training
additional military personnel to thos~ riormally forming part
of the .Corps.
Further, evidence does not suggest that
photogrammetric
triangulation
and
data
processing,
undertaken
before
compilation,
are
any
cheaper
when
performed by RASvy than by Na tmap.
Two steps in map
production
follow
compila ~ ion,
namely
cartography
and
printing.
The ingui ry into map printing costs will" be seen
to come out substantially in favour of Natmap.
As to
cartography there is' a reservation to be considered later
af fecti ng Na tmap bu t any di fference in cartographic cos ts
has little bearing on the overall position.
365.
As mentioned, Natmap compiles some maps in-house but
as much as 80% of its compilation work is contracted out to
private industry.
All stereoplotting whether undertaken inhouse or by contract was graphic until 1982.' Since then,
Na tmap itself or through cont ractors has employed di gi tal
processes in compiling maps at 1 :50 000 scale in areas of
particular defence or State interest in
the course of
completing the program of 1:100 000 topographic series.
366.
Accordingly, compilations undertaken internally have
to be costed separately from those making use of the private
sector and digi tal stereoplotting has to be separated from
graphic stereoplotting in both cases.
367.
The
graphic
compilations
of
Natmap
and
its
contractors are outside a digital program but they can be
digitised through either of two processes - table digitising
or raster sca nn i ng descr ibed in sec tion 11 of this re port.
"Natmap will have a much developed raster scanning capacity
by 1987.
The cost of raster scanning has to be added to the
"cost of Na tmap' s graphic compila tions both in-house and by
contract in order to afford a fair comparison of cost with
the Regiment's ,digital output.
368.
If it is accepted that the compilation of maps by
digital stereoplotting in the first
instance is
to be
preferred the appropriate cost comparison will be between
the cost of digital compilations of RASvy and the cost of
first instance digital mapping by Natmap itself or Natmap
using private sector contractors.
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Approach to Natmap's costs
369.
Natmap made available particulars of man days spent
per year in stereoplotting and associated compilation work.
The records revealed not only the prices paid to contractors
in undertaking various compilation processes, but also the
costs
incurred
in
the
prepara t ion
of
con tracts
and
supe rvisi on of con tractor w6rk.
Unl i,ke the Reg imen t 's,
whose activities were cos ted in 1982/83 with adjustments
being made to cost the 1982/83 output had it been undertaken
in 1984/85, Natmap's activities could be costed separately
for 1982/83 and 1984/85.
370.
The Execu ti ve Of fice r, who unde rtook the cos ting of
Natmap's
operations
on
my
behalf,
decided' that
"stereoplot ting" as separately iden ti f ied in Na tmap records
constituted Natmap's compilation function and he exercised
judgement as
to which functions
should be
included in
production and those which should be treated as overheads.
371.

It is sometimes a moot point as to where the dividing
lies between a direct production activity and one which
should be ca tegorised as a support acti vi ty.
It occurs in
the compi'lation of maps.
The Executive Officer included in
support activities functions which I would have included as
steps
in
production,
for
example,
resources
spent
on
compilation
development
and
electronic
data
processing_
support for digital operations.' His view seemed to Na tmap
and my self to se t overheads at an art i f i ci ally high level
which
was inadvisable especially in the light of Defence's
own approach to costing.
I began
review of Natmap's costs
using'a broader base but I abandoned the attempt after
finding that the records as to manpower utilisation were
identified in SQch a way as to preclude the development of a
satisfactory cost structure wi thout much further' work which
I did not have either the time or capacity to do.
I yearned
for the services of a cost accountant or person of similar
ilk as I embarked on the alien field of statistics.
I am
fairly
satisfied
with
the
results
but
this
type
of
supererogation used up ti~e which I should rather have spent
on formulating recommendations.
lin~

a

372.
'Since
the
bulk
of
Natmap's
compilation work is
contracted out the
number of persons calculated to be
involved in production is smali by comparison with RASvy.
For
1982/83
the
Executive
Officer
identified
only
6
personnel directly engaged in compilation and 7 in 1984/85.
373.
It came to my not ice in the more recen t days of
report wr i ti ng, tha t Na tmap sepa ra te ly i te mised personne 1
costs for what was described as "pre-inspection update",
a
function undertaken after stereoplotting but before field
completion.
Exami na tion of the act i vi ty led me to conclude
that it was,
iri part,
equivalent to editing which was
included in RASvy's compilation costs and should therefore
be included in Natmap's costs.
Natmap advised me ,that the
equivalent of3 persons in 1982/83 and 4 in 1984/85 were
engaged in pre-inspection update.
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374.
Appendix I contains four tables each setting out in
summary form Na tmap 's compilation costs according to its
four processes.
The tables are as follows:
Tabl e
Ta ble
Tabl e
Table

1
2
3
4

internal
internal
contract
contract

digital
graphic
digital
graphic

The tables do not contain the costing of pre-inspection
update.
These costs are set out later in this section of
the report.
375.
It is convenient to deal first with the costing
processes 'for Natma~'s internal compilation activity
according to the various components identified by this
review.
Costing Natmap's internal compilations
(1)

Personnel directly engaged in
pre-inspection update)

compilatio~

(other than

376.
As mentioned the equivalent of 6 persons in 1982/83
and 7 in 1984/85 were identified as being directly involved
in product ion.
377.
The usual figure of 250 work days per person per year
was adopted that figure being 365,less weekends and public
holidays.
Thus the personnel resources available for direct
production activity in 1982/83 were 6 x 250 = 1500 days and
in 1984/85, 7 x 250 = 1750 days.
378.
The ne xt step was to learn from Na tma p 's records the
personnel resources in fact directly applied to the four
earlier described compilation processes, that is to say,
graphic compilation in house,
graphic compilation using
contractors,
digital
compilation
.in-house,
and
digital
compila tion under contract.
In contrac.t work the estima te
of resources employed was in the ratio of 2.2 man days for a
di gi tal
compi la t ion . to
1. 5
rna n
days
for
a
gra phic
compilation plus
.2 percent in each case for contract
ad mi nis tra t ion.
379.

Resources were distributed as follows:
Production days
1982/83 1984/85
385
244
151
265
1045

Internal digital
Internal graphic
Contract digital
Contract graphic
Total days
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(2)

Personnel overheads in compilation

(a)

General personnel overhead

380.
It then became possible to det~rmine a percenta~e
general
personnel
overhead
applicable
to
all
four
compilation procedures by taking the difference between the
number
of
days
of
actual
production
and
the
number
a va i lable. "Thus in 1984/85 420 days ou t of 1750" were non
productive constituting an overhead of 31% on the 1330
actual production days.
In 1982/83 it was 44%.
(b)

Compilation" development

381. Na tmap' s records also showed that in each of the three
years costed," the equivalent of a half man year, i. e. 125
days, were expended in each year on compilation development.
These were divided equally between internal compilations and
contract compilations on the other.
The 62.5 days eo
alloca ted to ea ch were taken as a percen tage of the to ta 1
number of production days for internal digi tal and graphic
work and di gi tal and graphic con 1: rac t work respecti ve ly.
The percentage thus ascertained was added to each process.
In 1984/85 this resulted in an addition of 7% in personnel
overheads to internal digital and graphic compilations and
16% for digital and graphic contract compilations.
(c)

Compilation records

382. The Executive Officer included the equivalent of two
persons in the provision of electronic data processing
support descri bed below.
However, Na tmap records showed
only one such person and listed the other as" providing
compila tion records support.
Accepti ng Na tmap' s account, a
problem arose as to the allocation of the records support to
the four compilation processes.
On any approach, there were
arbitrary elements.
With Natmap's agreement I divided the
support equally between internal
work and contract work.
Then having regard to the fact that digital compilation was
undertaken originally at 1:50 000 scale,
I proceeded to
alloca te
man
days
rough ly
accbrdi ng
to
whether
the
compilations were digital or graphic.
383. Applying the formula, I allocated in respect of each of
t he two years 85 days for internal di gi tal compi la t ion and
40 days for internal graphic compilation.
Similarly, I
alloca ted 70 days for con tract dig i tal comp i la tions and 55
days
for
contract
graphic
compilations.
Expressed as
percentages on the production days for the four processes
the following on-costs have to be added:

Internal
Internal
Contract
Contract

1982/83
%
22
21
9
23

digital
graphic
digital
graphic
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1984/85
%
18
17
7

19
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(d)

EOP support

384. Na tmap also used the equi valent of one person i. e. 250
man days each year, on the provision of electronic data
processing support.
Na turally these resources had to be
added to the
personnel overheads for digi tal compi la tion
whether undertaken in house or by contract but, of course,
not for graphic compilations.
385. The Executive Officer assessed 80% of EOP support as
being
utilised
for
internal
digital
work and
20%
for
contract work.
The additional overhead for the two working
processes applied according to the actual working days for
each.
Thus, in 1984/85 the attribution of 200 days to the
477 day'S expended on internal digital compilation gave a
resulting overhead of 42%.
In the same year the application
of 50 days to' the 135 worki ng days for digi tal con t rac t
compilation gave an overhead of 37%.
(e)

Total internal personnel overheads

386. The four overheads described under (a), (b), (c) and
(d) above were combined to give total personnel overheads
for
digi tal
compilations' undertaken
in
house
and
by
contract.
Three, Le. (a), (b) <;lnd (c) were combined to
gi ve a simi la r resul t for graph ic compi la t ion work.
The
position was as follows:

Internal
Internal
Contract
Contract
(f)

digital
graphic
digital
graphic

1982/83
%
128
75
104
82

1984/85
%
98
55
91
66

Personnel on-costs additional to internal personnel
overheads on compilation production

387. Th~re are additional personnel costs 'within Natmap and
its parent department as well as costs external to both,
usually
described as
personnel
on-costs.
These
cover
employer
superannuation
contributions,
provision
of
accommodation and office costs.
Tbere are also costs
incurred
for
non :""assigned
staf f,
that
is
staff . no t
specifically
engaged
in compilation activities
but
who
provide support for staff so engaged.
They are mainly
i nvo 1 ved in rna nagement and admi ni s t ra t ion and are in both
Natmap and ORE.
388. The Executive Officer assessed total personnel on-costs
for the items described as amounting to 75% in 1982/83 and
93% in 1984/85.
The assessmen ts are in l i ne wi t h those of
other mapping authorities and Natmap informs me that i t
accepted them.
389. Fi rs t of all the two percen tages must be added to the
personnel
resources
directly
ascribed
to
compilation
produce ion
the first
instance.
Thus to take
internal
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digi tal production the overheads of 75% applies to the 385
produc tion days iden ti fi ed for 1982/83 and the 93% appl ie s
in respect of the 477 production days of 1984/85.
390. The two percentages have.also to be added as additional
personnel on-costs to the progressive overheads already
aggregated for each compilation process.
Thus to take
internal
digital compilation, in 1982/83 the addition of
75% to the progressive total internal personnel overhead of
128%· gi ves a combined overhead of 224%.
In 1984/85, the
addition
of
93%
to
the
98 % for
aggrega ted
in te rnal
overheads gives a resulting overhead of 189%.
391. Adding the percentages for direct production activity,
the
total
personnel overheads
in 1982/83 for
internal·
digital compilation is 224% plus 75% making 299%.
For
1984/85 it is 189% plus 93% making 282%.
Particulars for
the two years are as follows:

Internal
Internal
Contract
Contract
(3)'

1982/83
%
299
206
257
219

digital
graphic
digital
graphic

1984/85
%

282
199
269
220

Addition of equipment costs

392. In compilation there is use of equipment such as
stereoplotters
and,
therefore,
capital
and
maintenance
charges are a component of total production costs.
Digital
equipment is more costly to provide and maintain. than
graphic equipment.
Digital equipment is also used for
activities other than compilation.
The Executive Officer
assessed that 40% of its use
was devoted to compilation of
which
32% was
assignable to
internal work and 8% to
contract.
Much
of
Na tmap' s
graphic
equipment
was
sufficiently old to have been written off and maintenance
costs were also low during the years under review.
393. The
identified capital and
maintenance costs were
apportioned to the resources di rectly employed on the four
compilation processes.
In 1984/85 ·these added 64% to
personnel on-costs for interna+ compilation, 50% for digital
contract work but only 4% for internal and contract graphic
comp ila tion.
To take in ternal di gi tal comp i lation addi ng
64% td the total personnel overhead of 282% gives the
complete overhead of 346%.
394. Details of
are as follows:
Internal
Internal
Contract
Contract

digital
graphic
digital
graphic

the

equipment

overheads

1982/83
%
88
9
56
9
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1984/85
%
64
4
56
4
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(4)

Overall total overheads on

prod~cti0n

activities

395.
Adding all the preceding overheads the total overheads
in 1982/83 and 1984/85 were as follows:
1982/83

1984/85

%

Internal
Internal
Contract
Contract

(5)

digital
graphic
digital
graphic

%

387
215
313
228

346
203
325
224

Salary costs

396.
Working in terms of man days,
it was, of course,
convenient to assess effective dollar costs in production
activity by taking an average daily salary cost.
To
determine a salary ~ate the total annual salaries of the
topographic mapping personnel were divided by the number of
persons and a dai ly rate struck on the baE1is of a 250 day
working year.
The average Natmap
salary cost per day was
$93 in 1982/83, and $101 in 1984/85.
Applying these dai ly
salary rates to the total overheads for the four compilatiori .
activities and adding the said salary rates for L actual
production resulted in effective daily salary costs as
follows:

Internal
Internal
Contract
Contract
(6)

digital
graphic
dlgital
graphic

1982/83
$
453
293
384
305

1984/85
$
450
306
429
327

Manpower used for internal compilation

397.
Natmap
expends
more
resources
on
compilations
digitally than graphically.
The time spent varies according
to the complexity of the draft map.
According to Natmap, a
category D digital compilation requir~s 26 man days for the
completion of contours and 29 days for the planimetry.
For
a
graphic
compilation,
the
man
days
are
12 and
13
respectively.
398.
Figures
for
the
various
categories
Natmap's assessment are set out hereunder.

according

to

Estimated man days
Digital(a) Contours
( b) Planimetry

57
62

C
37
40

D
26
29

18
20

Graphic(a) Contours
(b) Planimetry

26
28

17
18

12
13

8
9

B
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399.
The Execu ti ve Officer accepted Na tmap' s assessment
both in determining the actual number of ·production days
directly used in compilation product{on and the end costs of
the complete compilation process.
My feeling was that
Natmap had underestimated the number of man days expended on
internal digital compilation because the output per man
figure is unusually high and higher than the various mapping
authorities, including RASvy, led me to expect.
I am not,
however, in a posi tion to assess the posi tion independently
and Natmap has vouched for the accuracy of its records.
Pre-inspection update as a compilation cost
400.
As mentioned earlier in this section Natmap carries
out this activity on all planimetric compilations whether
undertaken internally or received from contractors.
In
1982/83 the equivalent of three persons were engaged in
updating work and in"1984/85 they numbered four.
401.
After discussions with Natmap, I decided that about
65%
of
the
activity
was
equivalent
to
editing 'work
undertaken in RASvy as part of compilation and included in
its costs.
402.
Na tmap informed me, and I accepted, that for each
1:100 000 planimetric compilation the following number of
man days are expended on pre-inspection update.
Estimated man days
Digital
Graphic

C

D

E

13
6

9
4

7

3

403.
Applying the
foregoing
formula
to the number of
planimetric comp i la tions emana t ing from the fou r sources,
the man days attributable to each process were as follows:

Internal
Internal
Contract
Contract
Total

digital
graphic
digital
graphic

1982/83
man days
48
28
190
222
488

1984/85
man days
66
86
183
257
592

404.
In seeking to fix .overheads, precise identification
of on-costs was not possible and hence no purpose is served
by detai led i temisa t ion.
On my assessment on-cos ts were as
follows:
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Item

Uni ts

1982/83

1984/85

%

75

93

)
Support overheads
Personnel and s taf f)
)
development
)
Records
Compilation Branch )
)
Management

%

15

15

Total· overheads

%

90

108

Natmap average
salary costs

$/day

93

101

Na tma.p average
salary co'sts as
applied to total
overheads

$/day

84

109'

Effective cost
of production
activity

$/day

177

Personnel on-costs
(as for compilation
costs discussed
earlier)

210

Application of the cost per day to internal digital
compilations
405.
Na tmap on ly began in terna 1 di gi tal compila tion in
1982/83 and the scarcity of c.ompilations completed so far
precludes the making of a firm prediction about future
costs.
Not unexpectedly the average cost of a digital
compilation is far higher than for an internal graphic
compilation, a process which Natmap has employed for many
years.
406.
The
average
level
of
complexity
for
RASvy
compilations was category D.
For this category an internal
Natmap compilation in both 1982/83 and 1984/85 cost $26,000
for a 1:100 000 compilation.
This was equivalent to $7,450
for a 1:50 000 compilation.
Details are as follows:
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Internal digital
Category D(l)
1982/83

1984/85

(a)Contours
No. comp iled
1:100 000

6
$11,800

(b)Planimetry
No. compit2~
1:100 000

1
$14,200

3
$14,300

(c)Total compilation (a)+(b)
1:100 00?3)
1:50 000

$26,000
$ 7,450

$26,000
$7,450

l'
$1,700

Notes
(1)

In
1982/83
there
were
the 'equivalent
of
5
total
compilations
in
category
E
and
5
planimetric
compilations in category C.
In 1984/85 there were the
equi valen t of 9.5 ):otal co mpi la ti ons in ca tegory E.
Costs
were
in
proportion
to
their
complexity
classification.

(2)

Includes $1,000- in 1982/83
pre-inspection update.

(3)

Ascertained by dividing by 3.5

Application
of
compilations

the

cost

407.
Natmap
has
many
compilation and as would
stable pattern of costs.

per

and

day

$1,200

to

in

1984/85

internal

years
experience
be expected there

for

graphic

in
graphic
is a fairly

408. Raster
scanning
or
table
digitising
is
needed
to
convert a graphic compilation to digi tal form.
Further a
graphic comp i la t ion is not wholly equi va lent to a digital
compilation because at the later cartographic stage of map
production much more effort is required as a prelude to
printing than for a digital compilation.
As I have said in
section
II,
raster
scanning,
to
which
Na tmap . is
now
committed, enables a graphic compilation to be digitised
whereupon the additional costs of largely manual cartography
are avoided.
In section 11 of this report I said that 35%
provides a rough and ready guide to the addi tional cost
involved in converting a graphic compilation to digital
.form.
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409.
Natmap's compilations are all at 1:100 000 scale
since they form part of the 1: 100 000 scale topographi"c
program.
An equivalent 1:50 000 cost can be worked out by
application of the agreed formula that it costs on average
1.75 times more tQ compile four maps at 1:50 000 scale than
a single map at 1:100 000 scale.
410.
Na tmap' s
areas follows:

average

cos ts

for

category

D

compi la tions

Internal graphic
category D (1)
1982/83

1984/85

6
$ 3,500

3
$ 3, 700

Planimetry
No. compil{~)
1: 100 000

6
$4,250

14
$4,550

Total compilations [(a)+(b) ]
1:100 000

$ 7 , 750

$ 8, 250

(d)

Ra s t e r s can n i n g at 35%

$2,700

$2,900

(e)

Totalcompit~~ions

$10,450
$ 4,550

$11,150
$4,900

(a )

Contours
No. compiled
1:100 000

(b)

(c)

at

1:100 000
1:50 000

Notes
(1)

In 1982/83 there were 4.5 and in 1984/85 13.5 category
E compi la t ions.
The cos twas proportiona te to ca tegory
D compilations - about 70% of the cost of the
latter.

(2)

Includ.es $450 in 1982/83 and
inspection update

(3)

Determined on the basis that 4 x 1:50 000 maps require
1.75 times the resource~ to produce a 1 x 1:100 000 map

$550 in

1984/85 for

pre-

Costing of Natmap's contract compilations
411.
Obviously there are two major cost components when
Na tmap puts out contour and planimetric work to contract,
one being the actual tender price which the agency accepts
and the other its costs relating to a contract which include
preparing contracts and supervising and examining work of
the contractors.
412.
Na tmap has a complete record of contract prices for
the various compilation categories and they show that it is
cheaper for Na tmap to use contractors than undertake the
work internally.
Nevertheless whereas the average cost of
Na tmap' sown compi la tions has remai ned much the same over
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recent years contract .,prices rose dramatically in 1984/85
particularly for digi tal work and the difference in costs
between
wholly
internal 'and
contract
compilations
has
greatly shrunk.
(1)

Contract prices

413.
In 1982/83 the average contract price for a 1:100 000
digital compilation was about $3,400.
In 1984/85 the
contract price trebled to about $10,900.
In the same two
years the average contract price for a graphic compilation
increased from $2,100 to more than double a t about $4,900.
There was also unevenness in contract prices:
occasionally
the contract price for an area of- lower complexity was
higher than for a more complex category.
In a few instances
contract prices were almost incredibly.low and in some
unusually high, for example, in 1984/85 the average cost of
three contracts for category D planimetry was a very high
$9,700 compared with a low $1,800 in 1982/83.
414.
The greater increase in digital contraci costs
flowed, in my view, from the fact that in earlier years
private sector contractors had little experience of the cost
of digital compilation compared with graphic where the major
resources of the industry lie.
By 1984/85 there was a more
realistic assessme~t of the additional cost.
415.
Unevenness 'in contract prices and an occasional lower
cost for a more difficult category occurs at times because
successful contractors have been unable to ~ender for
further work through the exhaustion of their capacity.
In
these circumstances, Natmap has had to turn to higher price
contractors.
It illustrates the small size of several
companies.
416.'
However the sharp increase in all contract prices in
1984/85
is attributable
to
several
6ircumstances.
In
1982/83 most of the industry was struggling for survival in
a dwindling market following the end of the minerals boom.
Some contractors were prepared to tender at prices well
below those of the cost structure of the industry with
1 it tIe regard to thei r own long term economi c s tabi 1 i ty.
Others were making use of old low cost equipment which would
eventually requi re replacement at much higher cos ts.
By
1984 the industry outwardly displayed. an awareness of its
economic frailty.
I have described in section 4 of this
report, more recent events in the industry including. the
proposal
to
form
consortia
in
dealings
with
the
Commonwealth.
Contract
costs
in
1984/85 reflect
the
determination of the industry to put itself on a more
profitable footing if it can.

417.
In
my
opinion
the
1984/85
contract
cos ts
are
realistic whilst those of 1982/83 belong to the past.
Nevertheless in terms of 1984/85 costs Natmap remains a
lower cost producer when using the private sector than when
undertaking the ~ork itself.
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(2)

Average complexity of contract compilations

418.
Perusal of contract prices for all categories of
compilation undertaken in 1982/83 and 1984/85 showed that
t hey averaged abou t ca tegory D in complexi ty.
For 1982/83
the average co mple xi ty for graphic co mpi la t ions was of the
order of D- but this does not have a material effect on the
situation.
Having regard also to an unevenness apparent in
some contract· prices for particular processes I concluded
tha t the total cos t of Na tmap usi ng pr i va te con tractors,
that is to say the costs resulting from adding Natmap's
overheads
to
actual
contract
prices,
could
best
be
ascertained by aggregating costs for all categories of work
and then determining from the total figures an average cost
per compilation in 1982/83 and 1984/85.
This is the method
I
adopted
for
both
digi tal
and
graphic
co mpi la tions
performed under contract.
(3)

Average ·cost of digital compilations undertaken by.
contract

419.
The average cost of a digital compilation in 1982/83
at 1:100 000 scale was $6,670.
As mentioned earlier, the
compilations at this scale were derived from 1:50 000
compilations.
In order to obtain an average figure at
1:50 000 scale, with the agreement of Natmap, I divided the
1:100 000 price by 3 •. 5.
Thus· in 1982/83 the average cost of
a digital compilation at 1:50 000 scale i~cluding all
Natmap's overheads worked out at $1,900.
The low average
figure comes about as I have said by reason of th~re being
peculiarly low contract prices in that year for digital
work.
In 1984/85 the average cost of a 1:50 000 di~ital
compilation was $4,220 which I believe will be the o~der of
the future.
420.
Pa rticula rs of dig i tal contract cos ts, wi th added
Na tmap 0 verheads, for 1982/83 and 1984/85 a re set forth in
the following table:
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Contract digital compilations
Average cost

1982/83

1984/85

56

50

$94,970

$272,830

(a) Total number of contour and
planimetric compilations
(b) Total contract price

$1,700(1).

(c) Average contract price
(d) Total Natmap overheads

$57,980

$57,920

$1,035

$1,160

(e) Average overheads
(f) Total pre-inspection
update cost for planimetric
compilations (only)

$5,455(3)

$33,630(2)

(g) Average pre-inspection
update cost

$38,430(4)

$600

$770

$1,635

$1, 930

$3,335

$7,385

averag~ cost of a
contour plus planimetric
compilation at 1:100 000
scale

$6,670

$14,770'

(k) Total equivalent average
cost of a complete
compilation at 1:50 000
scale (5)

$1,905

(h) Total Natmap average
costs [(e)+(g)]

(i) Total average cost
[(c)+(h)]

(j) Total

say $1,900

$4,220(6)
say

$4,200

Notes

( 1 ) 151 days (Appendix I , Table 3) days at $384 per day
(para 396 above)
( 2) 190 days (para 403 above) at $177 per day (para 404
above)
( 3) 135 days (Appendix I Table 3) at $429 per day (para 396
above)
(4 ) 183 days (para 403 above) at $210 per day (para 404
above)
( 5) Determined by dividing 1:100 000 cos t by 3.5
( 6) Na tmap 's
total
overheads
were
36% of
the
average
contract price in 1984/85
(4)

Average
cost
contract

of

421.
Contract
prices
1984/85 compared with

graphic

compilations

undertaken

by

for
graphic
averaged
$2,460
$5,455 for digital mapping.

in
In
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1~82/83 the contract price averaged $1,700 but again as with
the digital mapping I think the 1984/85 figure is realistic
and the best available guide to future contract performance.

422.
The addi t i on of Na tma p 's 'con tract overheads plus th e
notional cost of raster scanning brings the average cost of
a graphic compilation at
1:50 000 scale to $3,945 in
1984/85.
Th i s i s not much lower than the total di gi tal
contract cost of $4,220 in 1984/85 or Natmap's 'internal
compilations which averaged $4,900 each for category D.
Details are as follows:
Contract graphic compilations
Average cost
1982/83

1984/85

156

158

$161,670

$388,640

$1,035

$2,460

(a) Total number of contour
and planimetric
compilations
(b) Total contract price
(c) Average contract price

$80,825(1) $85,020(3)

(d) Natmap overheads

$538

$518

(e) Average overhead
(f) Total pre-inspection
update cost on planimetric
compilations (only)

$39,290(2)

$53,970(4)

(g) Average pre-inspection
update cost

$252

$342

(h) Total Natmap average
costs [(e)+(g)J

$770

$880

$1,805

$3,340

$3,610

$6,680

(k) Raster scanning at 35%

$1,264

$2,33~

(1) Total average cost of a
compilation at 1:100 000
scale

$4,874

$9,018

(i) Total average cost
[(c)+(h)J

(j) Total average cost of
a contour plus
planimetric compilation
at 1:100 000 scale

(m) Total equivalent average
cost of a complete
compilation at(5)
1:50 000 scale

$2,.132
say $2,150
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Notes (see table previous page)
( 1 ) 265 days (Appendix I , Table 4) at $305 per day (para 396
above)
( 2) 222 days (para 403 abo ve) at $177 per day (para 404
above)
( 3) ·200 days (Appendix I Table 4) at $327 per day (para 396
above)
( 4) 257 days (para 403 above) at $210 per day (para 404
above)
( 5 ) Determined by diviqing 1:100 000 cost by 1. 75
-4-average
35% of
the
were
( 6) Na tmap 's
total overheads
1984/85
price
in
contract
Summary of compilation costs in Natmap
423.
Apart from digital compilation
than graphic compilation, contractor
lower than Natmap's internal costs.
resulting cost picture is as below:

costing more overall
cos ts for both were
In short form, the

Category D or equivalent at 1:50 000 scale
Average costs

(a) Natmap internal graphic
(including raster scanning)

1982/83
$
4,550

1984/85
$
4,900

(b) Natmap contract graphic
(including raster scanning)
(c) Natmap internal digital

2,150

3,950

7,450

7,450

(d) Natmap contract digital

1,900

4,200
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Section 16
COMPILATION COSTS COMPARED AND QUANTIFIED
Average costs
424.
The following tables using rounded figures show the
average costs of Na tmap, the Regiment and the two Field
Survey Squadrons~
Digital compilations
Category D or equivalent at 1:50 000 scale
$
Average cost
1982/83
Na tmap internal
Natmap contract
RASvy - Regiment production costs only
RASvy - Regiment
(3 added non-production
military items)

1984/85.

7,450
1,900

7.450
4,200

6,800

8,250

8,400

10,200

Graphic compilations (including raster scanning at 35%)
Category D or equivalent at 1:50 000 scale
$.

Average cos t - 1984/85
Natmap internal
Na tmap con tract
RASvy - 4 FSS production costs only
RASvy - 5FSS production costs only
RASvy - 4 FSS with 3 non-production
military items
RASvy - 5 FSS with 3 non~~roduction
military items

4,900.
3,950
14,600
45,300
15,750
49,900

Compilation costs quantified in a shared mapping program
425.
From the compilation cost studies various possible
future scenarios emerge and I will take one.
It involves an
equal quantitative sharing of the 1:50 000 program between
RASvy and Natmap requiring each to produce about 2,800 maps.
I
will
use
1984/85
average
costs
for
Category
D
compilations.
For RASvy I will assume that the Regiment
would undertake 80% of the work and. the Squadrons 20%.
Total cost of the 2,800 compilations in RASvy at 1984/85
price levels using production cost figures ~nly would be as
follows:
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RASvy
Regiment
Squadrons
Total cos't

2,240
560

at
at

$8,250
$28,000

$18 , 48 0, 000
$15,6'80,000
$34,160,000

426.
Total cos t of' the 2,800 compi la tions adding on the
military type costs described earlier would be as follows:
RASvy
Regiment
Squadrons
Total cost

2,240
'560

at
at

$10,200
$31,000

$ 22,480,000
$17,360,000
$39,840,000

;"

427.
For Natmap I will first assume that its share of the
work would be undertaken di gi tally and that it wo uld seek
increased
contractor
performance
ra ther
than
have
a
proportionate expansion of its in-housedigitising capacity.
Again, the calculation will be at 1984/85 prices category' D
compilations.
The position for entirely digital work would
be as follows:
Natmap
Digital
Internal
Contractors

400

at

$ 7,450

$2,980,000

2,400

at

$4,200

$10,080,000
$13,060,000

Total cost

428.
If Natmap were to compile 1,400 Le. one half of its
share
by
graphic
stereoplotting,
followed
by
raster
scanning and make use of contractors at an increasing rate
the position would be:
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Natmap
Digital and graphic
1,400 maps compiled digitally by
Natmap and its contractors
as above

$6,530,000

Internal
graphic.

300

at

$1,470,000

Contract
graphic

1,100

at

$3,950

$4,345,000
$12,345,000

Total cost

Thus
for
compila tion
alone
the
total
saving
to
the
Commonweal th if Na tmap had an equal share of the program
could be of the order of $21 million or· about $1.9.million
annually at 1984/85 prices taki ng into account pro duc tio n
type costs only.
If the specified military costs were
included the total saving could. aspire to $27 million over
about a 12 year span~
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Section 17
PRINTING COSTS
Natmap's
arrangement
with
Publishing Service (AGPS)

the

Australian

Government

429.
Natmap does not print its own topographic maps but it
has a standing arrangement wi th the Australian Goverrimen t
Publishing
Service
Branch
of
the
Information
Services
Division of the Department of Sport, Recreation and Tourism
(more cluttered nomenclature may be about).

Flexibility
430.
As head of the Branch the Government Pr inter charges
standard prices for printing of maps fixed according to the
number of copies and number of plates.
The charges,
reviewed twice a year by the parties, provide for full cost
recovery and include the cost of plate making and trimming.
They are therefore comparable with RASvy's printing costs as
assessed by
the
Financial
Service~
and
Internal Audit
Division of the Department of Defence.
Administrative costs
are almost negligible.
431.
Occasionally,
because
of
a
flood
of
work,
the
Director of Printing in AGPS engages the services of a
private contractor to print Natmap's maps but this is not a
frequent
occurrence.
Natmap can
change
its
printing
priorities at short notice. and have maps printed according
to specialised requirements such as non standard colour
sheets.
According to Natmap the arrangement works well and
the review of charges periodically makes it possible to
ensure that they are competitive.
The scale of charges
remained unchanged for the whole of 1984/85.
The following
table sets them out:
.

Scale of charges of the Australian Government Printer
1984/85
$
No
Number of Plates
of
:------------------------------------------------7'
1
2
4
6
8
3
5
9
Copies
10
500
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000

257
342
514
666
858
1032
1203
1376
1548
1720
1893

426
513
688
664
1045
1213
1377
1564
1738
1914
2089

595
683
863
1040
1216
1396
1573
1751
1929
2107
2284

765
856
1038
1218
1401
1584
1766
1948
2130
2313
2494

935
1031
1216
1405
1593
1780
1968
2155
2343
2531
2718

1108
1204
1399
1594
1789
1984
2178
2372
2568
27 6i 2
2957
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1270
1381
1584
1788
1990
2193
2397
2600
2802
3006
3209

1453
1559
1772
1985
2198
2410
2622
2837
3050
3262
3475

1626
1738
1962
2186
2410
2634
2859
3082
3307
3531
3755

1801
1919
2155
2393
2629
2866
3103
3339
3576
3813,
4049
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Printing by the Regiment
432.
The Regi men t opera tes a pr in tery in Bendi go.
It
prints all the Corps topographic maps and most of the
required map products.
It also prints charts for the RAN
Hydrographer.
In 1984/85 the printing ·troop at Bendigo
consisted of 25 soldiers of various ranks and an officer.
Printing
salaries

cos ted

for

1982/83

and

adjusted

to

1984/85

433.
Al though RASvy and Na tmap agreed to a comparison of
printing costs in the most recent complete financial year
i.e.
1984/85, the costing exercise which FSIA undertook
related to 1982/83 when though the same number of personnel
was involved, salaries were lower.
As a result, I sought an
adjustment of
Defence's assessed costs
for
1984/85 to
provide a fair comparison with Natmap's.
434.
In
costing
the· printing
stage,
FSIA
employed
methodology
similar
to
costing
RASvy's
compilation
opera tions.
Total pr inti ng co.s ts so determi ned a re well
below those which the Executive Officer assessed after
taking into account a higher level of administrative support
than that provided by the application of the general Base
Support Rate and the additional costs of a purely military
nature
incurred
because
the
personnel
engaged
in
map
printing at Bendigo were soldiers.
Comments I have made
earli er abou t De fence cos ts thus apply mu tat i s mu tandi s to
FSIA's costing of printing.
Appendix H to this report
includes de tai Is of cos ts as de termi ned by FSIA.
Se e in
particular paragraphs 8, 9, 10, 12, 19 and 20.
Total printing costs
435.
In costing the 1982/83 output, FSIA noted that the
Regiment printed 899 map products.
Working on an average
print run of 3,500 it assessed the average cost of materials
for pri nt i ng 100 map products at $52,800 gi vi ng a total 0 f
$474,672.
436.
The cost of
the
1982/83 was as follows:

pririting

stage

as

assessed

Cost summary
Printing stage
Army Survey Regiment - 1982/83
Cost component

$

Consumables
Manpower
Capital charges for presses
Maintenance

474,672
660,960
43,758
9,419
1,188,809

Total
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437.
As
mentioned,
at
my
request
FSIA
expressed the
Regi men t 's 1982/83 cos ts as though 1984/85 salary level s
a ppl i ed.
An upwards ad justment of manpower produc t ion and
equipment maintenance costs led to an increase in total
printing costs to $1,346,010.
Particulars were as follows:

Printing

co~ts

adjusted to 1984/85 salary levels

Cost component

$

Consumables
Manpower
Capital charges for presses
Maintenance

474,672
816,000
43,758
11,586
1,346,016

Total
Note

(1)
In 1984/85 the number of printed map products fell
from 899 two years earlier to 865, a drop of 4%.
Assuming
an average print run in 1983/84 similar to that cos ted in
1982/83, there would be a proportionate fall in the cost of
consumables.
As against this, salaries in RASvy increased
in the same period by over 12%.
For present purposes one
factor can be ·taken to offset
the other although the
increase in salary levels would more than offset the cost
savings of a smaller print run.

Notional comparison of printing costs in 1984/85
438.
If AGPS had printed the map products which RASvy
printed in 1984/85, particulars of which were available, the
total cost would have been $1,046,·213 which is 78% of
RASvy's printing costs adjusted for 1984/85 by FSIA as
above.
439.
Details of the
costs are as follows:

RASvy

output
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RASvy map products
1984/85

First edition
1:25 000
1:50 000 (line)
1:50 000 (OPM)
1:100 oob
1:250 000

No of
Print
Products Run

No of
Plates
per
product

Equivalent
Natmap
Cost
($)

1
107
40
38
29

1000
(a )
3000
( a)
( a)

5
5
7
6
5

2,718
176,312
71,520
67, 00 1
51,358

RASvy reprints
1:25 000
1:50 000
1.100 000
1:250 000

2
12
9
7

10000
2000
4000
2000

6
5
6
8

5,914
14,592
16,101
12,404

Civilian map conversion
1:50 000
1:100 000
1:1 000 000
1:5 000 000

1
95
7
2

2000
4000
3000
5000

5
6
9
9

1,216
169,955
15,302
5,268

29

(a)

5

56,622

1

5000.

4

1,584

1
96
71

10000
3000·
25000

10
2
2

4, 049
82,944
48,848

RAAF charts
1:250 000
Long-range Plotting
Charts
Operational Navigation
Charts (ONC)
Terminal Charts (b)
En-route Charts
RAN charts

317

500

242,505

4

------Total

1,046,213
-------

865

(a)
Various
print
runs
different
for
parts of
the
program.
Equi valen t cost quoted is derived from the sum of
individual print runs.
(b)
This task consisted of the equivalent
light single-sided charts once a month.

of

printing

Additional military-type costs

440.
Like other members ,of the· Corps, RASvy. printing
personnel
are
required
to
engage
in
non-productive
act i vi ties associ a ted wi th thei r mi Ii tary status and not
their professional contributions to map production.
441.
Annexu re D to Appendi x H speci f ies three ca tegori es
of non production activitie.s apart from leave, sick leave,
weekends and public holidays.
If these costs alone were
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a ggrega ted and apport ioned to pri n t i ng on the foot i ng that
4,080 man days were expended on printing in 1982/1983 as
Annexure D specifies,· the result would be to add 27.5% to
RASvy printing salary costs in 1982/83.
Adjusting those
costs to 1984/85 salaries the total printing salary cost
would increase by $224,400 from $816,000 to $1,040,400.
The
total cost of printing for 1984/85 would thus rise from
$1,346,010 to $1,570,410.
In short,
if
the specified
military manpower costs were added to RASvy's printing costs
Natmap's equivalent printing costs in 1984/85 would be twothirds of RASvy's.
New presses for RASvy

442.
With a fairly fixed allocation of staff to printing,
RASvy printing costs have an in-built inflexibility about
them.
I am informed that the printery, given its staff
resources, does not ha ve a n excess capa ci ty.
There is no
reason to suppose that in any year production line type
costs will ever be as low as those of the Government
Printer. 443.
There are reasons for RASvy having its own printery.
It ensures the continuous production of maps at headquarters
providing a capability to meet contingencies if they should
occur.
Members of
the Regiment informed me that the
Government Printer could not be relied upon to produce maps
within a required time.
Natmap itself had the experience of
AGPS contracting out its work.
In my opinion, however, i t
would be out of character for the Government Printer not to
recognise an urgent military need if one were to arise and
he would be capable of meeting any reasonable request for
expedition of work.
444.
The printing troop at Bendigo will also produce. map
products which
have
a
security classification
but
the
Government Printer is accustomed to printing documents of a
governmental character at least as sensitive as any Defence
rna pping product.
445.
The domi nan t fea t ure of the pr int ing process is its
mechanical
nature
and
resulting
uniform
product
which
represents about 7% of total map production costs.
In
principle there is nothing to disbar AGPS from acting as a
printery for Defence and cost savings would occur if it did.
A proposal is emerging in Defence to replace three of its
aged printing presses with two new five colour presses by
1987/1988 and replace one of the remaining two with a
further press in 1989/90.
The installation of the first two
proposed new presses is estimated to cost $1.8 million out
of a program cost associated with their installation of
$2.960 million at 1985 prices.
446.
The ne,!" equipmen.t program is being planned against
an assessed demand in
1987/88' of 1,800 map and chart
products wi th each press bei ng worked on a si ng Ie s hi ft
basis.
The production of 1,800 products would be vastly in
excess of any level of production achieved so far.
In my
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opinion, the production estimate. is open to question.
It
assumes the installation of Automap 3 and a dapacity within
RASvy to produce 350 new line maps a year which is also a
Ie ve 1 of pro duct ion far higher than in any recen t yea r.
A
component of the figure of 1,800 is a reported demand from
the Na val Hydrographer for 600 cha rts annually, i. e. on ethird of the total production figure.
447.
According
to
a
document
entitled
Ar:my
Staff
Requirement No. 21.6 a Printing Resources Rationalisation
Group established in July 1979 pursuant to recommendations
of a special report of the Parliamentary Joint Committee for
Publications,
recommended
that
Defence
map
printing at
Bendigo
remain
in
the
control
of
Defence.
It
also
recommended that· the Naval Hydrographer should make greater
use of con tra.ct pr in ters.
The De fence do cume n t then sa id
"Cognizant of the incr:easing costs of contract printing, the
Naval
Hydrographer
makes
maximum
use
of
Army printing
resources when a vai lab 1 e.
In the in teres ts of economy, such
utilization
is
essential."
The
De fences ta temen t
is
inconsistent with the outcome of the cost analysis I have
undertaken.
Conclusion
448.
On the assumption that the Regiment should retain a
printing capacity it needs a new five colour press, but that
it needs two is far from clear:.
The Regiment's single shift
usage of presses wi th d. capi tal cost of about one mi Ilion
dollars each when they are capable of multiple shift use, as
in AGPS, suggests that any shortfall in 'printing capaci ty
should be met by contracting work to AGPS where it will be
done at lower cos t.
To engage addi tional mi Ii ta ry personne 1
beyond the necessary size of the core force, as would be the
case if there should be an addi tional Defence demand, would
only exacerbate the dispari ty in printing costs shown to
exist by this review.
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Section 18
AUTOMAP 3

Automaps 1 and 2
449.
Automap 1 gave the Regiment its first digital
compilation capability at a cost of $1.41 million in 1976.
Automap 2 greatly expanded the capabilities of Automap 1 in
data capture computing power and data handling for
cartographic purposes.
The system is almost totally
digital.
Under Automap 1 four of the Regiment's
stereoplotters were converted to digital data collation.
The remaining eight were converted under Automap 2 forming
part of an input sUb-system designed to collect, store and
permit changes to three dimensional co-ordinate data.
Two
interactive work stations edit the data.
There is also a
raster scanning sUb-system with interactive work stations to
scan and vectorise map reproductibn material.
A graphic
edit sUb-system creates map compilations derived from the
source data produced at the input sub-system and the raster
scanning sub-system.
Automap 2 also included the
procurement of output plotters.
Automap 2 will cost about
$5.5 million at 1985 prices.
Cost of Automap 3
450.

As mentioned earlier the four Field Survey Squadrons

undertak~ their compilations by graphic stereoplotting.

RASvy wishes to abandon the process completely and to
convert all Field Squadrons with full digital stereoplotting
capabilities beginning with the conversion of the Corps'
remaining 42 stereoplotters.
At the same time it would
introduce a similar facility to the .School of Military
Survey at Bonegilla to train personnel on site in the use of
digital stereoplotters. For planning purposes the cost of
introducing Automap 3 at 1985 prices is assessed at $12.74
million, a sum exceeding the total capital cost of the
stereoplotting equipment of RASvy and Natmap combined.
Reasons for having Automap 3
451.
Information supplied by Defence rested the .case for
Automap ;t on increased production enabling earlier
completion of the 1:50 000 program, simplification and
economies in training of personnel and more efficient
working in the Regiment through not having to divert
resources unnecessarily to handling the output of the Field
Squadrons.
If there are other reasons I was not made aware
of them.
I t has to be acknowledge d, of cours e, that to
accord the Field Squadrons digital capability would be a
technically sound decision.
452.
As to training, digital and graphic stereoplotting
are not incompatible techniques.
Skill acquired in graphic
stereoplotting is an asset and an aid to the attainment of
skill in digital work.
All members of the Field Squadrons
acquire skills in digital stereoplotting through the policy
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of rotating .oembecs of the Corps through the R-egiment where,
I am told, on average they spend two years out of five.
Training will be simpler if graphic stereoplotting is
abandoned and there will be some resultant economies but
there is s no evidence that personnel suffer as a result of
having to train in, and practise, both techniques.
The net
benefits are not of such magnitude as to warrant a heavy
capital outlay.

453.
At present the graphic compilations 6f the Field
Squadrons become digitised by raster scanning a capability
which the Regiment acquired as part of Automap 2.
The
Regiment will continue to raster scan graphic products
including State produced maps as part of the 1:50 000
progra~.
However production bottle-necks are occurring.
454.
If Automap 3 comes about, production bottle-necks in
the Regiment should cease.
RASvy has estimated that upon
this happening the contribution of the Field Squadrons to
the 1:50 000 program will result in a production increase of
about 15%.
Automap 3 as an economic folly

455.
So far the Field Survey Squadrons' contributions to
the 1:50 000 program has been patchy.
In some years a
Squadron may not undertake compilation work at all.
To date
the total annual compilation outputs of the Squadrons has
usually been below ,35 but exact figures are not available.
456.
In 1984/1985 the average cost of a 1:50 000 digital
compilation undertaken by the private sector by Natmap was
$4,200 per year.
Using Defence's own cal~ulations at
1984/85 prices the average full cost of a graphic
compilation undertaken by 4FSS and 5 FSS was $14,600 and
$45,300 respectively or an average Squadron cost of the
order of $28,000-$30,000.
Automap 3 in the hands of the
Field Squadrons will be costly.
The equipment would only be
used fora relatively small part of the year whereas for
maximum economic exploitation it could be used continuously
on a two shift daily basis.
457.
The Defence timetable for the 1:50 000 program
described in section 2 of this report indicates that if
there is a 15% improvement in map production, the Squadron
would contribute up to an additional 30 maps a year.
If
Automap 3 should' cost $12.74 million to install, the annual
capital cost, assuming an expected life of 15 years and nil
residual valu~ for the equipment and using a depreciation
factor of .131, would amount to $1.624 million.
Adding to
this an annual maintenance cost of 10% the total annual cost
for the equipment alone would amount to $2.864 million or
more than $100,000 per compilation.
Obviously Automap 3
does not make economic sense.
If it is to be acquired there
should be cogent powerful reasons of a non-economic nature.
I have not discovered what those reasons are.
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Field mobility
458.
Automap 3 is stationary equipment not c~pable of
field deployment.
The idea of building up expensive
stationar~ capital equipment could be a deterrent to
maximising mobile capability which is an essential
ingredient of a field force expected to be immediately
available if hostile military operations occur.
If and when
they occur, the digital capability will be left behind and
the digital skills of members of the field squadrons will
not be practised in the areas of operation.
I am informed
that eventually mobile digital stereoplotting equipment is
bound to be developed.
It is then that it will be more
realistic to equip the squadrons with the digitising
facility.
The Dibb Review of Australia's Defence Capabilities
459.
It follows from the foregoing that I do not agree
with Mr Dibb's endot:'sement of the Automap 3 project.
I
gather that the reason for his support is the fillip it
would give to the completion of pt:'iority mapping earlier
than planned.
As I have said the cost of Automap 3 is out
of all proportion to the increase in production which will
occur.
There are alternative means of giving a much greater
boost to production at a much lower cost to the taxpayer as
my submission of options for future action should show.
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Section 19
iSHAR~NG

THE PROGRAM

460.
The
events so
far described show not only
that
Defence took the initiative in launching a 1:50 000 series
program for its own purposes but also that Natmap failed to
assert a claim to control the direction of all Federal
topographic mapping programs.
Even so, Defence cannot claim
a mapping monopoly.
There is an actual and potential
national
interest
in
1:50 000
series
mapping
extending
beyond the defence of the Commonwealth.
The current program
is a logi cal successor to. the' I: 100 000 mapping ser i es in
which Natmap .had the principal role.
Further, Natmap has
personnel and equipment beyond its needs and the surplus
will
increase
as
current
topographic
and
bathymetric
programs reach their end.
461.
As seen, and as the Dibb report says, it is in the
in teres ts of na ti onal defence that h i9h prior i ty mappi ng
should be completed earlier than RASvy planned.
Under it
the Corps would ta ke up to t wen ty yea rs to cover the firs t
three prior i ty areas.
The Di bb sugges tion (Report at p18)
is to I increase defence manpower allocated to mapping by up
to
50,
subject
to examination of alternatives such as
greater use of civil contract'.
Natmapi by its practice of using private contractors
for photogrammetri c, compi lation and cartographic work; is
capable of making a
much greater contribution
than an
additional 50 Defence mapping staff.
The full production
cost only of employing 50 Defence mapping staff would be
about of
$2.5 million annually.
Their contribution to
production could, in my opinion, be performed by civilian
mapping for half that amount.
462.

RASvy time scales and levels of producti6n
463.
The number of maps needed
Defence priority areas, RASvy's
dates and my own assessment of
the program remains entirely with
Priority

1
2

3
Total maps

No.

of Maps

1330
1141
751

for each of the firs t three
most optimistic completion
likely completion dates if
RASvy are as follows:

Ea r 1 i est RA S vy
completion date
1996
2000
2003

My assessment

1996
2002
2005/6

3222

464.
The position as for the other three priority areas is
as follows:
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Priority

No. of maps

Earliest RASvy
Completion date

My assessmen t

4
5
6

2114
188
153

2007
2008
2008

2012
2014
2014

Total maps

i!

2455

465.
RASvy intends _to produce, on average, only 133 first
cover
maps
a
year- in
completing priority
1 by
1996.
Therea f ter its outpu t is expec ted to increase to 190 maps
annually.
RASvy informed me tha t abou t 70% of its mappi ng
effort would henceforth be expended on the program of which
about 77% would be diverted to first cover maps initially,
gradually declining to 65% as the program neared completion.
The decline took account of there having to be a revision
cycle for ageing existing maps.
The percentages did not sit
happily with the output level for priority -1.
As mentioned
in paragraph 62 of this report the explanation for lower
output in the earlier years is the fulfilment of external
commi tments under the Defence Co-operation Program. / / /
'1~
_

•

/

-....l~J-~

IN

"'-IVI

Natmap's future output
466.
Wi th sharing of the program in mind, I had several
discussions with
Natmap to ascertain its likely future
ou tput if it were to take over part of the program.
It
emerged that 65% of its total resources could be available
for 1:50 000 mapping in 1987.
467.
I have accepted the following projected levels of
output as wi thi n Na tmap' s capabi 1 i ti es as from 1987 using
private sector contractors at present levels:
(1)

If it employed graphic stereoplotting followed
digitising
the
agency
could produce
about
complete maps a year.

(2)

If - 1: 25 000 accuracy specifications were employed for
all mapping', output as described in (1) would fall to
about 260 maps per year.

(3)

If all compilation were by digital stereoplotting at
standard 1:50 000 specifications output would be about
220 maps annually.

( 4)

If
1: 25 000
accu racy
specifications
were
applied,
output as described in (3) would fall to about '160 maps
each year.

by scan
330-340

468. In section 13 of this report I concl~ded that there was
not
a
strong
case
for
requi ring
1: 25 000
accuracy
specifications
generally
in
the
less
complex
mapping
categories D and E.
It
is a reasonable assumption, if
Na tmap were to have a share of 1: 5 a 000 mappi ng I that not
more
than
half
of
the
work
would
be
at
1: 25 000
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specifications.
On this basis Natmap's average annual
output could be expected to increase from 160 to not less
than 190 maps, which is the equal of RASvy's expected output
afte r 1996.
469.
In section 4 of this report I concluded that it was
well,within the ability of the private sector to produce 300
or more ·ma ps a year to the comple t ion of compila t ion usi ng
dig ita 1 s t e re 0 plot tin g .
If the p ric ere ma ins rig h t , as i t
shou Id, the Co mmonweal th' s i nte res t would be well served by
Natmap doubling the amount of work it puts out to contract.
Na tmap could achi eve an annual ou tput of 300 maps usi ng
stereodigitising if it were to double the use of contractors
without any increase in internal map production beyond
1984/85 levels.
A contribution from Natmap of 300 maps per year from
the end of 1987 would allow the entire RASvy Defence program
to be completed by 2000 with Natmap contributing about 3,600
maps and RASvy about 2,000 if its projected levels of map
production are accepted.
Suitable maps for priority area 0,
Tasmania should be provided by the State under its recently
revised program.
470.

Level of expenditure
471.
Natmap
participation
at
the
level
I
have
just
described would involve the Commonwealth in some additional
costs. . Firstly, a one-off sum of about $1. 7 million would
probab ly be needed to enhance Na tma p 's digi tal capac i ty ,
notably in the creation of digital work stations.
About $.3
million {s wanted to buy a
new camera with' a higher
resolution ~ystem for better quality photogtaphy to capture
1: 50 000 dat a.
Second ly, there would be an increase in
annual operating costs in Natmap constituted by having ~ore
contract work performed.
A doubling of contract work would
require an extra expenditure on contracts of about $.9
mi 11 ion
annually
at
1984/85
pri ce s.
The
increase d
expenditure could, of course, be more than offset through a
reduction in the size of the Regiment.
472.
The addi tional costs mentioned are small compared
with the
total savings which would result from Natmap
participation.
To take compilation costs again as outlined
in sect ion 16, if they are appli ed to all pr iori ty 2 and 3
mapping the total compilation cost of the work in the hands
of Natmap would be $9.2 mill'ion at 1984/85 prices.
The cost
of RASvy doi ng the same compila t ion task wi th 75% of the
output being from the Regiment and 25% from the field survey
squadrons would be $24.9 million at 1984/85 disregarding the
addi t ional mi 1 i ta ry cos ts of ha vi ng RASvy personnel do th e
mapping.
If
the three military costs referred to in
sections 14 and 16 were added, the total cost of the RASvy
output would be $29.2 million.
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Other factors
473.
In the foregoiH g , I have tried to assess the possible
respective contributions of the Corps and Natmap rather as
production parameters than as definitive statements.
Other
factors bear upon the posi tion al though they would not all
pull in one direction.
474.
First,
there· is the question of the size of the
Reg i men t.
If the Regi men t 's strength was reduced by abou t
95 as I have suggested in section 5 could happen wi thout
impairment of the core force concept, it might reduce the
Corps'
total 1:50 000 output by about 20%
25%.
The
effect, considered in isolation, could be to lengthen the
completion of the whole program by three years.
475.
Second ly, there is Au tomap 3.
If it we re in tro duced
i t would increase RASvy's production by about 15% with
pr6portional effects the reverse of those just described in
the case of the Regiment.
476.
Thirdly, there is the question of whether the program
should be entirely digital or not.
Map production by way of
graphic
stereoplotting
plus
scan
digitising
if
widely
employed would shorten the program and result in some cost
savings. The total end cost would not be. so much lesS,
however,
as
to
encourage
the
continuation
of
graphic
s tereoplot ting a t the expense of dig i tal stereoplo t ting in
the first instance.
477.
Fourthly, RASvy output in the first ten years is put
at
133
maps
per annum.
Compared
with other
mapping
authorities, including the States, the output is low.
The
·~orps
is handsomely equipped and with more emphasis on
positive management, for example to record manpower expended
on particular mapping processes, RASvy should not find i t
di fficul t to produce 150-160 maps a year in the fi rst ten
years with a corresponding improvement in later years.
478.
Fi fthly, the length of the program depends to some
extent on continuing and satisfactory performance by private
contractors according to my assessment of its potential
capacity in section 4 of this report.
Options for a shared program
479.
I have a lready recommended that the 1: 50 000 program
should receive Cabinet's specific approval as being in the
national interest.
It is a demanding program and its real
cost
will
be
far
greater
than
any
previous
series
topographic program.
Hence, the national interest, defence
or development, dictates that advantage should be taken of.
opportunities for cost savings as well a,s for accelerating
the program.
To. leave the parties as they are, which the
Moran
Report
recommended in
1981,
renders cost savings
impossible.
The time has come to abandon the laissez-faire
attitude enabling RASvy and Natmap to go their separate ways
wi th less regard for wider interests than their own, as
through a glass darkly.
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480.
The observations and conclusions expressed in this
report, in my opinion, support four principal options.
The
first two involve a straight sharing of the program between
Defence and DRE and their respective mapping agencies.
The
third option would graft on to either of the other two a
working merger of Na tmap and the ASO.
The fourth option
goes further than the others.
It combines topographic
mapping in a single authori ty wi th the obj'ect of attaining
more
.effective
management,
and
gre.ater
flexibility
in
de'ployment of the Commonwealth's major topographic mapping
resources.
The four options are described separately in the
next four sections of this report.
Size of the Regiment
In Section 7 I concluded that the Regiment could be
reduced by up to 95 personnel wi thout impairing the planned
level of assistance RASvy would be expected to offer in the
field if hos t i Ii ties occu r.
Si nce there is no doubt tha t
the
Regiment's
map
production
costs
are
higher
than
al terna ti ve produc t ion in the hands of Na tmap and pr i va te
contractors,
I suggest that in the interest of reducing
total mapping expendi ture, steps should be taken to reduce
th~ total size of the
Regiment by 70.
4810

482.
The four options to be discussed' operate whether or
not there is a reduction in the size of the Regiment.
If it
occurs, however, the Commonwealth will have the benefit of a
reduction in its annual mapping budget as well as a total
cost saving.
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Section 20

I)

·FIRST OPTION

Pi/

483.
The Government accepts, as I suggest it should, that
the 1:50 000 program is in the combined interests of defence
and national economic and social development, Natmap has a
strong claim to share the program with RASvy.
In any case,
Defence interest in priorities 4, 5 and 6 is much less than
in the other three.
484.
The first op tion in vo 1 ves a high degree of predetermination of the respecti ve roles of the two agencies
and how each should perform.
I have not been able to create
a sa t i sfactory di vis ion of work be tween the two except by
choosing the geography of the priori ty areas.
Fortunately
the i nteres ts of Defence and 1 i ke ly ci v.i lian demands from
official and unofficial sources for medium and large scale
maps are for the most part in areas to be mapped by the
Commonwealth under the 1:50 000 Defence program.
There are
difficul ties in partnerships and this one would certainly
have its share, attracting a need for a means to reso 1 ve
them.
Allocation of mapping between Natmap and RASvy
485.
The program should be shared· between Natmap and RASvy
in_ accordance
with
my
assessment
of
their
respective
capacities in section 19 of this report.
486.
In the fi rs t i n s tance RA Svy should concen t ra te on
mapping the areas in priority 1 and Natmap handle mapping in
the areas constituted by
priorities 2 and 3.
On my
assessment,
Natmap
shoulQ
complete
its
mapping
responsibilities at least a year before RASvy.
487.
It would be' easier to postpone the allocation of work
in areas of lower priority pending an examination of the
progress of mapping in the first three priority areas but I
think a determination has to be made now even though it may
need revision a few years hence.
488.
.When RASvy attains its maximum capacity to engage in
the 1:50 000 program, i.e. after 1996, Natmap will have the
ability to produce about three maps for each two produced by
RASvy.
Priority 4 requires a total of 2,114 maps, more than
for a ny other pri or i ty area.
The priori ty 4 areas are in
eastern Australia extending from around Townsville, south
through most of New South Wales and the whole of Victoria
into most of South Australia.
Natmap should undertake up to
1,400 maps with RASvy providing the balance.
489.
Priori ties 5 and 6 are not a problem
As I have said
Tasmania itself will supply maps capable of satisfying
priority 6.
Priority 5 consists of three areas widely
separated from each other, two in the north and the other in
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the south.
They involve only 188 maps.
The northern areas
could go to RASvy since they are nea r to pr ior i ty 1 a rea s ~
the southern area, which is adjacent to other lower priority
areas', to Natmap.' It would not matter 'if the allocation of
the work were to await the concluding stages of the program.
Conditions
490.
If the 'program is to be shared along the n nes
suggested there has to be a clear understanding of the
respective responsibilities of the parties.
At least the
following conditions should apply:
(1)

As earlier recommended, the Government should approve
a 1:50 000 program as being in the national interest.
It should cover the areas lying within the six
Defence priority areas.

( 2)

The accomp Ii shment of the progra m should gene rally
observe the order of the priorities which Defence has
specified, accepting that these may be subject to
some modification in the light of any reassessment of
strategic defence policy.

( 3)

It should be recognised that from time to time
official and unofficial civilian demands for 1:50 000
mapping
may
justify
mapping
not
necessarily
in
accordance with Defence priorities or possibly in
areas of Australia which Defence does not propose to
cover.
Such mapping should only be undertaken where
the need is well established and the cost not out of
proportion to likely benefits.

( 4)

RASvy should concentrate
its mapping efforts on
completing all the maps needed to cover the areas of
first 'priority. at
the
latest
by
1996
and,
if
possible, a t an ear Ii er date by seeki ng increased
production through improved managerial practices and
greater effort.

(5)

During the initial ten year period Natmap should
undertake
the
fi rst
cover
mapping
requi red
for
priority areas 2 and 3, to be completed before 19~6.

( 6)

Upon completing mapping in priori ty areas 2
Natmap should commence to map in priori ty 4
When RASvy has compiled priori ty 1 mapping it
share priority 4 mapping with Natmap according
assessed levels of capacity of each.

,( 7)

Al though there is demarca tion of work in advance of
it being performed, RASvy and Na tmap must exercise
common sense,
for
example where adjustments
are
demanded because of variations in Defence priorities,
or because one of the part ies bas extens i ve mappi ng
experience
in a
specific area
lying beyond its
a ,II 0 cat ion.
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(8 )

Natmap and
RASvy
should each appoint
a
liaison
officer and the two officers should be in frequent
louch.
The Oi rector of Na tmap and . the Oi rector of
Army Survey should meet quarterly to review progress.
They should submi t a join t annLial report to their
respective Ministers.

( 9)

Natmap should not increase its internal level of
production
significantly
but
should
continue
to
employ ou ts ide con tractors and seek the i r increased
u~e as outli~ed in section 19 of this report.

( 10)

Natmap should proceed
to a
progressively
higher
component of digital mapping.
All its mapping in
priority area 2 should be by digital stereoplotting.

(11 )

ORE should be given approval to expand and update its
digital equipment and improve its aerial photographic
capability,
as
mentioned
in section
19 of
this
report.
Natmap and RASvy should make use of State mapping·
authorities where
they are willing
to
undertake
available additional mapping at 1:50 000 scale or
supervision of the work of contractors at costs which
are lower than if
either agency were to perform
tasks.

( 13)

If either Natmap or RASvy intends to approach a State
for mapping assistance one should first give notice
to the other.

( 14)

The cost of Natmap's activities should be
ORE's budget.

includ~d

in

. Working difficulties
491.
Obviously Natmap and
RASvy will
need
to confer
frequently as the shared program proceeds.
I have suggested
the appoi n tment of 1 i ai son of ficers and quarter ly meeti ngs
of the two directors in the hope that the two agencies will
see that a common purpose is to be served.
Many questions
are likely to arise and iequire resolution.
Ten which 06cur
to me are as follows:
(1)

Specific military or civilian demands may arise which
would
justify either agency mapping
in an area
allocated to the other.

(2)

Special factors may also show that the objectives of
the program will be best served by occasional mapping
by one agency in an area allocated to the other.
For
example, past mapping activities may place one of the
parties i n a preferred pas i t.ion.
Agai n in mappi ng
near boundaries of priority areas it may be economic
for one agency to extend its work across a. boundary
into an area allocated to the other.
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(3)

Application of 1:25 000 accuracy specifications in
particular areas, as to which see section 13 of this
repo,rt.

(4)

Management of the digital topographic data base.

(5)

Scan digitising performance.

(6)

Form,

(7)

Approaches to the States for assistance.

(8)

Va riat ions of a rra ngemen ts as a resul t
to boundaries of priority areas.

(9)

Sharing
ot
equipment
and
possible' pooling
resources for particular projects.

(10)

Standard of contractor performance.

specification and content of published maps.

of ad justment
of

Settlement of disputes
492.
I should like to think that where questions arise
Na tmap
and RASvy will usually reach agreement but the
record
does
not
afford
ground
for
optimism.
The
Commonwealth Co-ordinating Group on Mapping, Charting and
Survey
set
up
in
response
to
the
Moran
Committee's
recommendation
as
an
advisory body
to
the
performing
agencies failed completely.
Disagreements will occur and a
means must be found fa resolve them.
An advisory body will
not work.
493.
I propose that in the absence of agreement an iS$ue
in dispute be referred to an independent arbitrator whose
decision the parties must accept.
Ei ther agency should be
able to seek an arbitration, subject to first obtaining
approval of its parent Department.
494.
Arbitration should, I suggest, be vested in the hands
of a single arbi trator and he should be able to call upon
the parties to produce all relevant information.
There
would be an obvious advantage in having someone either ~ith
a good knowledge of the . mapping industry or a broad
administrative
experience and preferably
an
appropriate
scientific or technical background.
495.
I
suggest
that
there
should
be
a
panel
of
arbitrators an'd where an issue arises for settlement the
particular arbitrator be appointed by agreement.
A panel of
four persons should suffige.
Among persons with mapping and
survey experience the Victorian Surveyor-General, Mr Holmes,
and the Commonweal th Surveyor-Genera I, Mr Sleep, would be
sui table.
I do not regard it as my' function to canvass
names of persons outside' the mapping industry who. would be
su i table
but
two
persons,
come
to
mi nd.
One
is
Dr Fat"rands, one-time Secretary to the Department of Science
and Technology
and
the
o~her
Dr Wild,
until recently
Chairman of the CSIRO.
The four persons mentioned reside in
Melbourne or locally.
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496.
It may be thought that some issues are of such
. importance or i nvol ve poli cy factors of suc ho a ki nd not to
be
entrusted
to
the
decision
of
a
single
external
arbitrator.
It is not out of the qu~stionthat the parties
will not agree on the choice of an arbitrator.
In these
ci rc umstances I s ugges t tha t there be a commi t tee of thre e
senior publi c servants, at not less than Fi rs t As si stant
Secretary level, one each from Defence and DRE and the third
from the Department of Local Government and Administrative
Services (DOLGA S) .
The Chai rman of the commi t tee should be
the nomi nee of DOLGAS and the issue in di spu te should be
determined by majority decision.
497.
The existence of arbi tral machinery should encourage
the respecti ve heads of mapping in Defence and DRE to reach
agreement between themselves.
Natmap management
498.
If a major share of the
program is vested in Natmap,
efficient and experienced management is needed to maximise
the benef its of the ac t ion.
I do not doubt tha t Na tmap' s
senior staff are profession~lly highly competent but my
impression is that managerial experience and skill do not
IUdtch
technical
abilities.
The
history
of
Natmap's
i ne E tect i veness
in
assert ing
its
cIa i m to
co-ordi na te
Australia's topographic mapping speaks for. itself.
The
1: 50 000
program
requires
progressive
management
not
inhibited
by
past
mapping
policies
and
unsatisfactory
relationships with RASvy.
0

499.
If the option is to be implemented there will be
greater
use
of
outside
contractors
requiring
internal
judgements to be made.
Opportunities to minimise cost
sho uld riot be los t.
Take, for example the ut i 1.i sa tion 0 f
State resources.
A di gi tal compi la tion cons ti tu tes about
30% of the total map making cost.
If a State agency will
map an area at an agreed price less than three- times the
average cost of a compilation at 1984/85 prices as revealed
in this report itO would be sound management to use the
agency.
In 1984/85, Natmap's costs associated with the
handling
of
contracts
and
the
work
of
contractors
constituted 35% of the average in-house price for a digital
compilation.
If a State were prepared to supervise and
process a contractor's work for around 20% of the contract
proice its assistance would be economic and in the interest
of good Commonwealth-State relations.
500.
Natmap's reverence for past practice, its claims to a
dominant position in Commonwealth topographic mapping and
its continued adherence to graphic stereoplotting do not
encourage .me to think that it will be as adaptable in the
future as it should be in managing its share of the 1:50 000
program.
The situation calls for DRE to involve itself much
more in supervi si ng Na tmap po Ii ci es and prac t ices than
it
has so far done.
Whoever should perform such a role within
the Department needs to be much more than a professional
0
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view is that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages.
The first option offers a big advance on the existing
position.

~1y

,
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Section 21
SECOND OPTION
503.
De fence launched the 1: 5 0 000 program.
The ex ten t of
non military d~lOand for mapping which might be required but
does not fit in with the Defence program is far from clear.
It is not unreasonable to conc 1 ude tha t de fence interest s
outweigh other factors in mapping in the first two and
possibly the
third
priority area.
The second option
involves performance of 1: 50 000 mapping by Natmap as well
as RASvy but it places more emphasis on defence than the
first and gives RASvy authority to issue directions to
Natmap, except in relation to mapping for civilian purposes.
Components
504.
The principal components' of
follows:

the second option are as

(1)

As for the £irst option Natmap and RASvy should share
the mapping in accordance with my assessment of their
respective capacities in section 19 of this report.

(2)

The first objective should b~ the completion of first
-cover mapping in priority areas I, 2 and 3 no later
than 1996 and the second objective should be the
completion of
the entire program before
2000 as
outlined in the description of the first option.

(3)

However rather than predetermine the areas to be
mapped by each agency, but subject to the foregoing,
the allocation of work in the firs t three pr iori ty
areas
should
be
determi ned
by
De fenc e.
The
determination could be that RASvy proceed to map in
priority 1 areas whilst Natmap assume responsibility
for priority areas 2 and 3 but Defence should be able
to vary the ar,rangements if it believes it would be
of overall benefit.
Subject to overriding defence
consi dera tions,
i n a reas
of
lower
prior i ty' the
execution of work should be as outlined for the first
option.

(4)

In undertaking its part, Natmap should be subject, if
need be, to direction from Defence on matters which
arise from time to time, for example as to the nature
of data to be captured, mapping processes to be
employed,
application
of
1:25 000
accuracy
specifications, mapping of particular areas within a
priority and utilisation of State mapping and survey
resources.

(5)

To the extent that Natmap carries out the program on
behalf of Defence, it would be appropriate for the
cost
to
be
a
charge
upon
the
Defence
budget.
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Howeve!:', if the Government specifically approves the
1:50 000 program as being in the national interest
the annual cost of its execution could remain in
DRE's budget.
Conditions
5 05.
RASvy and Na tmap should observe, as appropr ia te,
following conditions outlined in the first option:

the

(1)

RASvy
should
concentrate
its
mapping
efforts
on
comple ti ng all the maps needed to cover the areas 0 f
first priority at the latest by 1996 but if possible
at an earlier date by seeking increased production
throqgh improved managerial' practices and greater
effort.

( 2)

Natmap should not increase its internal level of
production
signifi~antly
but
should
continue
to
employ outside contractors and seek their increased
use as outlined in section 19 of this ,report.

( 3)

Natmap should proceed to
a
progressively
higher
component of digital mapping irrespective of the
priority allo~ated by Defence to an area.

( 4)

Natmap and RASvy should make use of
capabilities as described in the first

State

mapping

option~

(5)

Natmap should be given approval to expand and update
its
digital
equipment
and
improve
its
aerial
photography capability as mentioned in section 19.

(6)

DRE should involve itself
policies and practices.

(7)

Nat~ap
and
RASvy
should each
appoint
a
liaison
officer and the Director of Natmap and the Director
of Army Survey should meet regularly and submi t a
joint annual report to their respective Minister.

(8)

RASvy should maintain the digital
base for all 1:50 000 mapping.

more in supervising, Natmap

topographic

data

Civilian demand
506.
Si nce the au thori ty of De fence to issue di rect ions
places Defence in a dominant position, particularly during
the first ten years, some provision has to be made to enable
Natmap to carryon mapping in the national interest besides
defence.
That is to say Na tmap should not be precluded from
meeting genuine and substantial civilian demands which would
not be met wi thin a reasonable period, or at all, by the
observance o'f mapping according to Defence priorities or
directions.
Natmap should be entitled to use up to onefifth of its productive capacity over a period, say three
years,
to fulfil
such demands without being subject to
directions from Defence.
At the same time its mapping
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should meet De fence speci fica t ions' as far as
with a view to avoiding eventual duplication
effort.

practicable
of mapping

Advantages of the second option
507.

(1)

Four of the five advantages described for the
first option apply to much the same extent to the
second
option.
The
exception
is
that
the
arra'ngemen t does no t fit as co mfortab ly wi th the
recogni t ion of the 1: 5 0 000 mappi ng program as a
national
mappin~
program
tindertaken
in
the
interests of economic and social development as
well as defence~

(2)

It imports into the arrangements an element of
flexibili ty not possible in predetermining shares
of the program as outlined in the first option.

(3)

It )largely obviates the necessity for arbitration.

Disadvantages
508.
There are,
in the first option.

h6wever, disadvantages not to be found
These include the following:

(1)

As mentio,ned the option pays insufficient regard
to the broader national interest by giving Defence
an ascendancy in carrying out the program.

(2)

It restricts Natmap's freedom of activity as the
principal
civilian
mapping
authority
of
the
Commonweal t h wi th a consequen t risk of affecting
i nternalmorale.

(3)

The reserva tion of capaci ty to enable Na tmap to
undertake mapping for civilian purposes outside
the
Defence
program
could
give
rise
to
difficulties in practice, especially in view of
the history of the relationships between RASvy and
Natmap.
It would be possible to provide for
arbitration as outlined in the first option to
settie disputes.where Natmap'sdesire to undertake
civilian mapping were to be seen by RASvy as
conflicting with Defence mapping objectives.

(4)

Natmap could be subject to pressure from RASvy in
the performance of its functions, for example in
the selection of contractors and the acceptance of
their work.

(5)

Like the first option, the arrangement stops short
of achieving a co-ordinated mapping and survey
policy.
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Section 22
. THIRD OPTION
509.
The Terms of Reference which Cabinet approved in 1984
sta ted
tha t
the
joi n t
revi ew
of
topographic
mapping
facilities
should
consider
the
most efficient
use
of
Commonwealth resources to meet Commonwealth needs in the
best possible way.
Consequently the Terms of Reference did
not specifically embrace the fUnctions of the Commonwealth
Surveyor-General or· the work of the Naval Hydrographer.
As
my review progressed I became more aware that skills similar
to those exercised in Natmap and RASvy were also employed in
ASO·and by the RAN Hydrographic Service.
Surveyors-General - Lords of the manor
510.
Before Federation the Surveyor-General was one of the
principal public servants in each Australian colony.
He was
called upon to undertake original major mapp.ing and survey
programs, for example, the planning of areas of settlement
and of road and railway systems.
The palmy days of the
first Surveyors-General have long since gone and for many
years
their successors
have
turned
their attention to
meeti ng
specia I i sed mappi ng
and
survey
de mands.
The
isolation of survey frQm mapping is regarded throughout the
industry as being functionally unsound and in each State
mapping and survey work continues in a single Department.
5ll.
In
1945
the
Commonwealth
Surveyo r-General
wa s
appointed Director of National Mapping in the Department of
the
Inter io r ~
In 1956, two years after the Depar tment 0 f
the Interior ·was authorised by Cabinet to be a single
authori ty for geodetic and topographic surveys and mapping
the Pr ime Mi ni s ter announced the trans fer of the na tional
mapping function to the Department of National Development.
The decision in 1956 had a strong flavour of Ministerial
expediency about it.
Function of the Australian Survey Office
512.
ASO carries out mapping functions employing the same
processes as for series topographic mapping.
For example,
one of its major projects is mapping the region of the~eat
Barrier Reef which covers. an area exceeding 300,00Cl.J:ms.
ASO uses similar equipment to Natmap but is ahead of Natmap
in use of computer technology.
I believe that ASO also
gives more attention to the use of remote sensing as an aid
to mapping and survey than Natmap notwithstanding that
Landsat is in Natmap's hands.
ASO has a staff exceeding
500,
much larger than Natmap's,
and maintains regional
offices in the capital cities of all mainland States and the
Northern Territory.
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A working merger of Natmap and ASO

513.
The
location
of
ASO
and
Natmap
in
separate
Departments is in my opinion not only funct ionally unsound
but 'economically wasteful and tends to inhibit those in
charge of survey and mapping from a broader appreciation of
the Commonwealth'~ national interests and making optimum use
of technological developments.
ASO has the resources to
assis t i n seri es topographi.c mappi ng and if it were to
be
involv~d an earlier completion of the 1:50 000 program could
be expected.
At present ASO spreads its resources on a wide
variety of topics as, like Natmap, it seeks to maintain an
unimpaired existence.
5140
More to the point,
if the activities of ASO and
Natmap were
to be co-ordinated in one Department,
the
Commonweal th should have the benef i t of subs tant ial cost
savings and there would be a larger base from which to
perform the specialised activities not only of ASO but also
Natmap.
Natmap's engages in thematic mapping and a variety·
of other specialised functions such as moon tracking for
NAsA and the provis ion of a na t ional time scale servi ce.
There would also be a stronge~ case for maintaining a
digital data base supplementing the RASvy topographic data
base than if Natmap were to remain separate.
515.
The Terms of Reference do not specifically state'that
there should be an examination of the activities of ASO but
it is an objective to ;eek the most effici~nt use of
Commonwealth
resources
to
meet
Commonwealth
topographic
mapping. needs.
This objective, in my opinion, would be
promoted if the Commonweal th . were to revert to the earlier
position and have Na tmap and ASO located in one D~partmen t
and
subject
to
single
direction
or
management.
The
suggestion is not intended to operate as a separate option
but as supplementary to either the first or second option.
516.
There is reason to suppose that relationships between
Na tmap and RASvy would be less influenced. by the past if
DOLGAS were to be the pa ren t of the two agenci es.
If thi s
we re to happen in 'conjunct ion wi th the firs t option the
arrangemen ts for arbi tra t ion would need ad jus tmen t.
On the
other hand, DRE has a historical claim and it should be able
to
absorb
ASO
wi thout
too
much
di ffic ul ty.
Ei the r
Department would be suitable.
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Section 23

FOURTH OPTION
517.
The si ngle focal poi n t for further f,i rst cove r seri es
topographic mapping is the 1:50 000 program but it would be
a mistake to take the completion of that program as an end
in itself.
Future mapping demand
518.
I
have
expressed
the
opinion
that
comprehensive
topographic mapping will end with the 1:50 000 program.
Then the Commonwealth should have at its disposal a digital
topographic data base capable of meeti ng both gene'ral and
specialised defence and civilian needs.
The era of a single
map serving all purposes is about to close.
Apart from the
needs of Defence, future demand will in large part be for
maps specific purposes and for
di~ital
information for
transfer to other computer systems.
If there is a demand
for 1: 25 000 seri es maps i ndependen t of the maps which the
States will have provided at that scale or larger, .it will
be a demand for specific areas of mapping to be done as the
occasion requires and not for a concerted comprehensive
program.
The digital. topographic data base,
which is
largely independent of scale, will provide the basis of any
further required ser~es mapping.
Managerial flexibility
519.
As digital mapping spreads, there will be a declining
demand for some mappi ng ski 11 s, e speci ally inca rtography.
In the field it is not improbable that developments in
remote sensing by satellites will change the nature of
ground control work.
If it is to be properly managed, the
1:50 000
program
should
take
account
of
probable
redundancies in topographic mapping staff especially as the
program reaches its conc 1 udi ng stages towards 200 O.
As
we 11,' i t s hould be suff ici ently fIe xi ble to accommoda te new
technology ~nd provide for the acquisition of new skills and
the abandonment of old techniques free from the inhibi tions
of past mapping policies and practices.
520.
The first two options involve a sharing of a single
program between two separate agencies with the consequential
need for the prescription of condi tions which each should
observe.
Yet, the 1:50 000 program is vast and long and may
not benefi t from having solidified arrangements at such an
early stage.
More flexibility is desirable in such matters
as areas to be mapped, how they are to be mapped and who
should do the work.
It also calls for managerial skills and
judgement to obtain the optimum use of private contractors
and State facilities.
521.
In my opinion, the 1: 50 000 program should be more
efficiently managed if its execution were vested in a single
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agency.
Th is has led me to suggest a fourth option which
would bring the topographic mapping resourc~s of RASvy and
Natmap unde~ the umbrella of a single head to whom the
Director of Army Survey and the Director of Natmap should be
subject in carrying out their shares of the program.

Components of the fourth option
522.
The
follows:

pri ncipal

components

of

the

opt ion

a re

as

(1)

A Mapping and Survey Di vision should be created in the
Department of
Defence headed bya Chief at First
Assistant
Secretary
level.
The
Chief
should
be
responsible for the· development and maintenance of the
1:50 000
or other Commonwealth
topographic
mapping
programs
in the national
interest as described in
section 9 of this report.
It is essential that the
right person be chos~n as Chief~
Whether a civilian or
member of the Defence Force,
the Chief must have
recognised managerial skills and a ability to lead
staff.

(2)

The Director of Natmap and members of staff of the
Topographic Group and the Series Mapping Branch of the
Cartographic Group in Na tmap should become members of
ataff of the proposed Mapping and Surv~y Division.

(3)

There should be two Branches in the Division, one
military and the other civilian, of which the Di~ector
of Army Survey and the Director of Natmap should be the
respective Branch Heads.

(4)

The Chief
of
the
Division
should be
required
to
discharge his responsibili ty. for the 1 :50 000 program
to ensure its completion generally in accordancE;! wi th
the ob jec t i ves and requi remen ts of the first opt ion.
Thus, foi exampl~,
.
(a) Mapping of the areas constituted by priorities I,
2 and 3 should be completed by 1996 and earlier
'if
possible.
In
principle
but
subject
to
variation by the Chief of the Division, RASvy
should. concentrate
on
mapping
the
areas
in
priority 1 and the civilian Branch direct its
.a ttention to mapping the areas wi thin priori ties·
2 and 3.
(b) Mapping of priority areas 4, 5 and 6 should be
completed
before
2000
with
the
work
shared
between RASvy and the Ci vilian Branch according
to their respective capacities.
(c)

In mappi ng by the ci vi 1 ian Branch the pol icy of
employing outside industry under contract should
continue.
The
increased
use
of
private
contractors should be
sought
as
outlined
in
section 19 of this report.
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(d) Avai lable State mappi ng capaci ty and ass istance
should be used where the cost is lower than for
comparable internal operations.
(e)

Demonstrated civilian mapping demands which do
not .necessarily coincide with the defence aspects
of the program should be recognised and the
program of work so arranged as to give effect to
them
as
long
as
they
do
not
substantially
prejudice the execution of mappi ng in priori ty
areas 1, 2 and 3.
The Chie f of the Di vis ion
should ensure that ci vi Ii an demand from of fici al
Commonwealth sources is kept under review.

(f) The digital
topographic data base should be
available to meet defence and civilian demands.
( 5)

The bathymetric program and the
members of staff
involved in it should be transferred to the
RAN
Hydrographic
Service.
See
however
my
comments
hereunder, about the Naval Hydrographer.

(6)

The other functions of N~tmapi together with personnel
and equipment, should be transferred to the Australian
Survey Office.

(7)

When mapping is finished for all areas in priorities 1,
2 and
3,
the
Chief
of
the
Division should,
in
consultation with the Public Service Board, provide for
the rede ploymen t of c i vi lian sta ff who wi 11 not be
needed in Defence for other mapping and survey work
when the 1: 50 000 progr am is at an en d.
At the end 0 f
the program the
Division itself might be dissolved and
the Australian Survey Office could appropriately assume
responsibility for further civilian mapping.

(8)

The Chief of the.Division should seek to obtain maximum
use of the resources and facilities of the two Branches
of the Division by encouraging cooperation between them
and
allowing
each
Branch
to
have
access
to
the
resources and facilities of the other.

Naval Hydrographer
523.
I have suggested above that the bathymetric program
be transferred to the Naval Hydrographer.
The functional
Division between hydrography and bathymetry is superficial:
hydrography encompasses bathymetry.
In my opinion, the two
programs should not remain apart.
The transfer of the
bathymetric program to the RAN Hydrographic Service would
avoid the duplication of work in the same areas of activity
and should make it possible not only to achieve economies of
staff but also in the heavy shipping charter costs which are
incurred.
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524.
The Na val Hydrographer mai n tai ns con tact wi t h RASvy
and Natmap.
He IIis a member of th~
National Mapping Council
and participated in the proceedings of the Moran Committee.
The Hydrographic Service caters for civilian as well as
Defence
needs.
It would be
in
the interests of coordination
of
programs
to
bring
the
Service
into
the
proposed Di vision in Defence as a third Branch wi th the
Hydrographer as Branch Head.
Such a step would presen t
opportuni ties, t'or broadly based management to make an input
into hydrographic operations including the assessment of
civilian demand.
525.
The Terms of Reference do not include the activities
of the RAN Hydrographic Service but, if they had, I would
have included the creation of a third Branch in the proposed
Division as a component of the fourth option.
Advantages of the fourth option
526.

(1)

A,s for the first and second options the fourth
would enable the mapping program to be cOTIlpleted
earlier than if RASvy were alone involved and at a
much lower total cost with, at most, a relatively
small inc~L~?: in annual cos ts.,

( 2)

It would ~ bring to an end the saga of discordant
relationships
between
the
civil 'and
military
mapping agencies and render it unnecessary to have
the settlement of disputes through arbitration as
suggested in_th~ first option.

(3)

By entrusting the mapping program to a separate
Division of Defence, opportunities are created for
flexible management.
The Chief of the Di vision
should be able to make much better use of the
combined resources at his disposal than under a
formally di vided program.
A,S an exampl e,
the
Chief could decide that it would be efficacious
for the Field Survey Squadrons to perform field
mapping
tasks for
the Civilian Branch or for
members of the
Squadrons to undertake digital
compilation work at Bendigo.
Efficiently managed,
the
Division
should
be
able
to complete
the
I: 5 a 000
program
at
a
lower
cos t
and
more
expeditiously than under the first and second
options.

J~":,,r.'~J

~i

~

1

\,

(4)

I have no wish to enter the lists about staffing,
numbers
in these days
of restraint on public
se rvice growth.
However, I have to say that the
option opens up the poss ibi Ii ty, eventually I 0 f
effecting staff economies.
Within the proposed
Di vision, co-ordi na tion of the act i vi ti es of the
Branches will increase output. Alternatively, the
combined outputs of Na tmq,p and RASvy could be
achieved with fewer staff than the two would have
as separate agencies.
If nothing else, a staff
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saving could be made to offset the engagement of a
First
Assistant
Secretary
as
Chief
of
the
Division.
Most of
the residual functions
of
Na tmap overlap wi th those
of
ASO.
If they are
transferred to ASO as
I suggest in the third
option
ra ti onal isa t ion
should
a Iso
even tually
produce staffing economies
(5)

If the Regiment were to be reduced in size as I
have submitted in section 19 the consequential
ad jus tment
of
the
mapping
program
would
be
achieved more re~dily under this option than under
the first two.·

(6)

If
there
were
calls
upon
RASvy
for
field
assistance during· hostilities the Civilian Branch
would be able
to perform the functions which
Defence
planni n g,
ou tli ned
in
sec tion
5
contemplates would continue to be performed by the
Regiment.
~'
)

Disadvantages
526.

~~.-

(1)

Because
of
the
misgivings
and
objections
of
personnel
faced
wi th
changes
a ffecti ng
longstanding allegiances and through the creation of
new lines of authority it would be optimistic to
suppose that a new joint military and civilian
organisation could be created in Defence wi thout
encountering
strenuous
criticism
in
some
interested quarters.

(2)

There is a chance that ci vi 1 i an mappi ng demands
will
not
receive
the
attention
they
deserve
because
of
the
location
of
the
Division
in
Defenc e.

(3)

Because
much
will
depend
on
the
ability,
managerial skills, judgement and determina·tion of
the person chosen to be Chi~f of Division the
degree of ri sk is greater 'than for the first and
second options.

Concluding thought
527.
No doubt inventive minds will think of further
objections but, in my opinion, the advantages of the fourth
option far outweigh the disadvantages.
They should not be
displaced by an aggregation of arguments stemming from
antagonists alert in protecting their own interests but less
knowledgeable or determined when it comes to an ob jecti ve
pursui t of the national i nteres t.
The fourth option is my
first preference.
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APPENDIX A
REVIEW OF AUSTRALIA'S TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPPING FACILITIES
Terms of reference as agreed between the two Departments
"Having regard to Cabinet's decision that there should be a
complete
joint
administration
review
of
Commonwealth
topographical mapping resources and needs I and the way in
which those needs could best be met! incfuding alternative
mechani5ms for meeting strategic mapping needs:

10

Commonwealth
Describe
current
and
planned
topographical mapping programs for both civilian and
defence purposes with respect to:
(a)

autho~ity!

(b)

responsible action organisation

(c)

priorities of regions to be mapped

(d)

content

(e)

standards

(f)

scale

(g )

for ma t :

(h)

agency tasked to undertake work.
the

objectives and status

and

2.

Describe
states.

topographic

mapping

programs

3.

Identify the resources currently available to Defence
and Natmap for topographic mapping and those required
to meet planned programs over a forward three year
period and proposals for later years.

4.

Identify and deseribe
the
nature
and
extent
Defence specialised topographic mapping needs.

5.

Identify the cost structure and productivity of RASvy
and Natmap for the production of topographic maps and
derived products! and develop product cost indicators
for use in assessing future program options.
Factors
to be taken account of include:
(a)

manpower numbers

(b)

manpower costs including training

(c)

cost of capital equipment and facilities

(d)

operating costs
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(e)

consultant's/contractor's fees;

(f)

measures of productive output.

(The bas is for tbis cos t
between Defence and DRE)

6.

s truct ure

and

sho uld

Having
regard
to
the
most
efficient
Commonwealth resources to meet Commonwealth
the best possible way:

be agreed
use
of
needs in

Identify options for rationalisation (if any)
between Defence and DRE, assess the benefits and
penalties
associated
wi th
each
option
and
recommend mechanisms for carrying out programs
that would meet Commonwealth needs, including
the allocation of responsibilities to make the
most effective use off available resources.
7.

Examine
and
advise
on
the
scope
coordinating
~nd
implementing
topographic mapping programs for all
defence purposes."
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